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Introduction
Capitalism, Socialism, and Economic Democracy'"
A democratic firm (also democratic worker-owned firm " or
"labor-based democratic firm"') is a company "owned " and controlled by all the people working in it-just as a democratic
government at the city, state, or national level is controlled by
all of its citizens. In each case, those who manage or govern are
ultimately responsible not to some absentee or outside parties
but to the people being managed or governed . Those who are
governed vote, on a one-person / one-vote basis , to directly or
indirectly elect those who govern.
A market economy where the predominant number of firms
are democratic firms is called an economic democracy (see
Dahl, 198.5;Lutz and Lux, 1988).
This book is about the ideas, structures, and principles
involved in the democratic firm and in economic democracy.
The book develops new concepts or, rather, applies old concepts
to new situations-such
as the "very idea " of applying
democratic principles to the workplace . The material is not
technically demanding in terms of economic theory but it may
occasionally be conceptually demanding.
Old words may be used in new ways. For instance ,
"capitalism " is often taken as referring to a private property
market economy-but an "economic democracy," where most
firms are democratic firms, is also a private property market
economy. The distinguishing feature of a capitalist economy
vis-a-·riis an economic democracy is the employer-employee
relation-the legal relation for the voluntary renting or hiring
of human beings.
0

The commodity that is traded in the labor market is labor
services, or hours of laboi: The corresponding price is the
wage per hour. We can think of the wage per hour as the
price at which the firm rents the services of a worker, or
the rental rate for labor. We do not have asset prices in
the labor market because workers cannot be bought or sold
1
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in modem societies; they can only be rented. (In a society
with slavery , the asset price would be the price of a
slave.) (Fischer, et. al. 1988, p. 323]

In a democratic firm , work in the firm qualifies one for
membership in the firm. The employment relation is replaced
by the membership relation.
In ordinary language , "capitalism" is not a precisely defined
technical term; it is a molecular cluster concept which ties
together such institutions and activ ities as private property,
free markets, and entrepreneurship as well as the employer employee relationship .
FREEMARKETS

PRIVATE PROPERTY

~CAPITALISM'"

EMPLOYER-EMPL OYEE
RELATIONSHIP

El\:TREPRE."1EVRSHIP

figure A "Capitalism " as a Cluster Concept
There has also been a rather far-fetched attempt to
correlate " capitalism"' with " dem ocracy." But this does not
result from any serious intellectual
argument that the
employer-employee relation (which used to be called the
"master-servant relation ") embodies democracy in the wo rkplace. The spurious correlation of capitalism and democracy
seems to be the result of the bipolar debate between capitalism
and socialism-where socialism , particularly in its MarxistLeninist variety, is undemocratic both in the firm and in the
political sphere .
Our normative critique is not of "capitalism " per sebut of the
employment relation or contract , so it must be sharply distinguished from a critique of private property (quite the opposite
in fact) , entrepreneurship , or free markets . In an economic
democracy, there would be private property, free markets, and
2
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entrepreneurship-but
"employment" would be replaced by
democratic membership in the firm where one works.
The more subtle point is that the abolition of the employment relation does, nevertheless , make a change in property,
markets, and entrepreneurship. This point can be illustrated by
considering the related abolition of the master-slave relationship as an involuntary or voluntary relation. In a slavery
system, "private property " included property in human beings
and property in slave plantations . "Markets " included slave
markets and it even included voluntary self-sale contracts.
"Entrepreneurship " meant developing more and better slave
plantations. Thus slavery could not be abolished while private
property , free markets, and entrepreneurship remained unchanged. The abolition of slavery did not abolish these other
institutions but it did change their scope and nature.
In the same fashion , we will see that the abolition of the
employment relation in favor of people being universally the
owners / members of the companies where they work would not
abolish private property , free markets, or entrepreneurshipbut it would change the scope and nature of these institutions.
FREEMARKETS

ECONOMIC
DEMOCRACY
E;s;TREPRENEURSHIP

Figure B Employment Relation Abolition and Implied Changes

This leaves us with a linguistic problem . How do we refer to
the economic system we are recommending to be changed in the
direction of economic democracy? The word "capi talism "
evokes private property , free markets , and entrepreneur ship
which are not being criticized here . Yet there is no other
widely accepted word that focuses attention specifically on the
employment relation . Expressions such as "wage slavery" or
3
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"wagery" are too rhetorical. "Wage system" is currently used
to refer to fixed wages as opposed to so-called "profit -sharing ."
But "profit-sharing" is only a variable wage rate geared to a
measure of performance , and it , like a piece-rate , is well
within the confines of the employer-employee relationship .
We will therefore use bland expressions such as "employment system " or "employer-employee system"-when
we are
being careful-to refer to the system where work is legally
organized on the basis of the employer-employee
relation
(with a private or public employer) . Since the employment
relation is so widespread (e.g. part of both capitalism and
socialism), "employment " has also become synonymous with
"having a job." We assume the reader understands that when
we argue against the employment relation (in favor of univer sal membership in the firm) we are not arguing that everyone
should be ,,unemployed "!
Linguistic habits die hard-for the author as well . When
the word "capitalism" is nonetheless used in this book, it will
be used not as a duster concept to include private property , free
markets, entrepreneurship , and Motherhood, but as a technical
term to refer to an economy whe re almost all labor is conducted
under the employment contract.
In America, " socialism " is means "state socialism " -an
economy where almost all firms are owned and operated b y
some level of government. In socialist countries , in the Third
World , and even in Europe , there are occasional attempts to
redefine "socialism "-to move from the notion of "sta te socialism" towards "self-management socialism " which contemplates worker self-managed or democratic firms operating
within a political framework
of multi-party
political
democracy. Such a linguistic redefiniti on makes no sense in
America. In the United States, "state socialism " is a redundant
expression like "red tomato juice " -tomato juice only comes in
one color and that color is red .
It is an open question outside of America whether there is
an y real point in trying to redefine and salvage the word
"socialism ." Economic democracy does not promote government
ownership as desirable , only as a grudging necessity in some
sectors (e.g. in the Gnited States) . Any notion of "socialism "
that similarly did not promote government ownership would be
4
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so different from what has been taken as "socialism" for over a
century that there seems to be no rational reason in clinging to
the word. Nevertheless , non-rational reasons often predominate in politics. The economic reforms currently under way in
the socialist world-such as perestroika in the Soviet Unionwill certainly be caI Ied a new form of "socialism."
We will describe trends in these reforms towards economic
democracy (which might in the socialist countries be called
"self-management socialism" or "democratic socialism"). But
there are also trends towards simply privatizing the government-employment system to a private-employment system, i.e.
trends from state-socialism (or "public enterprise capitalism ")
towards conventional private enterprise capitalism . The
socialist reforms are still pregnant with many possibilitiesincluding a collapse back to au thoritaria n socialism.
Outline of the Approach

This book takes a comprehensive approach to the theory and
practi ce of the democratic firm-from philosophical first
principles to legal theory and finally down to some of the
details of financial structure. The topics covered include:
- a descriptive analysis of the property rights involved in
capitalist production , and a prescriptive application of the
labor theory of property arguing for a democratic firm, since
in such a firm people jointly appropriate the positive and
negative fruits of their labor;
- a descriptive analysis of the governance right s involved in a
capital ist firm, and a prescriptive application of democratic
theory arguing for a democratic firm, since in such a firm
people realize the right of democratic self-determination in
the workplace;
- an extended discussion of the legal structure of the
democratic firm -p articularly of the system of internal
capital accounts which corrects one of the central flaws in
existing worker self-managed firms as in Yugoslavia;
- description and analysis of the system of Mondragon worker
cooperatives;
5
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- description and analysis of the American phenomena of
employee stock ownership plans or ESOPs; and
- a description of a hybrid democratic firm that combines some
of the best ideas from Mondragon-type worker cooperatives
and from the American ESOPs in a simple form that can be
transplanted to other countries.
We then tum to the enterprise reform programs currently
under way across the socialist world. The topics include :
- a brief description and analysis of the "first perestroika ,n
the forty-year-old Yugoslavian experiment in self-managed
socialism and the accompanying problems generated by the
ghost of state socialism in the form of social property" ;
- a description of the reformsin China where the family farm
(a democratic micro-firm) has emerged in agriculture and
thousands of ad hoc worker stock experiments have sprung up
in industry (reforms that are stalled and may be aborted
during the post-Tiananmen-Massacre period);
- a description of the current revitalization of worker cooperatives , the emergence of over a thousand "lease firms"
(workers leasing enterprises from the state), and the new
worker buyouts from the state as part of perestroika in the
Soviet Union;
- a brief analysis of the problems in Hungary's 1968 New
Economic Mechanism and of the current efforts moving towards worker ownership experiments and public capital
markets; and
- a brief description of the self-management idea in Poland
that developed both in Solidarity and in new groupings of
workers ' councils between enterprises.
0

The overall perspective is that a new type of economic
enterprise , the democratic firm, is at last coming into clear
focus. It is different from both the traditional capitalist and
socialist firms. Indeed, there are forces and principles at work
in both systems that are pushing towards convergence on the
common ground of economic democracy.

6

PART

I

Theory of the Democratic
Firm

1

The Labor Theory
of Property
Property Rights and the Firm

This book presents a new analysis of capitalism. The analysis
is new to the conventional stylized debate between capitalism
and socialism. But the ideas are not new . The Jabor theory of
property , democratic theory, and inalienable rights theory are
part of the humanist and rationalist
tradition
of the
Enlightenment.
The theory of the democratic worker-owned firm walks on
two legs. That is, it rests on two principle s.
(1) The property structure of the democratic firm is based on the

principle that people have a natural and inalienable right
to the fruits of their labor.
(2) The governance structure of the democratic firm is based on
the principle that people have a natural and inalienable
right to democratic self-determination.
This chapter deals with the labor theory of property (the
fruits -of-their-labor principle) while the nex t chapter deals
with the application of democratic theory to the firm.

The Fundamental Myth about Private Property

The understanding of what private property is and what it is
not-is clouded in both capitalist and sociali st societies by a
9
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"Fundamental Myth" accepted by both sides in the
capitalism / socialism debate. The myth can be crudely stated
as the belief that "being the firm" is a structural part of the
bundle of property rights referred to as "ownership of the
means of production.,, A better statement and understanding of
the myth requires some analysis .
Consider any legal party that operates as a capitalist firm,
e.g. a conventional company in the United States or the United
Kingdom that produces some product That legal party actually plays two distinct roles:
- the capital-owner role of owning the means of production
(the capital assets such as the equipment and plant) used in
the production process; and
- the residual clJJimantrole of bearing the costs of the inputs
used-up in the production process (e.g. the material inputs,
the labor costs, and the used-up services of the capital
assets} and owning the produced outputs. The "residual"
that is claimed in the "residual claimant " role is the
economic profit, the value of the produced outputs minus the
value of the used-up inputs.
The Fundamental Myth can now be stated in more precise terms.
It is the myth that the residual claimant' s role is part of the
property rights owned in the capital-owner's role, i.e. part of
the "ownership of the means of production." The great debate
over the public or private ownership of the residual claimant's
role is quite beside the point since there is no "ownership" of
that role in the first place.
It is simple to show that the two roles of residual claimant
and capital-owner can be separated without changing the
ownership of the means of production. Rent out the capital
assets. If the means of production such as the plant and equipment are leased out to another legal party , then the leasor
retains the ownership of the means of production (the capitalowner role) but the leasee renting the assets would then have
the residual claimant 's role for the production process using
those capital assets . The leasee would then bear the costs of
the used-up capital services (which are paid for in the lease
payments) and the other inputs costs, and that party would own
the produced outputs. Thus the residual claimant's role is not
10
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part of the ownership of the means of production. The
Fundamental Myth is indeed a myth.
Who is to be the residual claimant? How is the identity of
that party legally determined-if not by the ownership of the
means of production? The answer is that it is determined by the
direction of the contracts. The residual claimant is the hiring
party, the legal party who ends up hiring (or already owning)
all the necessary inputs for the productive operations. Thus
that party bears the costs of the inputs consumed in the business
operations, and thus that party has the legal claim on the
produced outputs . The residual claimant is therefore a
contractual role, not an ownership right that is part of the
ownership of the means of production .
The ownership of the capital assets is quite relevant to the
question of bargaining power; it gives the legal party with the
capital-owner ' s role substantial bar gaining power to also
acquire the contractual role of residual claimancy. But there is
no violation of the "sacred rights " of private property if other
market participants change the balance of bargaining power so
that the capital assets can only be remuneratively employed by
being leased out. Markets are double-edged swords .
Understanding the Fundamental Myth forces a re-appraisal
of certain stock phrases such as nownershjp of the firm." That
usually refers to the combination of the capital-owner ' s role
and the residual claimant's role. But residual claimancy isn' t
something that is "owned "; it is a contractual role. What
actually happens when party A sells the "ownership of the
firm" to party B? Party A sells the capital assets owned in the
capital-owner ' s role to B, and then B tries to take over A's
contractual role as the hiring party by re-negotiating or reassigning all the input contracts from A to B. Party A cannot
"sell" the willingness on the part of the various input suppliers
to re-negotiate or renew the contracts. Thus A's contractual role
as the previous residual claimant cannot be "sold" as a piece of
property like the capital assets. If B could not successfully take
over the contractual role of residual claimancy, then it would
be clear that by "buying the firm ," B in fact only bought the
capital assets . Thus buying the capital assets is not a sufficient
condition to ~e come the firm" in the sense of becoming the
residua] claimant.
11
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Buying the capital assets is also not a necessary condition for
becoming the firm. A rearrangement of the input contracts could
result in a new party becoming the residual claimant of the
production process using the capital assets without there being
any sale of the capital assets . The prime example is a contract
reversal between the owners of the capital and the workers.
We will later discuss examples where worker-owned firms are
established by leasing the capital assets from the legal party
that previously operated as the residual claimant in the
production process using those assets. For example, this sometimes happens in distressed companies when the capital-owner
no longer wants the residual claimant's role. It also happens in
the Soviet Union and China when the means of producti on in
certain enterprises are leased to the collectivity of workers.
Contract reversals can also go the other way. For example,
the physical assets of many gas stations an~ owned by large oil
companies that lease the assets to individuals as independent
operators. During the Middle East oil embargo a number of
years ago, gas prices shot up and long lines developed at gas
stations. The gas stations became potent ial profit centers for
the oil companies so some companies decided to reverse the
contracts. Some oil companies terminated the leases and
offered to hire the previously independent operators as
employees to run the stations. One independent operator in
Texas made the national news by barricading himself in the
station and refusing to accept the new arrangement. He said to
the oil company, "You can' t do that ; you have to buy me out. "
He thought he "owned the firm" in the sense of "owning " the
residua l claimant ' s role. The oil l.'.o
mpan y wo uld ha ve to "buy
the firm" from him. But, alas, one doesn't own a contractual
role, and the oil company had more than enough barg aining
powe r to reverse the contracts (with him or someone else as the
stat ion manager) .
Thu s "ownership of the means of production " is neither
necessary nor sufficient to being the firm in the sense of being
the residual claimant in the production process using those
means of production. Contrary to the Fundamental Myth , being
the firm is not part of the ownership of the mean s of product ion.

12
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Ownership of a Corporation is not "Ownership of the Firm"
The logical structure of the above argument is, of course, independent of the legal packaging used by the capital owner, e.g.
is independent of whether the capital is owned by a natural
person or by a corporation. Thus understanding the Fundamental Myth also allows us to understand what is and what is
not a part of the bundle of property rights called "ow nership of
a corporation."
Suppose an individual owns a machine , a "widget-m<1ker."
It is easy to see how that owners hip is independent of the
residual claimant's role in production using the widget-maker.
The capital owner could hire in workers to operate the widgetmaker and to produce widgets-or
the widget-maker could be
hired out to some other party to produce widgets.
That is a simple argument to understand. But it is amazing
how many economists and lawyers (not to menti on lesser souls)
suddenly cannot understand the argument when the indjvidual
is replaced by a corporation . Indeed , suppose the same individual incorporates a company and issues all the stock to himself
in return for the widget-maker. Now instead of directly owning
the widget-maker, he is the sole ow ner of a corporation that
owns the widget-maker.
C learly this legal repackaging
cha nges n o thing in the argument about sepa rating capital
ownership and residual daimancy . The corporation has the
capital-owner's role and-depending
on th e direction of the
hiring contracts-may or may not have the residual claimant's
role in the production process using the widget-maker . The
corporation (ins tead of the individual) could hire in workers to
use the widget-maker to manufacture widgets , or the corporation could lease out the widget-maker to some other party .
The legal ownership of the corporation only guarantees the
capital-owner's role . The resid ual claimant's role could change
hands through contract rearrangements or reversals without
the ownership of the corporation cha nging hands. Therefore
the ownership of the corporation is not the "ownership of th e
firm" where the latter means the residual claimant ' s role in
the production process using the corporation ' s capital ,l!>sds
(e.g. the widget -maker). The idea that the repack,1ging of the
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machine-owner ' s role as corporate ownership is a transub stantiation of capital ownership into "ownership" of the
residual claimant ' s role is only another version of the
Fundamental Myth.

The Appropriation of Property
Property rights are born, transferred, used, and will eventually
die. In production, old property rights die and new property
rights are born; in exchange, property rights are transferred. In
production, the new property rights to the outputs are born or
initiated. The acquisition of the initial or first -time property
right to an asset is called the "appropriation " of the asset.
Property rights die (i.e. are terminated) when the property is
consumed or otherwise used up. In production, it is the property
rights to the inputs (materials and services of capital and
labor) that are terminated . When a property right is terminated that is a negative form of appropriation ; it can be termed
the appropriation of the liability for the used-up property.
In production, there is the appropriation
of the assets
produced as outputs and the appropriation of the liabilities for
the used-up inputs . Some symbolism can be used to capture the
idea.
Consider a simple description of a production process
where the people working in the enterprise perform the labor
services L that use up the inputs K to produce the outputs Q.
Thus the produced outputs are Q and liabilities for the inputs
could be represented by the negative quantities -K and -L. Let
us represent these three quantities in a list where the quanti ties are given in the order.
(outputs, inputs, labor).
Then the list (or "vector ") giving the assets and liabilities
appropriated in the production process is given by what will be
called the :

I
I
'

whole product = (Q -K, -L)
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('"whole.. because it includes the negative as well as the positive results of production).
There is a descriptive and a normative question about
property appropriation :
- Descriptive Question : In a private property market economy,
how is it that one legal party rather than another legally
appropriates the whole product of a technically-described
production process?
- Normative Question : Which legal party ought to legally
appropriate the whole product of a technically-described
production process?

We have already answered the descriptive question.
"Legally appropriating the whole product " is a propertyoriented description of the residual claimant's role:
Whole Product Appropriator
= Residual Claimant .
We saw that residual claimancy was contractually determined
by being the hiring party. The hiring party hires or already
owns all the inputs services used up in production (i.e. K and L)
so that party, as it were, appropriates the liabilities -K and
-L Hence that party certainly has the legally defensible
claim on the produced outputs (i.e. Q). In that manner , the
cont ractually determined hiring party legally appropriates
the whole product (Q, -K , -L) of the production process.
Perhaps the only surprise in the above argument is that the
property rights to the whole product (i.e. the property rights
behind residual daimancy) are not part of the ownership of the
means of production , i.e. are not part of the capital-owner ' s
role. The capital owner may or may not legally appropriate
the whole product (i.e. be the residual claimant) depending on
the direction of the hiring contract s.
For example, let K be the services of the widget-maker per
time period, let L be the labor that uses up the services K to
produce the widgets Q. If the corporation that owns the
widget-maker hires in the labor services L, then it will have
the claim on the widgets Q so the corporati on will appropriate
15
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the whole product (Q, -K, -L). If the corporation leases out the
widget-maker (i.e. sells the services I<) to some other party
who hires or already owns the labor L, then that party will be
able to claim Q and thus legally appropriate the same whole
product (Q, -K, -L). The idea that the appropriation of the
whole product is somehow an intrinsic part of the ownership of
the widget-maker is only another version of the Fundamental
Myth.
The Normative Question of Appropriation

What is the traditional normative basis for private property
appropriation? The natural basis for private property appropriation is labor-people 's natural and inalienable right to the
(positive and negative) fruits of their labor (see Ellerman,
1985a for a discussion of John Locke's theory of property). That
is the traditional labor theory of property (see Schlatter ,
1951).

We will develop the argument that in any given productive
enterprise , the liabilities for the used-up inputs are the
negative fruits of the labor of the people working in the enterprise (always including managers). The produced outputs are
the positive fruits of their labor. The democratic workerowned firm is the type of enterprise where the people working
in it are the legal members of the firm so they then legally
appropriate the positive and negative fruits of their lab or.
Hence we will argue that the labor theory of property-the
natural basis for private property appropriation-implies
worker-owned firms, not traditional capitalist firms.
We previously saw that as a matter of descriptive fact, the
appropriation of the whole product was not part of the private
ownership of the means of production. We now will argue that
as a matter of normative principle, the whole product should be
appropr iated by the people who produced it, the people
working in the enterprise. Thus, it is private property itselfwhen refounded on its natural basis of labor-that implies
democratic worker-ownership .
This labor theoretic argument finds a resonance in both capitalist and socialist thought. That dual resonance has always
16
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been associated with John Locke's theory of property. Some
interpreted it as the foundation of private property, while
others took it as a forerunner to radical theories arguing for
some form of "so cialism" based on worker self-management.
There is merit in both interpretations. We turn now to the labor
theory of property as it has been interpreted and misinterpreted in socialist thought.
"The Labor Theory" of Value-or of Property
At least since Marx 's time, any discussion of the labor theory of
property in socialist thought has been dominated by Marx's
labor theory of value and exploitation. The labor theory of_
property simply has not had an independent intellectual life.
Yet many of the ideas underlying the support and interpretation of the "labor theory of value" actually are based on the
labor theory of property. Hence it is best to speak firstly of
"The Labor Theory" (LT) as a primordial theoretical soup
without specifying "of Value" or "of Property." Then the
various overtones and undercurrents in LT can be classified as
leaning towards the labor theory of value (= LTV) or the labor
theory of property (= LTP).
Since so much of the literature is formulated in terms of LTY,
it is further necessary to divide treatments of LTV that are
really veiled versions of the labor theory of property from
treatments that are focused on value theory as a quasi-price
theory.
TheProperty
Labor-Theory
of
(LTP)

i..---....
====::::.labor as the

SOURCE

The labor Theory
of Value (LTV}

(of Value)
of the Prod.uct

Labor as the

MEASURE
of Value

Figure 1.1 "TheLabor Theory #
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The property-oriented

versions emphasize

labor as the

sourceor cause of (the value of) the product , while the priceoriented versions consider labor as the measure of value. The
thick arrow from the "Labor as the SOURCE (of Value) of the
Product " box back to the " labor theory of property " box
indicates that (as will be explained below) the source-versions
of LTV are essentially veiled versions of LTP.
Is Labor Peculiar?

It is remarkable that the human science of "Economics" has not
been able to find or recognize any fundamental difference
between the actions of human beings (i.e. "labor ") and the
services of things (e.g. the services of the widget-maker
machine). Neoclassical economics uses two pictures of the
production process-an "active# poetical picture and a passive
engineering picture-both of which view labor as being
symmetrical with the services of things.
The poetic view animistically pictures land and capital as
"agents of productions " that (who?) cooperate together with
workers to produce the product. Land is the mother and labor is
the father of the harvest. This persopification of land and
capital is an example of the pathetic fallacy. It has long been
criticized by radical economists such as Thomas Hodgskin :
...the language commonly in use is so palpably wrong,
leading to many mistakes , that I cannot pass it by altogether in silence. We speak, for example , in a vague
manner, of a windmill grinding com, and of steam engines
doing the work of several millions of people. This gives a
very incorrect view of the phenomena.
It is not the
instruments which grind com, and spin cotton, but the
labour of those who make, and the labour of those who use
them... . (Hodgskin, 1827, pp. 250-1)
All capital is made and used by man; and by leaving him
out of view, and ascribing productive power to capital, we
take that as the active cause, which is only the creature
18
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of his ingenuity, and the passive servant of his will.
(Hodgskin , 1827, p. 247; quoted in King, 1983, p. 355)
For instance , the name '"widget-maker " pictures the machine as
making widgets . Marx was later to ridicule the same animism
in capitalist economics.

It is an enchanted, perverted , topsy-turvy world, in which
Monsieur le Capital and Madame la Terre do their gholtwalking as social characters ... . (Marx, 1967, p. 830)
This active poetic view can be represented as follows.

K&L
Co-operate
to Produce
Figure 1.2

the Out uts Q

The Active Poetic View of Producti on

The other view favored in capitalist economics (particular!}'
in technical contexts) is the passive engineering view. Human
actions are treated simply as causally efficacious services of
workers alongside the services of land and capital.
The engineering view switches to the passive voice :
"Given input Kand L, the outputs Qare produced. "

Tht Inputs K & Lare used up.

[No
Subject)

Tht Outpu ts Q a~ produ ced.

Figure 1.3 The Passive Engineering View of Producti on
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In technical presentations, a production process is represented
by a production function, y = f(x1,x2,...,xn), meaning that given
the inputs x1, x2, ..., xn, the outputs y are produced . The
notation usually does not distinguish between the "labor
inputsn and the other inputs. The question "Produced by who?"
is off-limits because the "who" (the workers of the enterprise)
has been reconceptualized as just another input, the labor input,
in an engineering description of the production process. There is
no active agent who uses up the inputs to produce the outputs.
Production is pictured as a technological process that just takes
place.
There is a third view , the humanistic view of production.
Neo-dassical economics does not emphasize this view . The
humanistic view portrays human beings as using capital and
land to produce the outputs. It treats human beings as persons
who are not symmdrical with things like capital and land.
Human actions , or " labor services ," use up the services of
capital and land in the process of producing the product.

The In uts K

Workers Perform
Laborlto
Use Up Kand
ProduO?Q

Figure 1.4 The Humanistic View of Production

Radical economists have also attempted to find a unique and
relevant characteristic of labor ("Only labor is the source of
value " ) that would differentiate it from the other factor
services. These attempts have not been particularly fruitful.
Marx attached great importance to his "discovery " of the
distinction between labor power and labor time. Yet that
distinction is not even unique to laboc When one rents a car for
a day, one buys the right to use the car (" car power ") within
certain limits for the day. The actual services extracted from
the car are another matter. The car could be left in a parking
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lot, or driven continuously at high speeds. To prevent being
"exploited " by heavy users of "car time," car rental companies
typically charge nor just a flat day rate but have also a upiecerate" based on the intensity of use as measured by mileage.
The labor-power / labor-time distinction gets heavy play in
literary presentations of Marxian exploitation theory. That
distinction, aside from being non-unique to labor, plays no role
whatsoever in the modem mathematical development of the
Marxian labor theory of value and exploitation using inputoutput theory (see Ellerman, 1983). There "is in fact no place in
the formal analysis at which the labor / labor power distinction
gets introduced " (Wolff, 1984, 178). But the relevant point here
is that the development of the whole lab or theory of value and
exploitation is not based on any unique property of labor: One
could just as well develop (say) a theory of com value which
would show how corn is "exploited " in a productive economy
(see Wolff, 1984).
Thus we have the twofold situation wherein conventional
economics does not recognize any fundamental and relevant
differentiation of the actions of human beings from the services
of things, while Marxian economics tries to isolate a unique and
relevant property of labor (labo r time versus labor power) as a
basis for its theory of value and exploitation-but
it fails to do
so successfully.
Marx touched on deeper themes when he differentiated
human labor from the services of the lower animals (and
things) in his description of the labor process.
We presuppose labour in a form in which it is an excl11sively human characteristic. A spider conducts operations
which resemble those of the weaver, and a bee would put
many a human architect to shame by the construction of its
honeycomb cells. But what distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees is that the architect builds the
cell in his mind before he constructs it in wax . At the end
of every labour process, a result emerges which had
already been conceived by the worker at the beginnin g,
hence already existed ideally. (Marx , J 977, pp. 283-4)
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This conscious directedness and purposefulness of human action
is part of what is now called the intentionality of human action
(see Searle, 1983). This characterization does have significant
import, but Marx failed to connect intentionality to his labor
theory of value and exploitation
(or even to his laborpower / labor -time distinction). This is in part because Marx
tried to develop a labor theory of value as opposed to a labor
theory of property.

Only labor is Responsible

If we move from the artificially delimited field of "economics "
into the adjacent field of law and jurisprudence, then it is easy
to recognize a fundamental and unique characteristic of labor.
Only labor can be responsible. The responsibility for events
may not be imputed or charged against non-persons or things.
The instruments of labor and the means of production can only
serve as conductors of responsibility, never as the source .
An instrument of labour is a thing, or a complex of things ,
which the worker interposes between himself and the
object of his labour and which serves as a conductor ,
directing his activity onto that object . He makes use of
the mechanical, physical and chemical properties of some
substances in order to set them to work on other substances
as instruments of his power, and in accordance with his
purposes . (Marx , 1977, p. 285)
Marx did not explicitly use the concept of responsibility or
cognate notions such as intentionality.
After Marx died , the
genetic code of Marxism was fixed . Any later attempt to
introduce these notions was heresy.
While Marx did not use the word "responsibility ," he
nevertheless dearly describes the labor process as involving
people as the uniquely responsible agents acting through things
as mere conductorsof responsibility . The resp onsibility for the
results is imputed back through the instruments to the human
agents using the instruments . Regardless of the "productivity"
of the burglary tools (in the sense of causal efficacy) , the
22
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responsibility for the burglary is imputed back through the
tools solely to the burglai:
The
The natural sciences take no note of responsibility.
notion of responsibility (as opposed to causality) is not a
concept of physics and engineering. The difference between the
responsible actions of persons and the non-responsible services
of things would not be revealed by a simple engineering
description of the causal consequences of the actions / services.
Therefore when economists choose to restrict their description
of the production process to an engineering production function,
they are implicitly or explicitly deciding to ignore the difference between the actions of persons and the services of things.
The various pictures of production-the active poetic view,
the passive engineering view, and the humanistic view--can be
by three possible confessions from George
illustrated
Washington after he used an axe to chop down the cherry tree.

-Acti ve Poetic View: l cannot tell a lie; an axe cooperated
with me to chop down the cherry tree .
- Passive Engineering View: I cannot tell a lie; given an axe
and some of my labor, the cherry tree was chopped down.
- Humanisti c View : l cannot tell a lie; I used an axe to chop
down the cherry tree.
What is the difference? There is no difference from the
viewpoint of the natural sciences. The difference concerns
responsibility; each confession gives a different shading to the
question of responsibility . The inability of capitalist economics to recognize that unique and relevant characteristic of
labor is an ideological blindspot which reflects the symmetrical fact that both labor services and the services of land and
capital are salable commodities in a capitalist economy. To
analytically treat labor as being fundamentally differentwhen the capitalist system treats labor as a salable commodity
like the services of capital and land-would be a perversity as
abhorrent as preaching abolitionism in the middle of the
Antebellum South.
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Juridical Principle of Imputation = Labor Theory of Property
The pre-Marxian Ricardian socialists (or classical laborists)
such as Proudhon, William Thompson, and Thomas Hodgskin
tried to develop " the labor theory " as the labor theory of
property. The most famous slogan of these classical laborists
was "Labour's Claim to the whole product " (see Hodgskin , 1832
or Menger; 1899).
This claim was hindered by their failure to clearly include
the liabilities for the used-up input s in their concept of the
"whole product. " This allowed the orthodox caricature , " a 11
the GNP would go to labor and none to property " (Samuelson,
1976, p. 626), as if there were no liabilities for the used-up
inputs to be appropriated along with the produced outputs. lf
Labor appropriated the whole product , that would include
appropriating the Ii abilities for the property used up in the
production process in addition to appropriating the produced
outputs. Present Labor would have to pay input suppliers (e.g.
past Labor) to satisfy those liabilities.
The Ricardian socialists' development of the labor theory of
property was also hindered by their failure to interpret the
theory in terms of the juridical norm of legal imputation in
accordance with (de facto} responsibility. LTP is concerned
with responsibility in the ex post sense of the question °W ho
did it?", not with "responsibilities " in the ex ante sense of one's
duties or tasks in an organizational role. A person or group of
people are said to be de facto or factually responsible for a
certain result if if was the purposeful result of their intentional
Ooinf) actions. The assignment of de j ure or legal responsibility
is called "imputation ." The basic juridical principle of
imputation is that de jure or legal responsibilit y is to be imputed in accordance with de facto orfactual responsibility. For
example, the legal respon sibility for a civil or criminal wrong
should be assigned to the person or persons who intentionally
committed the act, i.e. to the de facto responsible party.
In the context of assigning property rights and obligations,
the juridical principle of impu tati on is expressed as the labor
theory of property which hold s that people should appropriate the (positive and negative) fruits of their labor. Since, in
24
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the economic context, intentional human actions are called
ulaboi;" we can express the equivalence as:
Tht Juridical Principle of Imputation:
People should have the legal
l"e'$ponSJbilityfor the positive
and negative results of their
intentional actions.

Tht Labor Theory of Property:
People should legally
appropriate the positive
and negative fruits of their
labor.

In other words, the juridical principle of imputation is the
labor theory of property applied in the context of civil and
criminal trials, and the labor theory of property is the juridical
principle applied in the context of property appropriation.
De facto responsibility is not a normat1ve notion; it is a
descriptive factual notion . The juridical principle of impu tation is a normative principle which states that legal or de
jure responsibility should be assigned in accordance with de
facto responsibility. In the jury system , the jury is assigned the
factual question of "officially" determining whether or not the
accused party was de facto responsible for the deed as charged.
If "Guilty" then legal responsibility is imputed accordingly.
Economics is always on "jury duty " to determine "the facts "
about human activities. These are not value judgments (where
social scientists have no particular expertise). The economistas-juror is only required to make factual descriptive judgments
about de facto responsibility. The normative and descriptive
questions should be kept conceptually distinct. That separation
is difficult since, given the juridical principle , de facto responsibility implies de jure responsibility .
In a given productive enterprise , the economist-as-juror faces
the descriptive question of what or, rather , who is de fact o
responsible for producing the product by using up the various
inputs? The marginal productivity of tools (machine tools or
burglary tools) is not relevant to this factual question of responsibility either inside or outside the courtroom. Only human
actions can be responsible; the services provided by things
cannot be responsible (no matter how causally efficacious). The
original question includes the question of who is responsible for
using up those casually efficacious or productive services of the
tools .
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One of the original developers of marginal productivity
theory in economics, Friedrich von Wieser, admitted that of all
the factors of production, only labor is responsible .
The judge ,... who , in his narrowly-defined task , is only
concerned with the legal imputation, confines himself to
the discovery of the legally responsible factor ,-that
person, in fact, who is threatened with the legal punishment. On him will rightl y be laid the whole burden of
the consequence s, although he could never by himself
alone-without instruments and all the other conditions-have comm itt ed the crime. The imputation takes for
granted physical causality .
... If it is the moral imputation that is in question, then
certainly no one but the labourer could be named . Land and
capital have no merit that they bring forth fruit; they are
dead tools in the hand of man ; and the man is respon sible
for the use he makes of them . (Wieser, I 930, pp. 76- 9)
These are remarkable admissions . Wieser at last has in his
hands the correct explanation of the old radical slogans "Only
labor is creative" or "Only labor is productive ," which even the
classical laborists and Marxists could not explain clearly.
Wieser' s response to his insights exemplifies what often
passes for moral reasoning among man y economists and social
theorists in general. Any stable socio-eco nomic system will
provide the conditions for its own repr oduction . The bulk oft he
people born and raised under the system will be appropriately
educated so that the superiority of the system will be
" intuitively obvious " to them. The y will not use some
purported abstract morat principle to evaluate the system ; the
system is "obviously " correct. Instead any moral principle is
itself judged according to whether or not it supports the system.
If the principle do es not agree with the sys tem , then
"obviously " the principle is incorrect , irrelevant , or
inapplicable .
The fact that onl y labor could be legally or morall y
responsible therefore did not lead Wieser to question capitalist
appropriation.
It only told h im that the usual notions of
responsibility and imputation were not "relevant " to capitalist
26
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appropriation.
Capitalist apologetics would require a new
metaphorical notion of "economic imputation " in accordance
with another new notion of "economic responsibility. "
In the division of the return from production , we have to
deal similarly ... with an imputation ,-save that it is
from the economic, not the judicial point of view. (Wieser ,
1930, p. 76)

By defining" economic responsibility " in terms of the animistic
version of marginal productivity, Wieser could finally draw
his desired conclusion that competitive capitalism "economically " imputes the product in accordance with "economic "
respons ibility.
In spite of Wieser 's candid admission a century ago that "no
one but the labourer could be named " and that the assignment of
legal responsibility "takes for granted physical causality," the
author has not been able to find a sing l e contemporary
economics text , elementary or advanced, which s imilarly
admits that among aJI the causally efficacious factors , only
labor is responsible. The legal system 's treatment of "labor " as
the only responsible " input service " is apparentl y a forbidden
topic in economics. Contemporary texts cannot use the R-word.
The same texts express their "puzzlement " at how so many
earlier political economists could "overlook " land and capital,
and belie ve that "labor was the only productive factor. A
closer reading of Wieser, not to mention common sense, would
suggest another interpretat ion of the "labor theory."
0

What is Labor's Product?

Given a group of apple trees, consider the human activity of
Adam picking apples for an hour to prqduce a bushel of apples .
The human activity of picking the apples for an hour is reconceptualized in economics as another "input ," a man-hour of
apple-picking labor, to the now subjectless production process.
Given a group of apples trees and a man-hour of apple-picking
labor as inputs, a bushel of apples is pr oduced as the output.
The question of w ho uses the inputs to produce the outputs has
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no answer because the actions of the people carrying out the
process are construed as just another input in the engineering
description of a technological input-output process .
Prior to conceptualizing the human activity of production as
an "input " to a dehumanized technological conception of production, we could use two-component lists (or vectors),
(outputs, input s).
The productive activities of all the people working in the
given production example produce Q by usin&up K, so (Q, -K) is
Labor's product. The labor L performed by the people working
in the enterprise is simply a way to refer to the human activity
of producing (Q, -K).
Labor L = Human Activity of Producing (Q, -K )

t

l
t
l

But then that activity L is reconceptualized as another "input ,"
an input to the now subjectless production process . Using this
artificial reconceptualization , the people working in the
production process produce the labor services L and then use up
K as well as Lin the production of Q . Using the vector notation ,
they produce the labor (0, 0, L) and they produce the whole
pr odu ct (Q, -K , -L) which add together (by adding the
corresponding components) to yield the three-component version
of Labor's product.
Labor's product = (Q -K, 0)

i
•

= (Q, -K,-L )

+ (0, 0, L)
= whole product + labor services.

I
I

In capitalist production , the people working in the firm, i.e.
the party herein called " Labor ," appropriate and sell only
their labor services to the employe r who , in tum , appropriate s
the whole product. In a democratic firm, Labor approp riates
Labor 's product (which is the sum of the whole pr oduct and the
labor services) . The differen ce between the tw o forms of
production Hes in who appropriates the whole product which
consists of the produced outputs Q and the liabilities -K and -L
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for the used-up inputs and labor activity . Under capitalist
production, the workers still produce Labor's product (since that
is a question of fact unchanged by the legal superstructure) but
only appropriate their labor services as a commodity. Hence
the assets and llabilities that they produce but do not
appropriate constitute the whole product (subtract corresponding components in the lists).
Labor's Product = {Q, - K, 0)

Minus: Labor as a
Commodity
Equals : Whole Product

= -( 0, 0, L)

= (Q, -K,-L) .

In words , the equation is as follows .
What Labor Produces
Minus: What Labor Produces
and Appropriates
Equals : What Labor Produces
But Does Not Appropriate .

The labor theory of property holds that the people working
in every enterprise should appropriate the positive and
negative fruits of their tabor which in the vector notation is
Labor's product(= whole product + labor services). Thus in the
comparison with the capitali st firm , the labor th~ory of
property implies that Labor should appropriate the whole
product. We saw before that " appropriating
the whole
product " was a property -oriented descripti on of being the
residual claimant, i.e. being the firm. In short , the labor
theory of property implies that Labor should be the firm, i.e.
that the firm should be a worker -owned firm.
Ii is important to understand what this argument does not
imply. We have already taken some pains to separate the
residual claimant's role from the capital-owner 's role. The
labor theory of property implies that Labor should have the
residual claimant ' s role. It does not imply that the current
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workers in any enterprise should own the capital assets of that
enterprise which have been accumulated from the pasl The
argument does imply that the current workers are de facto
responsible for and should be legally responsible for using up
the services of those capital assets (i.e. should be legally
responsible for the input-liabilities -K) .
Entrepreneurship
In presenting the labor theory of property , we have used the
conventional economic representation of production where some
product Q is produced by the workers performing the labor L
using up the inputs K. It is a trite criticism of economic theory
to point out that this oversimplifies and misrepresents reality.
All theorizing involves some idealization and simplification
in order to focus on the important structure and not be overwhelmed by irrelevant detail.
Some simplifications improve expositional clarity without
sacrificing theoretical generality . For example, we have
represented all the non-labor inputs as K units of capital
services. But the theory applies just as well to enterprises
which have any number of different kinds of non-labor inputs.
The symbol K could be replaced by a vector or list
(K1,K2, ... ,Kn) which could then represent a large number ("n")
of different kinds of capital services, intermediate or semifinished goods, and the services of land and natural resources.
Similarly, Q and L could be replaced by vectors (Q1, Q2, ..., Qm)
and (L1, L2, ...,Lp) to represent different types of outputs
(including services) and labor services .
There are limitation s, however, to the representation of
production as a given process of labor producin g a set of outputs
by using up a set of inputs. That representation neglects the set
of factors grouped under the label "entrepreneurship. "
Entrepreneurship requires special treatment since it does not
take the production process as a "given." The entrepreneur or
entrepreneurial group sets up and de velops the productive
organization wherein L uses up K to produc e Q.
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The acknowledged special nature of entrepreneurship, how eve~ does not turn other less creative forms of human activity
into the services of things. The system of busines s based on the
employment relation treats human beings as entities which
may be hired or rented. In capitalist ideo logy, the one form of
labor that is exempted from this treatment is "en trepreneurship" -which is sometimes treated in the opposite fashion
as the source of all responsibility for the results of production .
This repeats in a modern form one of the oldest forms of
ideology to be found in history: the representation of one set of
people as being supremely creative and responsible while
another set of people are relat ively thing-like.
Ancient and
Antebellum slavery offer obvious examples . The English
revolutionary, Richard Rumbold , and later Thomas Jefferson
criticized this ideology as the view that "some are born with
saddles on their backs read y to be ridden, while others are born
booted and spurred , ready to ride." The emp hasis is not on
"born." The critique is of any society w hich partitions people
into two groups (based on birth or on meritocratk achievements), with one group or class treated essentially as things
·
while the other is supremely human.
The Chicago school of economic s emphasizes the updated
form of this ancient ideology . Humanity is partitioned into
" risk-takers" and "risk-averters. "

This fact is responsible for the most fundamental change
of all in the form of organization , the system under which
the confident and venturesome " assume the risk " and
"insure " the doubtful and timid by guaranteeing to the
latter a specified income in return for an assignment of the
actual results ...The result of this manifold specialization
of function is enterprise and the wage system of industry.
(Knight , 1%5 , pp . 269-71)
The Austrian school of economics (which find s its vulgar
reflection in the Ayn Rand-type literature) goes to even greater
extremes celebrating the risk-taking entrepreneurs-as
if they
were ubermensch compared to which lesser humans were thinglike.
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Capitalist ideology has been given something of a "free
ride" by having Marxian socialism as the acknowledged alternative.
This has allowed the employment
system
rcapitalism") to be associated with a number of principles
that it in fact violates (but less so than Marxism). Capitalism
is associated with private property , but we have seen in this
chapter that the employment relation inherently denies
people the right to the fruits of their labor-which is widely,
if not universally, acknowledged as the best foundation for the
right of private ownership . Capitalism is also associated with
democracy. Yet as we will see in the next chapter , the
employment contract is essenually a scaled-down version of the
Hobbes' anti-democratic pact of subjugation wherein people
give up and alienate the right to govern themselves to a
sovereign (the employer is not the representative or delegate of
the employees) .
In a similar manner , capitalism is associated
with
entrepreneurship. But that is not an entirely happy marriage.
Entrepreneurship is a form of labor, not a form of capita I.
Within the employment system , the conflict is most acute when
entrepreneurs negotiate with venture capitalists for control of
the enterprise. It is an old tale how entrepreneurs may team up
with venture capital ists and end up as hired managers or as
being unemployed since the contro l rights to the conventional
corporation are attached to the ownership of the capital
shares.
The great benefit of the employment system for entrepreneurs
is not what it allcws venture capitalists to do to them , but
what it allows entrepreneurs to do to everyone else working in
the enterprise. Assuming access to adequate capi ta l, the
employment contract allow s the entrepreneur to employ, hire ,
or rent (i.e. humanl y "leverage ") everyone else involved in the
firm so that he or she alone has the control and residual rights .
From the legal v iewp oint , the de f acto resp onsible actions of
all the others involved in the venture are treated as thing-like
services.
In a democratic firm, there is no assumption that everyone 's
work is of equal value to the enterprise. Entrepreneurial work
is the most creative and often the most important form of work
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in an enterprise. Without it, the enterprise would not have
been organized.
In a similar manner; political revolutionaries may play an
indispensable entrepreneurial role in setting up a democratic
polity. But that does not mean that the revolutionary leaders
should "own" the polity as their kingdom-although
many
will try (human nature being what it is). It has often been said
that George Washington's most important contribution to
American democracy was leaving office peacefully. It is
possible to recognize the contribution of a leader and revolutionary without making him or her into a king or queen and
without reducing everyone else to a subject.
The same should be possible in a democratic workplace . We
have no algorithm for evaluating the entrepreneur 's contribution. New legal mechanisms may be needed to recognize the
entrepreneur's role-new mechanisms that do not treat everyone else in the firm as a rented resource. The entrepreneur 's
product is often intangible, a form of intellectual property or an
organizational structure. In the capitalist milieu , it may be
captured not as a form of intellectual property but as ownership
of the corporation. In a democratic milieu, corporations are not
owned as property so it is necessary to use more accurate and
refined forms of property (e.g. intellectual property in the form
of patents and copyrights ) to capture the entrepreneur 's contribution . For instance, an entrepreneur might develop a new
product and then set up a democratic firm to produce it. Instead
of having "ownership" of the company , the entrepreneur would
receive a royalty payment for each unit sold in addition to the
salary received as an entrepreneur-manager.
In this manner; the contribution of the entrepreneur can be
recognized and valued without reducing the other people
working in the enterprise to the role of rented resources. No
doubt, all such arrangements would have the "flaw " that they
would not give the entrepreneur the same wealth and power as
would "ownership of the corporation." In the same manner ,
political democracy suffers from the flaw that it does not
afford political revolutionaries the same wealth and unaccountable power as would some form of dictatorship-which is
why so many revolutionaries opt for the latter.
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Property Theoretic Themes in Marxian Value Theory
We tum now to the task of intellectual reclamation-tr ying to
salvage some of Marx's "labor theor y" -a task that is little
appreciated by both conventional and Marxi s t economists .
Marx' s labor theory of value-as a theory to measure value-is
one of the most spectacular failures in the history of economic
thought (see Ellerman, 1983 for analysis and criticism). There
is, however, the alternative interpretation of Marx 's theory
which emphasizes labor-as-source instead of labor-as-measure.
That turns out to be a disguised version of the labor theory of
property, not a value theory at all. In this section, we try to
tease out these property-theoretic themes in Marxian thought.
Marx started by singling out human action as the unique
activity that acted upon the world to endow it with intents and
purposes-even though Marx and latter-da y Marxists do not use
the notfon of responsibiJity to differentiate human actions from
the services of things (Marxists have been as unable as capital ist economist s to find the R-word ).
But although part of Nature and subject to the determin ism of natural laws , Man as a conscious being had the
dis tinctive capability of struggling with and against
Nature-of subordinating and ultimatel y tran sfo rming it
for his own purp oses. This was the unique role of human
producti ve acti vity, or human Jabour , which differentiated man fr om all (or nearly all ) other animate
creatures ... (Dobb, 1973, pp . 143-4)
Marx dearly saw that physical cau sa l pr ocesses can never be
co-responsible with human agents ; the causal proces ses serve
only as "conductors " to transmit human intention s. Hence the
assignment of legal respo nsibility in accordance with de facto
responsibility "takes for granted physical causality ."
Marx also was by no means exclusi vely concerned with
developing the labor-as-a-measure version of LTV. It was not
simply that value is a function of labor, but that direct labor
creates the value added to the material inputs.
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For the capitalist , the selling price of the commodities
produced by the worker is divided into three parts: first,
the replacement of the price of the raw materials
advanced by him together with replacement of the depreciation of the tools, machinery and other means of labour
also advanced by him; secondly, the replacement of the
wages advanced by him, and th i rdly, the surplus left
ovei.; the capitalist ' s profit. While the first part only
replaces previously existing values, it is clear that both
the replacement of the wages and also the surplus profit
of the capitalist are, on the whole , taken from the new
value created by the worker 's Jabour and added to the raw
materials. (Marx, I 972, p. 182)
We previously drew a conceptual road map of "The Labor
Theory " which saw it divide into LTP and LTV. Then LTV
divided into "labor as source " and "labor as mea sure" theories.
The source versions of LTV are best underst ood as (confused )
value-theoretic renditions of the labor the.ory of property .
The source / measure dichotomy should not be confused with a
prescriptive-descriptive dichotom y. "Respon s ibility for " (or
"source of ") has a descriptive (de facto} and a normative (de
jure) interpretation . The descriptive question of who is de facto
responsible for committing a burglar y is distinct from the
normative question of wh o should be held de jure respon sible for
the burglary. The imputation principle-that de jure respon sibility should be assigned according to de f acto resp onsibility provides the link between the two questions .
The source v ersion of LTV and LTP also have both a
descriptive and a prescriptive side. The contro versy lies
largely on the descriptive side although the normative parts
are necessary to complete an y critique of capitali st produ ction .
The descriptive side of neo-classical economics (e.g. marginal
productivitytheory) resorts to metaph or (pathetic fallacy) to
picture causality as "responsibility "-to picture each causally
efficacious factor as being responsible for producing a share of
the product.
Classical labori sts, such as Thomas Hodgskin , as well as
Marx criticized this personification of the factors. They based
the source-LTV and LTP on the unique attribute of labor that it
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is the only "cre ative " factoi: That attribute of de facto responsibility is not a concept of the natural sciences. But it is central
to the descriptive side of the source-LTV.
The crucial descriptive aspect remains the capturing of
the human dimension of production and distribution in the
labour theory of value viewed as a category of descriptive
statements, rather than the possibility of "determining "
or" predicting '' prices on the basis of values, ... (Sen, 1978,
p. 183)
Economists wh o seem to take as their pr ofess ional missio n to
rationalize an economy that treats persons as things (by
allowing them to be hired or rented) , ma y well tend to adopt
the science of things (physics and other natural sciences) as the
scientific model for "economics ." Attempts to use noti ons unique
to the human sciences-such as the notions of "respo nsib ility "
or "i ntentionality "-to differentiate labor from the services of
things are thus deemed inappropriate
in the "s cience " of
economics.
Marx did take lab or as the unique source of the va lue-added
so Marx played both sides of the source / measure dichotomy. It
was not simply that direct labor was a mea su re of the value of
the surplus pr oduct but that direct labor wa s the source of the
surplus product. Indeed , Marx's whole exploitation analysis
only makes sense under the labor-as-source interpretati on of the
labor theory of value . The point was not th at labor created the
value of the pr od uct, but that labor created the 11roduct itself.
And it is this fairly obvious truth which , I con tend , lies at
the heart of the Marxist charge of exploitation . The real
basis of that charge is not that workers produce va lue, but
that they produce what has it. (Cohen, 1981, p. 219)

In the assertion that "labor crea ted the value of the product,"
the phrase "t he valu e of" can be deleted and thro\vn , along
with the mea sure-LTV, into the dustbin of intellectual history.
Some econ omists have blen quite explicit about the (nonorthodo x) pr ope rt y-~heoretic interpretati on of Marx ' s value
theory. Thorstein Veblen was never a slave to the standa rd or
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orthodox interpretation of any theory. Veblen saw natural
rights arguments standing behind the general thrust of Marx's
theory. Veblen sees the claim of Labor 's right to the whole
product implicit in Marx and traces it to the classical laborists
or Ricardian socialists.
Chief among these doctrines , in the apprehension of his
critics, is the theory of value, with its corollaries: (a) the
doctrines of the exploitation of labor by capital; and (b)
the laborer ' s claim to the whole product of his labor.
Avowedly, Marx traces his doctrine of labor value tQ
Ricardo, and through him to the classical economists. The
laborer's claim to the whole product of labor, which is
pretty constantly implied, though not frequently avowed
by Marx, he has in all probability taken from English
writers of the early nineteenth century, more particularly
from William Thompson. (Veblen, 1952, p. 316)
Recent scholarship would , however , emphasize the influence
on Marx of Hodgskin and Bray more than Thompson (see King,
1983 and Henderson , 1985).
Gunnar Myrdal finds a similar reason behind even Ricardo's
use of labor as the basis for his value theory in spite of criticism
from Malthus, Say, and Bentham.
The solution of this puzzle may be found in the natural
law notion that property has its natural justification in
the labour bestowed on an object. (Myrdal, 1969, p. 70)
But the implications of the labor theor y inevitabl y conflict
with classical liberalism whi ch fully accepted wage labor.
The foundation of the theory is the uniqueness of labor;
of all the causally efficacious factors, labor is the only
responsible agent.
Man alone is alive, nature is dead; human work alone
creates values, nature is passive. Man alone is cause, as
Rodbertus said late~ whilst external nature is only a set
of condition s. Human work is the only active cause which
is capable of creating value. This is also the origin of the
37
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concept "productive factor". It is not surprising that the
classics recognized only one productive factor. viz., labour.
The same metaphysical analogies that were used to
establish natural rights were also used to expound the
idea of natural or real value. It is an example of the
previously mentioned attempt of the philosophy of
natural law to derive both rights and value from the same
ultimate principles. (Myrdal, 1969, p. 72)
Thus the Janus-headed "labor theory" has long served as both a
property theory and a value theory --even though orthodox
economists only want to see it as a (fallacious) price theory in
Marx.
They tend to focus attention on the theory of exchange
value [and] neglect its foundations ... Marx was right in
saying that his surplus value theory follows from the
classical theory of real value , admittedly with additions
from other sources. Moreover, Marx was not the first to
draw radical conclusions from it. All pre-Marxist British
socialists derived their arguments from Adam Smith and
later from Ricardo. (Myrdal, 1969, p. 78)
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It is time to step back for a moment and consider Marx's value
theory in a larger context.

[T]he "naturalness" of labour as the moral title to what is
created by that labour has been a commonplace of
political and economic radicalism for three hundred
years; and political and economic conservatism has had a
continuous struggle to defuse the revolutionary implications of it. (Ryan, 1984, p. 1)
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The central point of the labour theory as a theory of
exploitation is that labour is the only human contribution

to economic activity , and the exercise of labour power
should be the only way in which a claim to the net
product of a nonexploitativeeconomicsystem is acquired.
(Nuti, 1977, p. 96)
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A typical response by Marxists is "None of this , by the way ,
implies that Marx intended the labor theory of value as a
theory of property rights, a la Locke or even Proudhon ,"
(Shaikh , 1977 , p. 121) as if the question of what "Marx
intended" was relevant beyond the confines of Marxology.
The Employment Contract vs. def acto Inalienability
"Private ownership of the means of production " is not the
culprit. We have seen enough of the plot to ferret out the true
villain of the piece. The labor theory of property normatively
implies that Labor (the workers including managers) in each
enterprise ought to be the residual claimant for that enterprise.
We previously noted the descriptive fact that any legal party
could be the residual claimant by becoming the hiring party ,
the party who hires (or already owns) all the inputs to be used
up in production. The workers' claim to the positive and
negative fruits of their labor is thus legally defeated by the
workers being hired , i.e. by the employment contract . It is thus
the employment contract that defeats the legal implementation of the labor theory of property .
The employer-employee contract inherently conflicts with
people ' s right to the fruits of their labor. The employment
contract is the contract for the voluntary hiring or renting of
human beings . When a person is legally rented or "employed, "
then the person has no legal responsibility for the positive or
negative results of his or her actions; that legal responsibility
goes to the employer. Renting capital gives financial leverage
(° gearing " in the UK); it multiplies the effect of the equity
capital. Similarly, renting people creates human lwerage; it
multiplies the effect of the employer-as if all the results were
the fruits of solely the employer ' s labm:
This conflict between "employment " and de facto responsibility has long been apparent in the law. We noted
previously that the labor th,eory of property was only a
property-theoretic rendition of the usual juridical principle of
imputing legal responsibility in accordance with de facto
responsibility.
We also saw that-unlike
the services of
things-the actions of persons are de facto responsible . That de
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facto responsibility is independent of legal contracts , i.e.
people do not suddenly become non-responsible tools or
instrument s when they sign an employment contract. The legal
authorities only explicitly apply the juridical principle when
a human activity ends up in court, i.e. when a criminal or civil
wrong has been committed. When an employee-even within
the context of a normal employment relation-commits a crime
at the behest of the employet then the employee suddenly
becomes a partner in the enterprise.
All who participate in a crime with a guilty intent are
liable to punishment. A master and servant who so
participate in a crime are liable criminally , not because
they are master and servant, but because they jointly
carried out a criminal venture and are both criminous.
(Batt, 1%7, p. 612)

The legal authorities will not allow an employment contract to
be used by an employee to avoid the legal responsibility for his
or her de facto respon sible actions .
But when the "venture " being "jointly carried out" is a
normal ca pita list enterprise , the workers do not suddenly
become de facto non -responsible tools or instruments. They are
just as much de facto responsible together with the working
employer as when "they jointly carried out a criminal venture ."
It is the reaction of the law that suddenly changes . Now the
employment contract for the renting of human beings is accepted
as a "valid " contract . The de facto responsibilit y of human
action is nevertheles s not factually transferable even though
the legal authorities now accept the employment contract for
the sale of labor as a commodity as "valid ."
The legal system faced the same internal contradiction when
it treated slaves as legal chattel in the Antebellum South . The
legally non-responsible instrument in work suddenJy became a
responsible person when committing a crime.
The slave, who is but "a chattel " on all other occasions,
with not one solitary attribute of personality accorded to
him, becomes ua person" whenever he is to be punished.
(Goodell, 1%9, p. 309)
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As an Antebellum Alabama judge put it, the slaves in fact
are rational beings , they are capable of committing
crimes; and in reference to acts which are crime s, are
regarded as persons . Because they are slaves , they are ...
incapable of performing civil acts, and , in reference to all
such, they are things , not persons . (Catterall , I 926, p. 247)
It should be no surprise that the legal system involves the same
contradiction when workers are rented instead of being owned.
The rental relation is voluntary (unlike traditional slavery)
but de fa cto responsibility is not voluntarily transferable. A
person would not become a de facto non-responsible entity if he
or she voluntarily agreed to the legal condition of slavery. And
the hired criminal would certainly voluntarily agree to give up
any and all responsibility for the results of his actions. But
regardless of the language on the contract and regardless of the
reaction of the legal system, the fact is that he remains a de
facto responsible person.
It is useful in this connection to consider the de f acto
alienability of things . We can voluntarily give up and transfer
the temporary use of a tool or instrument to another person so
the other person can empl oy it and be solely de facto responsible for the results of that employment. The legal contract that
fits the transfer is the lease or rental contract ; the owner of the
instrument rents, leases, or hires out the instrument to be used by
someone else. The same facts do not apply to our selves. We
cannot voluntarily give up and transfer the temporary use of our
own persons to another person so the other person can "employ "
us and be solely de fact o responsible for the results of that
employment. Our own de f acto responsibility intrud es. From
the factual viewpoint , we are inexorably partners. The socalled "emp~oyees " can only co-operate together with the
worker employer but then they are jointly de f acto respon sible
for the venture they "jointly carried out. " But the law still
treats the legal contract for the hiring of human beings as a
"valid " contract even though human action s are not de f acto
tran sferable like the services of a tool or instrument.
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The nice word for this is "legal fiction." The law will accept
the de facto responsible co-operation of the "employees " as if
that fulfilled the hiring contract . Or, at least , the law will do
that if no crime has been committed . If a crime has been
committed , then the law will not allow the labor theory of
property (i.e. the juridical principle of imputation) to be
defeated by the employment contract. The law will not allow
this "fictional" transfer of labor to shield the criminous servant
from legal responsibility. Then the fiction is set aside in favor
of the facts ; the enterprise is legally reconstructed as a
partnership of all who worked in it.
The not-so-nice word for this is "fraud. " When the legal
system "validates " the contract for the renting of hum an beings,
that is a fraud perpetrated on an institutional scale. It is our
own peculiar institution.
This argument is an application to the employment contract
of the de facto theory of inalienable rights that descends from
the history of anti -slavery and democratic th ought (see
Ellerman, 1986a or 1989b). De facto respon sibility is factually
inalienable , and thus without having a legalized form of
fraud , it must be legally inalienable . The legal contract to
alienate and transfer that which is de fac to inalienable is
inherently invalid. The natural-law invalidity of the voluntary self-enslavement contract (to sell all of one's labor) is
already legally recogn ized; the invalidity of the contract to
rent or hire h.uman beings should be similarly legally
recognized.
The chapter began with an analysis of the Fundamental
Myth of capitalism , that the residual claimant's role was part
of the property rights of "ownership of the means of
production. " A frequent reply is that while it is "formall y"
true that residual claimancy is not part of capital ow nership ,
the bargaining power of capital ownership is sufficient that
"Capital hires Labor " at wilJ. Thus residual claimancy is said
to be "in effect part of the ownership of capital. "
The rejoinder is that we are not arguing that the determination of the hiring party should be left to marketplace
bargaining powe r (any more than the questi on of the ownership
of human beings should be left to market transactions). The
argument for the invalidity of the hired-labor contr act com42
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pletes the argument. With the contract for the renting of
human beings ruled out as invalid , it would not be a question of
bargaining power. All industry would be organized on the basis
of people renting (or . already owning) capital instead of the
owners of capital renting people. Thus the capital suppliersas capital suppliers-are denied the residual claimant 's role
(they might also work and be part of the residual claimant in
that role). Since the residual claimant' s role was never part of
their property rights, this is no violation of their actual (as
opposed to imagined) property rights . They are only denied
the "freedom " to make the naturally invalid contract to rent
other human beings.
There is no need to "adopt " the labor theory of property ; it is
already adopted . It is the fundamental juridical principle of
imputation. Our argument is to "dis-adopt " the inherently
invalid contract for the renting of human beings-the contract
that defeat s the application of the labor theory of property
(when no crime has been committed) . The facts of human
responsib ility are the same whether the venture is criminal or
not. Every enterpri se should be legally reconstructed as a
partnership of all who work in the enterprise . Every enterprise
should be a democratic wo rker-owned firm.
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Democratic Theory
Democracy in th.e Firm

The Enterpriseas a GovernanceInstitution
ls a company an organiza tion for the governance of people or
o"nlyfor the administration of things? If a company carries out
any productive or service operations, then the people conducting those operations are governed by the company within the
scope of those operations.
As a legal technicality , there could be an "uninhabited
corporation " that served only a holding bin for assets that
stood idle or were leased out to other companies or individuals.
No one would work in such an "un inh abited company "; the
shar eholders would then only be concerned with "the administration of things."
Any company with people working in it is an institution of
governance-so the question of democracy arises.

Stakeholders: the Governed and the Affected
Democracy is a structure for the governance of people , not the
management of property. It is the structure wherein those who
govern are selected by, and govern as the representatives of, the
governed. In an economic enterprise , the managers are those
who govern, but who are "the governed "?
The stakeholders in an enterprise are all those people who
are either governed by the enterprise management or whose
interests are affected by the enterprise . Thus the stake holder s
would include:
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the workers (including managers},}
8•• the
shareholders,
the input suppliers,

•

The Governed

l

The Affected

the customers, and
the local residents.

Figure 2.1 Stakeholders

But there is a crucial partition of this broad group of stakeholders into two groups which will be called "the governed"
and "the affected."
"The governed" are those who (within certain limits) take
orders from the enterprise management, i.e.
who a::~ under the authority of the managers.
"The affected " are those whose person or property are only
affected by the activity of the enterprise but
who are not personally under the authority of
the management.
The shareholders are not under the authority of managers;
neither are the suppliers of the material inputs, the customers,
nor those who live in the vicinity of the enterprise ' s
operations.
All those people might have their interests
affected by the activities of the firm, but they don't take orders
from the firm. The workers do . Only the people who work in
the firm are "the governed ."
The employment system promotes the mental acrobatics of
dividing a person into two different legal roles: (1) the owner
and seller of labor services (the labor-seller role), and (2) the
person who performs the labor services (the worker role).
Under slavery, different people might play the two roles as
when a master hired out some of his slaves to work for someone
else during slack times. In modern times , there has even
developed a labor resale market-called ,,employee leasing "which separates the two roles. A person rents himself or herself to company A and then company A rents or leases the person
to company B. In the second labor-sale contract, the legal party
selling the labor services (company A) is distinct from the
person performing the labor.
In the normal capitalist firm, the employee plays both roles.
Economists are fond of only considering the employee in his or
45
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her labor-seller role-just another input suppliet: Then they
can mentally treat the workers as external input suppliers who
indeed do have direct control over their labor-selling activities. They are not "governed" in that role. Management has no
legal authority to tell them the price and quantity involved in
their labor-selling decision. It is in the employee 's worker role
that the person is governed by management, not in the
employee's labor-seller role.

Direct versus Indirect Control
Discussions of corporate governance are often clouded by
insufficient attention to the distinction between those who are
governed by the corporation and those whose interests are only
affected by the firm. Vague statements are made about all the
stakeholders having the right to "control " the company to
protect their affected interests . But such broad assertions about
"control rights " are not too helpful since the control rights
legally held by shareholders are fundamentally different from
the control rights held by, say, suppliers and customers. In
particular, there is a basic distinction between direct control
rights (positive decision-making rights) and indirect control
rights (negative decision-constraining rights) that should run
parallel to the earlier distinction between the governed and
those only affeqed by an enterprise.
We are discussing the decisions of a given enterprise , not the
decisions of outside parties . The direct control rights are the
rights to ultimately make the decisions of the enterprise . The
managers make day-to-day decisions but they do so as the
representatives of those who ultimately hold the direct control
rights. In a conventional capitalist corporation , the common
stockholders hold those direct control rights .
Outside parties, such as supplier or customers, have the
direct control rights over their own decisions, but-relative
to
the enterprise 's decisions-they
have only an indirect or
negative decision -constraining role. "No, I will not sell the
firm these inputs at that price." "No, I will not buy that output
on those terms. " Even the worker in his or her labor-seller role
can say "No, I will not sell that amount of labor at that price
without this benefit. "
46
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The Affected Interests Principle
Those who are potentially affected by the operations of the
enterprise should have an effective means to exert indirect
control on the enterprise operations to protect their legitimate
interests . This could be stated as the:
AFFECTED INTERESTS PRINCIPLE. Everyone whose
rightful interests are affected by an organization's
decisions should have a right of indirect control (e.g.
a collective or perhaps individual veto) to constrain
those decisions .
It is difficult to effectively implement this principle. The
market is the customary means of protecting outside interests in
a market economy. But even then , there are a host of
externalities where outside interests are affected without the
benediction of a market relationship . And within market
relations, there could be monopolistic power on one side of the
market so that there is "consent " but little choice . Or there
could be such large informational asymmetries that "consent " is
not meaningfully informed. In such cases, the government often
intervenes to regulate the market and attempt to offer better
protection of the affected interests.
These acknowledged
difficulties in the implemen talion of the affected interests
principle need not detain us here. Our concern is the assignment
of the direct control rights over the enterprise .
There is a related argument that sh ould be mentioned .
Pressure groups for particular sets of affected interests (e.g.
consumers) sometimes argue that they should have voting seats
on the corporate board of directors to protect their interests.
Leaving aside the fallacious assumption that the role of the
board should be to protect outside affected interests, it is
nevertheless difficult to see how this tactic can work. It runs up
against the law of one majority "; each different and opposing
group of external affected interests cannot have a majority on
the board of directors . A minority board position may have
some informational value but the vote then has little control
value . To protect their affected interests , the minority outs ide
11
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interests must fall back on indirect control rights (e.g. negative
covenants in market contracts or government regulations) which
they had independently of the voting board seats.
The board of directors is the lo.:us for the exercise of direct
decision-making control rights, whereas the affected interests
principle is only concerned with assigning indirect decisionconstraining rights to the outside affected interests. The
assignation of the direct control rights require s another
principle, the democratic principle.
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The Democratic Principle

Who ought to have the ultimate direct control rights over the
decisions of the enterprise? Democracy gives an unequivocal
answer: the governed.
TiiE DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE. The direct control
rights over an organization should be assigned to the
people who are governed by the organiza tion so that
they will then be self-governing.
The shareholders , suppliers, customers , and local residents are
not under the authority of the enterprise; they are not the
governed. Only the people working in the enterprise (in their
worker role) are "the governed" so only they would be assigned
the ultimate direct control rights by the democratic principle .
Needless to say, the same person can have several functional
roles, e.g. as worker, as consumer, or as capital supplier. The
democratic principle would assign direct control rights to the
person qua worker in the enterprise , not qua consumer or qua
capital-supplier.
Self-determination within a democratic framework does not
include the right to violate the rights of outsiders. A democratically governed township does not have the right to do
what it wants to neighboring towns. Direct control rights are to
be exercised within the constraints established by the indirect
control rights of the external affected interests . In that manner,
each group can be self-governing. The workers can self-manage
their work and the consumers can self-manage
their
consumption-with each abiding by the const raints established
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by the other and with neither having direct control rights over
the other .
" Shareholders' Democracy "

In a capitalist corporation , the shareholders (absentee or not)
have ultimate direct control rights over the operations of the
corporation. They are the u citizens " who exercise these control
rights by electing the corporate directors, the "legislators ,"
who are supposed to act as the representatives of and in the
interests of the shareholder-citizens .
The analogy between state and corporation has been
congenial to American lawmakers, legislative and
judicial. The shareholders were the electorate, the
directors the legislature , enacting general policies and
committing them to the officers for execution . (Chayes ,
1966, p. 39)
The board of directors selects the top managers who, in turn,
select the remainder of the management team that manages the
day-to-day operations of the corporation.
The direct control rights of shareholders are more nominal
than effective in the large corporations with publicly traded
shares-as was pointed out long ago by Adolf Berle and
Gardner Means (1967 (19321).
Public stock markets have
effectively disenfranch ised the common stockholders. Each
shareholder has a minis cule amount of the vote , and huge
transaction costs block the self-organization of shareholders
into "parties ." Most investors buy shares for the investment
potential; the voting rights are only a vestigial attachment.
This u separation of ownership and control " creates a problem
of legitimacy-legitimacy by capitalist standards . Corporate
reformer s dream of "real shareholders' democracy " wherein
the shareholders effectively exercise their control rights . The
difficulty in this call for "democracy " is that the shareholders
never were "the governed."
Shareholder democracy, so-called, is misconceived
because the shareholders are not the governed of the
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corporation whose consent must be sought. (Cha yes, 1966,

p. 40)
Perhaps an analogy is appropriate. A set of shareholders in
England start off voting to elect the government of the
American Colonies . Then their voting rights fall into disrepair
so the autocratic government of the Colonies rules as a selfperpetuating oligarchy that is not answerable to the English
shareholders (not to mention the American people) . How can
democracy be restored to America? Not by re-establishing the
direct control of the outside shareholders but by reassigning the
direct control rights to the governed .
How do corporate lawyers and legislators manage to avoid
these none-too-subtle points ? One popular method is to think of
the corporation solely as a piece of property to be administered,
not as an organization for the management of people . But that
image would only be accurate if the corporation
was
"uninhabited, " if no one worked in the corporation .
It is the employment contract that turns the capitalist
corporation-as-property into an orga nization of governance .
That organization is not democratic in spite of the "consent of
the governed " to the employment contract. The employees do
not delegate the governance rights to the employer to govern as
their representative. In the employment contract , the workers
alienate and transfer their legal right to govern their
activities "within the scope of the employment "' to the
employer. The employment contract is thus a limited workplace version of the Hobbesian pactum subjectionis. The
argument for applying the democratic principle to the workplace is thus an argument which implies di sallowi ng the
employment contract just as we currently disallow any such
Hobbesian contract to alienate democratic rights in the
political sphere (for an extended analysis of the employment
contract , see Ellerman , 1989b).
When the democratic principle is applied across the board ,
then workers would always be member -owners in the company
where they work and never just employees . The employment
relation would be replaced by the membership relation .
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DemocraticSocialismis not Democraticin the Enterprise
"Democratic socialism" refers to a political-economic system
where the bulk of industry is state-owned and the state is a
political democracy . Is a state-owned firm in a political
democracy _a democratic firm? For example, is the Post Office a
democratic organization since the post office workers , as
citizens, elect a President who appoints the Postmaster
General? The answer is "No," but it is important to understand
why such state-owned firms are undemocratic.
Democratic socialism is often criticized on grounds of scale.
For instance, the workers in any one state-owned company are
such a small portion of the total citizenry that they can have
little real control over their enterprise. Hence democratic
state-socialists become democratic municipal-socialists. If the
enterprise was owned by the local government , then perhaps
the workers would be less alienated. Or at least that seems to
be the reasoning.
These practical problems in democratic socialism only veil
the flaw in the theory of government ownership, regardless of
whether the government is local or national. Citizenship in a
democratic polity such as a municipality is based on having the
functional role of residing within the jurisdiction of the polity,
e.g. hav i ng legal residence in the municipality.
Thus
municipal socialism in effect assigns the ultimate direct control
rights t o the local residents . Membership in a democratic
enterprise is based on a different functional role, that of
working within the enterprise.
So-called "democratic
socialism " assigns the ultimate contro l rights over the
enterprise to the wrong functional role {the role that defines
political citizenship) so it is not even democratic in theorymuch less in practice-in the enterprise .
The Public/Private Distinction in Democratic Theory

Personal Rights and Property Rights
A personal right is a right that attaches to an individual
because the person satisfies some qualification such as playing
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a certain functional role. Examples include basic human rights
where the qualification is simply that of being human , and
political citizenship rights in a polity (e .g . municipality)
where the functional role is that of residing within the polity.
In contrast, a person does not have to satisfy any particular
functional role to hold a property right. A property right can
be acquired from a prior owner or it can be appr o priated as an
initial right .
Personal rights are not transferable ; they may not be bought
or sold . If a personal right (that was supp osed to be attached to
a functional role) was treated as being marketable , then the
buyer might not have the qualifying functional role. And if the
would-be buyer did have the functional role, he or she would
not need to "buy " the right.
In America, a person m ight have several quite different
types of voting rights:
- a citizen's political vote in a municipal , state , or federal
election ;
- a worker ' s vote in a uni on;
- a member's vote in a cooperative; or
- a shareholder ' s votes attached to conventional corporate
shares.
Which rights are personal rights and wh ich are property
rights?
Personal rights can be easily di stinguished from property
rights by the inheritabilit y test . Since personal rights attach
to the person by virtue of fulfilling a certain role, tho se rights
would be extinguished when the person dies . Propert y right s,
howeve~ would pass on to the person 's estate and heirs. That
is the contrast, for example , between the voting right s people
have in a democratic organization (a polit y, a union , or a
cooperative) and the voting rights pe o ple have as shareholders in a cap itali st corporation. Political voting rights are
personal rights that are extinguished when the citizen dies
whereas voting corporate stock passes to the person's heirs .
When the direct control rights over an organization are
attached to a certain functional role (e.g. the role of being
governed by the organization) then that control is "tied down"
and attached in a non-transferable way to the set of people
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having that role. In contrast, the ultimate control rights over a
capitalist corporation are property rights attached to the
voting shares so that ownership can not only change
"overnight/ it can also become very concentrated in a few
hands.
The ultra-capitalist ideal seems to be to have all rights as
marketable property rights (see Nozick, 1974). Then society is
like a ship with none of the cargo tied down. Even if the ship
starts out with the cargo evenly distributed, any wave will
start the cargo shifting to one side. Then the shifting weight
will cause even more tilt-which in tum causes more cargo to
shift to that side.
A similar social instability would result from having
political voting rights as marketable property rights. Even
with an equal initial distribution, one vote per person, any
disturbance would result in some votes being bought and sold
which begins the process of accumulation. Then the resulting
political concentration would lead to capturing more wealth,
more voting buying, and even more concentration. Soon most of
the political votes and power would end up in a few hands .
Democracy inherently avoids that sort of accumulation process
by "tying down " the voting rights as personal rights attached
to the functional role of being governed.
We have just this sort of instability in the economic sphere.
Capitalism has structured the profit rights and control rights
over corporations--where new wealth is created-as transferable property rights . The resulting instability has accordingly
led to an incr edibly lopsided distribution of wealth. By
Federal Reserve data for I 983, 58 per cent of corporate stock
owned by individuals is owned by the richest one per cent of
households. The richest one-half per cent of households owns
46 per cent of that corporate stock. Similar statistics apply to
the United Kingdom.
The richest 1 per cent of the population own over half the
company shares, and nearly two-thirds of the land. The
richest 5 per cent own 80 per cent of the shares and 86 per
cent of the land, according to the latest available figures.
(McDonald, 1989,p. 10)
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The system of economic democracy ties down the profit and
control rights over each firm to the functional role of working in
that firm. Since those membership rights are non-transferable
and non-inheritable , they cannot become concentrated . Workers
come to a democratic firm and eventually leave or retire. They
keep as property the profits they earn while working in the
firm (even if the profits are retai ned and paid back to them
later), but their membership in the firm is a personal right
they enjoy only when they work in the firm.

Quarantining Democracyin the Public Sphere
Since the politic.al democratic revolutions of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centurie s, the government has been the main
provider and guarantor of personal rights. Those who own
significant property tend to want as much of society as possible
to be organized on the basis of property rights , not personal
rights. Hence they want "less govemment. n Well-intended
advocates of extending democratic rights to economic issues
want more government. " This leads to democratic socialism "
where the government swallows the commanding heights of
industry .
This "great debate " is ill-posed . It is based on a pair of false
identifications: (I) that the sphere of government ("the public
sphere '') is the sole arena for personal rights , and (2) that t.he
sphere of social life outside the government (" the private
sphere ") is solely based on private property rights. That is the
traditional public / private distinction. Capitalism has used it
to quarantine the democratic germ in the public sphere of
government , and thus to keep the democratic germ out of
industry. Instead of redefining those public / private identifications , democratic state-socialism compounds the error by
holding that industr y can on ly be democratized by be ing
nationalized .
The rights to democra tic self-determ inati on will not remain
forever quarantined in the sphere of government. It is an
empirical fact of history that, as a result of the political
democratic revolutions , the government was the first maj or
organization in society to be switched over to treating its direct
control rights (voting rights ) as per sonal rights . There is
II
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otherwise no inherent relationship that restricts the idea of
democratic self-determination
to the political government.
There are a host of other non-government organizations in
society, corporations , universities, and a broad range of nonprofit corporations , where people are also under an authority
rights» to democratic selfrelation . The "unalienable
determination that we enjoy in the political sphere should not
suddenly evaporate in the other spheres of life.
The democratic firm is a model of an organization that is
democratic and yet is still "private " in the sense of being nongovernmental. The membership rights in a democratic firm are
personal rights assigned to the functional role of working in the
firm .
Redefining "Social " to Recast the Public/Private Distincti on

The old public / private distinction is supported by both
capitalists and state-socialists. The former use it to argue that
the idea of democracy is inapplicable to private industry , and
the latter use it to argue that democracy can onJy come to
industry by nationalizing it. But both arguments are incorrect,
and the public / private distinction itself must be recast.
The word ,,private " is used in two senses: (1) "private" in the
sense of being non-governmental , and (2) "p rivate " in the sense
of being based on private property. Let us drop the first
meaning and retain the second. Similarly "public" is used in
two senses: (1) "public" in the sense of being governmental , and
(2) "public" in the sense of being based on personal rights . Let us
use the second meaning and take it as the definition of "social"
(instead of Hpublic"). Thus we have:
Social Institution

Private Organization

Figure 2.2

• •
~
•

Based on Personal Rights
Based on Property Rights.

Suggeste d Redefinitions

By these redefinitions, a democratic firm is a social institution
(while still being "private " in the other sense of being not of
the government), while a capitalist corporation is a private
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firm (not because it is also non-governmental but because it is
based on property rights).

~
!

I
!

People-basedversus Property-based Organizations

,:

The inheritability test can be used to differentiate personal
rights from property rights ; personal rights are extinguished
when a person dies while property rights are passed on to the
heirs . The personal / property rights distinction can be used to
classify organizations according to whether the membership
rights such as the voting rights are personal or property rights.
Consider the membership rights in the following organizations:
-

democratic political communities (nationaJ, state, or local);
democratic firms (e.g. worker cooperatives),
trade unions;
capitalist corporations; and
condominium associations.

The membership rights in the first three organizational types
are personal rights while the membership rights (also called
"ownership rights ") in the last two are property rights.
A condominium is an association for the partial coownership of housing units (often part of one structure such as an
apartment building). The members are the unit-owners. Each
unit-owner exclusively owns one or more units, and all the unitowners through the association own the remaining property in
common (e.g. the surrounding grounds) . Each unit is assigned a
certain percentage of the whole depending on its access to
common resources and its drain on common expenses. A unit casts
its percentage of the votes and pays that percentage of any
common assessmen :s.
A condominium and a capitalist corporation have the
common feature that the membership rights are attached to
property shares (the units in a condominium and the shares of
stock in a corporation) which are owned by persons . In contrast,
membership in the other three organizations mentioned above
is not obtained through ownership of a piece of property but by
personally
fulfilling a certain functional role . If an
organization is thought of as a molecule made of certain atoms,
then the two different organizations have quite different
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atoms. For the capitalist corporation and the condominium, the
atoms are the propert y shares (which are owned by people),
while for a democratic organization (like the three considered
above), the atoms are the people themselves.
We will therefore say that an organization is people-based
if the membership rights are personal rights (i.e. the atomic
building blocks are the people themselves), and that an
organization is property-based if the membership rights are
attached to property shares owned by people.
Property-Based

People -Based

Organizat ion

Organization

An
Association

of People

J

1J

~

An
Associat ion

of Property Shares

LJOw n~ -i.
A
(Peopl e

Figure 2.3 Two Bask Different Types of Organizati ons

This useful distinction shows up in ordinary language . In a
democracy, the people vote , whereas in a corporation the
shares vote, and in a condominium the units vote. In either
case, it is people who ultimately cast votes but a citizen casts
his or her vote while shareholders cast the votes on their
shares and unit-owners cast the votes assigned to their units.
The distinction also ties in with the inheritability test. In an
association of persons , the death of the person forf eits that
membership , but in an association of property shares , th e
property survives. Thus when a person dies, the heirs do not
inherit the person's political vote but they would inherit any
corporate stock or condominium units owned by the deceased.
There is another important aspect of the distinction , the
allocation of voting rights . In a people-based organization (e.g.
the three considered above), the voting rule is one-person / onevote whereas in the property-based organization , the property
owners will have differing numbers of votes depending on the
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number of their property shares (and the number of attached
votes).
It might be helpful to review why there is equal voting in an
association of persons (and not in an association of property). It
is not because the people are assumed to have equal i_ptelligence, equal skills, equal economic stake, or equal contribution
to the organization. The reason is that-as persons-they are
ends-in-themselves (in the Kantian phrase , see Ellerman ,
1988c). Ends-in-themselves are incommensurate so there can be
no common measure to weigh one more than the other; they must
be treated equally. In contrast, property is commensurate (e.g .
using market value as the measuring rod) so the share owners
vote according to the different economic stakes in a propertybased organization .
In the American employee ownership movement, the oneperson / one-vote principle has become a symbol, if not a
defining characteristic , of the democratic wing of the movement. It is the most prominent feature of the democratic firm as
opposed to the worker-capitalist firm. But it is only the tip of
the iceberg, the most visible part of the deep-lying differences
between:
- the democratic firm-a people-based corporation based on
implementing the democratic right of self-governance by
assigning it as a personal right to the functional role of being
managed in the firm, as opposed to
- the worker-capitalist f irm-a property-ba sed corporation
where the workers alienate their governance rights to the
corporation in the employment contract and where most of
the same workers as property-owners own part or all the
shares in the corporation.
This contrast between the democratic worker-owned firm and
the worker-capitalist firm will be developed in more detail in
the following chapter.
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Democracy Denied by the Employment Contract, not Private

Property
The Employment Contract
We saw in the previous chapter that capitalist production, i.e.
production based on the employment contract denies workers
the right to the (positive and negative} fruits of their labor.
Yet people 's right to the fruits of their labor has always been
the natural basis for private property appropriation.
Thus
capitalist production , far from being founded on private property, in fact denies the natural basis for private property
appropriation. In contrast, the system of economic democracy
based on democratic worker-owned firms restores people's right
to the fruits of their labor. Thus democratic firms, far from
violating private property , restore the just basis for private
property appropriation.
Thus to switch from capitalist firms to democratic firms is a
way to transform and perfect the private property system by
restoring the labor basis of appropriation. It is not private
property that needs to be abolished-but
the employment
contract. In the switch-over from capitalist firms to democratic
firms, the employment relation would be replaced with the
membership relation.
A similar picture emerges when the firm is analyzed from
the viewpoint of governance rather than property appropriation; the employment contract is the culprit , not private
property . The employment contract is the rental relation
applied to persons. It is now illegal to sell oneself; workers rent
or hire themselves out.
Since slavery was abolished, human earning power is
forbidden by law to be capitalized. A man is not even free
to sell himself : he must rent himself at a wage .
(Samuelson, 1976, p. 52 [his italics])
When an entity, a person or a thing, is rented out, then a certain
portion of the entity 's services are sold. When a car is rented
out for a day, a car-day of services are sold. When an apart-
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ment is rented out for a month , an apartment-month of services
are sold. When a man is rented out for eight hours , eight manhours of services are sold. The party renting the entity has the
ownership of those services which gives that party the direct
control rights over the use of the rented entity within the
limits of the contract . Thus tenants are free to make their own
decisions about using a rented apartment-but only within the
constraints set by the rental contract.
It is the same when people are rented. The buyer of the
services, the renter of the workers, is the employer . The
employer has the direct control rights over the use o_f those
services within the scope of the employment contract . The
archaic name for the employer-employee
relation is the
"master-servant relation " Oanguage still used in Agency Law).
That authority relation is not now and never was a democratic
relationship. The employer is not the representative of the
employees; the employer does not act in the name of the
employees. The right to govern the employees is transferred or
alienated to the employer who then acts in his own name; it is
not a delegation of authority.
There is the contrasting democrati c authority relationship
wherein authority is delegated to those who govern from the
governed. Those who govern do so in the name of and on behalf
of those who are governed . This is the relationship between
the managers or governors in a democratic organization
(political or economic) and those who are managed or governed.

Democraticand Undemocratic Constituti ons
Both authority relations are based on " the consent of the
governed. " There are two diametrically opposite types of
voluntary contracts or constitutions that can form the basis of
constitutional governance :
- the Hobbesian constitution or pactum subjectionis wherein
the rights of governance are ali~nated and transferred to the
ruler, or
- the democratic constitution wherein the inalienable rights
of governance are merely delegated or entrusted to the governors to use on behalf of the governed .
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The distinction between these two opposite consent-based
authority relations is basic to democratic theory. Sophisticated liberal defenders of undemocratic governments from the
Middle Ages onward have argued that government was based
on an implicit or explicit social contract of subjugation which
transferred the right of governance to the ruler (see Ellerman ,
1986a for that intellectual history) . Early proponent s of
democracy tried to reinterpret the mandate of the ruler as a
delegation rather than a transfer.
This dispute also reaches far back into the Middle Ages.
It first took a strictly juristic form in the dispute ... as to
the legal nature of the ancient "translatio imperii " from
the Roman people to the Princeps. One school explained
this as a definitive and irrevocable alienation of power,
the other as a mere concession of its use and exercise.... On
the one hand from the people's abdication the most
absolute sovereignty of the prince might be deduced , ... On
the other hand the assumption of a mere "concessio
imperii" led to the doctrine of popular sovereignty.
(Gierke, 1966, pp. 93-4)
"Translatio" or " concessio," transfer or delegation; that is th e
question.
That question is still with us. As note d previously, the
employer is not the delegate or repre sen tative of the
employees. The employment contract is a transfer of th e
management rights , not a delegation. Thus the employment
contract is a limited workplace version of the Hobbesian
constitution. The democratic firm is based on the opposite type
of constitution, the democratic const itution . The board of
directors is the parliament elected b? those who are governed.
The board selects the top manager (like _the prime minister)
who in turn assembles the management team . Management
governs in the name of and on behalf of the governed.

Are Democracyand Private Property in Conflict?
Economic democracy requires the abolition of the employment
relation, not the abolition of privat e property. But doesn't it
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require the abolition of the conventional
property-based
corporation? Isn't that type of corporation undemocratic? Here
we must be very careful; the analys is must be much more finegrained than the crude Marxist slogans about the Nprivate
ownership of the means of production."
The capitalist corporation combines two different functions
that must be peeled apart:
(I) the corporation as a holding company for owning certain
assets and liabilities, and
(2) the corporation as the residual claimant in a production
process.
A number of people can pool their assets together and clothe
them in a corporate shell by setting up a corporation and
putting in their capital asse'6 as equity. That only creates a
company in the first sense above . The company is only a
holding company for these assets; the company is as yet
"uninhabited." If the corporate assets were just leased out to
other parties , that transaction could be handled by the
shareholders or their attorneys all without anyone working in
the company. The company would remain an asset-holding
shell. There is no governance of people , only the administration of things . There is private propert y, but no employment contract.
It is only when the company wants to undertake some
productive activity to produce a product or deliver a service
that it would need to hire in employees , bu y other inputs,
undertake the productive operation , and then sell the resulting
product or service. Then the company would be the residual
claimant for that operation, bearing the costs and receiving the
revenues. It is only in that second role that the corporation
becomes an organization for the governance or management of
people, the corporate employees. And it acquires that role
precisely because of the employment contract. The employment
contract is the Archimedean point that moves the capitalist
world. From the conceptual viewpoint , the capitalist corporation is a "wholly owned subsidiary" of the employment
contract.
We have differentiated the roles of private property and
the employment
contract in the capitalist corporation.
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Without the employment contract, the corporation as an assetholding shell is comparable to a condominium. The tenants in a
condominium unit (whether a unit-owner or a renter) are not
under the authority of the condominium association. The
tenant has the direct control rights over the use of the
apartment-unit within the constraints specified by the condominium rules (and the rental contract if the apartment is rented
out).
In a similar fashion , an uninhabited asset-owning company
might lease its assets out to other parties . The company would
not have an authority relation (i.e. direct control rights) over
the lessees. The lessees could use the leased assets within the
constraints of the lease contract.
Is a capitalist corporation undemocratic? In which role? In
its role as a depopulated asset-holding shell, it does not have
an authority relation over any people at all. It would not then
be an organization for the governing of people, only for the
management of property. H thus would be neither democratic
nor undemocratic since no people were governed. When a farmer
manages his farmland property , we do not ask if he does so
democratically or undemocratically since the management of
his property does not involve an authority relationship over
othe r people. In the same fashion , we may say that a
conventional corporation that is without any employment
contract and that operates solely as an asset-holding shell is
neither democratic nor undemocratic. Yet it is a privately
owned property -based organization . Thus there is no inherent
conflict between "the private ownership of the means of
production " and democratic righ ts in the workplace.
A conventional corporation only takes on an auth ority
relation over people when it hires them as employees
(managers or blue-collar workers) . And, as we have seen, there
is a conflict between democratic rights and the employment
contract. Thus democratic rights require not the abolition of
the private ownership of the means of production but of the
employment contract . They require that conventional corpor ations not be abolished but only "depopulated " as a result of the
abolition of the employment relation . To be employed productively, the assets would have to be leased to a democratic firm.
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The reversal of the contract between capital and labor (so
that labor hires capital) could also take place by internally
restructuring a capitalist corporation as a democratic firm wit.h
the old shareholders ' securities being restructured as participating debt securities.
Democracy can be married with private property in the
workplace; the result of the union is the democratic workerowned firm.
The De FactoTheory of Inalienable Rights
The analysis of capitalist productjon based on the labor theory
of property (see previous chapter) culminated in an argument
that the employment contract was a juridically invalid
contract. It pretends to alienate that which is de facto inalien able, namely a person's de facto responsibility for the positive
and negative results of his or her actions . This de facto
inalienability of responsibility was illustrated using the
example of the employee who commits a crime at the command
of the employer . Then the legal authorities intervene , set
aside the employment contract, and recognize the fact that the
employee and employer cooperated together to commit the
crime. They are jointly de facto responsible for it, and the law
accordingly holds them legally responsible for it.
When the joint venture being carried out by employer and
employees is not criminal , the employees do not suddenly
become de facto instruments. However, the law then does not
intervene. It accepts the employees ' same de facto responsible
cooperation with the employer as "fulfilling " the contract.
The employer then has the legal role of having borne the costs
of all the used-up inputs including the labor costs , so the
employer has the undivided legal claim on the produced
outputs . Thus the employer legally appropriates the whole
product (i.e. the input-liabilities and the output-assets).
The critique does not assert that the employment contract is
involuntar y or socially coercive. The critique asserts that what
the employees <lo voluntarily (i.e. voluntarily co-operate with
the employer) does not fulfill the employment contract. Labor,
in the sense of responsible human action, is de facto non64
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transferable, so the contract to buy and sell labor services is
inherently invalid. The rights to the positive and negative
fruits of one's labor are thus inalienable rights.
This argument is not new; it was originally developed by
radical abolitionists as a critique of the voluntary self-sale
contract and it was the basis for the antislavery doctrine of
inalienable rights developed during the Enlightenment (see
EUerman, 1986a). The empl oyment contract is the self-rental
contract, the contract to sell a limited portion of one's labor-as
opposed to selling aJJof one's labor, "rump and stump" (Marx,
1906, p. 186) as in the self-sale contract . But de facto responsibility does not suddenly become factually transferable when it
is "sold" by the hour or day rather than by the lifetime. Thus
economic democrats are the modern aboljtionists who apply the
same inalienable rights critique to the employment contract
that their predecessors applied to the self-sale contract.
This de facto theory of inalienable rights was also developed as a part of democratic theory. There it was directed not
against the individual self-enslavement contract but against
the collective version of the cont ract, the Hobbesian pactum
subjectionis. In questions of governance (as opposed to production), the emphasis is on decision-making (as opposed to
responsibility). But the basic facts are the same . Decisionmaking capacity is de facto inalienable. A person cannot in fact
alienate his or her decision-making capacity just as he or she
cannot alienate de facto responsibility. "Deciding to do as one
is told" is only another way of deciding what to do.
Here again it is useful to contrast what one can do with
oneself with what one can do with a thing such as a widgetmaking machine. When the machine is leased out to another
individual, the machine can in fact be turned over to be
employed by that "employer. " The employer can then use the
machine without any personal involvement of the machineownec The employer is solely de facto responsible for the
results of said use. Furthermore, the employer has the direct
cont rol rights over the use of the machine. The employer
decides to use the machine to do X rather then Y (within the
scope of the lease contract) , and the machine-owner is not
involved in that decision making. Thus decision-making about
the particular use of the machine and the responsibility for
65
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the results of the machine 's services are de facto alienable from
the machine-owner to the machine-employer.
The employment contract applies the same legal superstructure to the very different case when the worker takes the
place of the machine. Then the decision-making and the
responsibility for the results of the services is not de facto
transferable from the worker to the employer.
People cannot in fact alienate or transfer decision-making
capability-but
persons can delegate the authority to make a
decision to other persons acting as their representatives or
agents. The first persons , the principals , then accept and ratify
the decisions indicated by their delegates, representatives , or
agents.
The Hobbesian pactum subjectionis is the political constitution wherein a people legally alienate and transfer their
decision-making rights over their own affairs to a Sovereign
(see Philmore , 1982 for an intellectual history of the liberal
contractarian defense of -slavery and autocracy) . Since human
decision-making capability is de facto inalienable , Enlightenment democratic theory argued that the Hobbesian contract
was inherently invalid.
There is, at least , one right that cannot be ceded or
abandoned: the right to personality. Arguing upon this
principle the most influential writers on politics in the
seventeenth century rejected the conclusions drawn by
Hobbes. They charged the great logician with a contradiction in terms. If a man could give up his personality he
would cease being a moral being.. . This fundamental
right, the right to personality , includes in a sense all the
others. To maintain and to develop his personality is a
universal right. It ... cannot , therefore , be transferred
from one individual to another. .. There is no pactum subjection is, no act of submission by which man can give up
the state of a free agent and enslave himself. (Cassirer,
1963, p. 175)

The employment contract can be viewed both as a limited
individual version of the rump-and-stump labor contract (the
self-sale contract) and as a limited economic version of the
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Hobbesian collective contract . The employees legally alienate
and transfer to the employer their decision-making rights over
the use of their labor within the scope of their employment.
Thus the other branch of inalienable rights theory, the critique
of the Hobbesian contract, can also be applied against the
employment contract.
The critique of the employment contract based on the de facto
inalienability of responsibility and decision-making thus
descends to modem times from the abolitionism and democratic
theory of the Enlightenment which applied the critique to the
self-sale contract and the pactum subjedionis.
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Theoretical Basis for the Democratic Firm

The Democratic Principle and the Labor Theory
We now start the descent from first principles - the labor
theory of property and democratic theory-down
to the
structure of the democratic worker-owned company.
In the world today, the main form of enterprise in capitalist
and socia list countries is based on renting human being s
(privately or publicly). Our task is to construct the alterna tive.
(n the alternative type of firm , empl oy ment by the firm is
replaced with membership in the firm. How can the corporation be taken apart and reconstructed without the employment
relation? How can the labor principle at the ba sis of private
property appropriati on be built into corp orate structure? How
can the democratic prin ciple of self-governance be built into
corporate structu re?
In a capitalist co rporation, the shareh ol ders own, as
property rights , the conventional ownership bundle of rights .
Res idua l

0

The vo ling rights (e.g., lo elec t lhc Board of Direc tors)}

@ The rights

@)The

lo the residual or net income, and

~a;;:
1

MeR
~ behrsh ip
1g ts

rights lo the net val ue of the cu rrent corporate assets and liabilities .

Figure 3.1

The Conventional Ownership Bt.:ndle

Restructuring the corporation to create a dem ocratic firm
does not mean just finding a new set of owners (such as the
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"employees ") for that bundle of rights. It means taking the
bundle apart and restructuring the rights so that the whole
nature of "corporate ownership" is changed .
The democratic firm is based on two fundamental principles:

Democratic principle of self-government : people ' s inalienable
right to self-govern all of their human activities (political
or economic), and
Labor theory of property: people's inalienable right to appropriate the (positive and negative) fruits of their labor.
These two principle s are correlated respectivel y with the first
two rights in the conventional ownership bundle:
- the voting rights and
- the residual or net income rights
which are attached to the pure (current) residual claimant's
role and which will be called the membership rights. We will
see that:
the democratic principle implies that the voting rights should
be assigned to the workers, and
the labor theory of property implies that the residual rights
should be assigned to the workers.

Implementing the Democratic Principle in an Organization
How are the two fundamental principles realized in the design
of organizations?
The principle of democratic self-government or
self-management is built into the structure of
an institution by assigning the right to elect the
governors to the functional role of being
governed.
The only people who are under the authority of the management (Le. who take orders from the managers) of an economic
enterprise are the people who work in the enterprise .
Therefore the democratic principle is implemented in a firm by
assigning to the people who work in the firm the voting rights
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to elect those managers (or to elect the board that selects the
managers).

FIRM
(Worker-Members)

-

• 3.2
- :i ure

Governance of Democratic Firm
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Directors
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Figure 3.3
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Governance of Non-Democratic Firm
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In contrast, the ultimate control rights in a non-democratic firm
are not held by those who are governed.
Note that the democratic principle assigns the right to elect
those who govern to those who a.re governed. There are a
number of outside groups whose rightful interests (i.e. property
or personal interests protected by rights) are only affected by
company activities such as the consumers, shareholders,
suppliers, and the local residents. By what we called the
"affected interests principle ," those outside interests should be
protected by a voluntary interface between the enterprise and
the affected parties. By the market relationship (where more
choice between firms is preferred to less), customers and
suppliers can largely protect their interests . For externalities
such as pollution , governments can establish emission restrictions , pollution taxes, or subsidies for pollution control
equipment.
The democratic principle assigns the direct control right
giving the ultimate authority for governance decisions to the
governed. Since the external parties do not fall under the
authority of the management of the firm (that is, do not take
orders from the managers) , the democratic principle does not
assign the external parties a direct control right to elect that
management.
In summary,
Affected Interests Principle : the veto to those only affected ,
Democratic Principle: the vote to those who are governed .

Implementing the Labor Theory in an Organization
The "labor theory " has always had two quite different interpretations :
(A) as a theory of value holding that price or value is
determined by labor, and
(B) as a theory of property holding that workers should get
the fruits (both positive and negative) of their labor.
Neo -classical economics has focused on the labor theory of
value as a theory of price, but it is "the labor theory " as a
theory of property , that is, the labor theory of property, that
determines the structure of property rights in a democratic firm.
71
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The positive fruits of the labor of the people working in an
enterprise (workers including managers) are the new assets
produced as outputs which could be represented as Q. The
negative fruits of their labor are the liabilities for the inputs
used up in the production process. The used-up inputs could be
represented by K (all non-labor inputs such as capital services
and the serJices of land).
The firm as a corporate entity legally owns those assets Q
and holds those liabilities for the used-up K. Therefore the
people who work in a firm will jointly appropriate
the
positive and negative fruits of their joint labor when they are
the legal members of the firm .
The labor theory of property is implemented in
the legal structure of a company by assigning
the residual rights to the functional role of
working in the company.

If p is the unit price of the outputs Q and R is the unit rental
rate tor the :nput services K, then the residual pQ-RK is the
revenue minus the non-labor costs. In a democratic firm , that
residual would be the Jabor income accruing to the workers as
wages and salaries paid out during the year and as surplus or
profits determined at the end of the fiscal year. Thus both
"wages " and " profits " are labor income; there is only a timing
difference between them .

The Democratic Labor-based Firm

Definition of the Legal Structure
In a capitalist corporation, the membership right s (voting and
profit rights) are part of the property rights attached to the
share s whlch are transferable on the stock market or in private
transa ctions. In a democratic firm , the membership rights are
not propert y rights at all; they are personal rights assigned to
the functional role of working in the firm, i.e. assigned to the
worker s ;is workas (not as capital suppliers) .
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In particular, the democratic principle states that the right
to elect those who govern or manage (for example, the municipal government) should be assigned to the functional role of
being governed or managed (e.g. living in the municipality) .
Hence the democratic principle assigns the voting right s to
elect the board of directors to the workers as their per so nal
rights (because they have the functional role of being
managed). After an initial probationary period , it is "up or
out"; a worker is either accepted into membership or let go so
that all long-term workers in the firm are members . Upon
retiring or otherwise leaving the firm, the member gives up the
membership rights so that the votes always go to those being
governed.
In a similar manner, the labor theory of property states that
the rights to the produced outputs (Q) and the liabilitie s for
the used-up inputs {K) should be assigned to the functional role
of producing those outputs and liabilities.
Hence the labor
theory assigns the residual rights to the workers as their
per sonal rights (because they ha ve the functional role of
producing those outputs and using up those inputs). If a worker
left enterprise A and joined firm B, then he or she would forfeit
any share in the future residual of A (since he or she ceased to
produce that residual ) and would gain a residual share in
firm B.
The democratic principle and the labor theory of proper! y
are thus legally institutionalized in a corporation by assigni ng
the two membership rights , the voting rights and the rt'sit!11.1I
claimant rights , to the functional role of workinJ; in th,· firm.
When membership rights are thus assigned to th-., role of l.1boc;
then the rights are said to be labor-based. When ml'mhership
rights are owned as property or capital, the membw ,hip rights
are to be capi tal-ba sed or ca17ital- isl even when those right s
are owned by the employee s. In the democratic labor-based
firm, the workers are the masters of their enterpri se-and they
are the masters as workers, not as "small capital-ists ."
The third set of rights in the conventional ownership bundle,
the rights to the net value of the current assets and liabilities,
are quite different . They repre sent the value of the original
endowment plus the value of the past fruits of the labor of the
firm's curn-nl dnJ pdst members reinvested in the firm. The
7.1
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rights due to the members ' past labor should be respected as
property rishts eventually recoupable by the current and past
members.
The job of restructuring the conventional ownership bundle to
create the legal structure of a democratic firm
(also
"'democratic labor-based firm" or "democratic worker-owned
firm") can now be precisely specified.
Membership Rights
} Assigned as
@
Personal Rights
The rights to the net income.
to Worker's Role.

0
•

The voting rights.

tope:~

The rights to the net value of the
}
~ights
eco
A _
,.
Cm .
current corporate assets and liabilities.
nterna
1
1 ap 11a 1 =~oun.., .

Figure 3.4

Restructured Ownership Bundle in a Democratic Firm

The first two rights, the voting and residual rights, i.e. the
membership rights, should be assigned as personal rights to the
functional role of working in the firm. The third right to the
value of the net assets should remain a property right
recoupable in part by the current and past members who
invested and reinvested their property to build up those net
assets.

The Social Aspects of Democratic Labor-based Firms
The democratic labor-based firm does not just supply a new set
of owners for the conventional ownership bundle of rights . It
completely changes the nature of the rights and thus the nature
of the corporation.
Who "owns " a democratic labor-based firm? The question is
not well-posed-like the question of who "owns " a freedman.
The conventional ownership bundle has been cut apart and
restructured in a democratic firm. The membership rights were
completely transformed from property or ownership rights into
personal rights held by the workers . Thus the workers do hold
the "ownership rights " but not as ownership rights; those
membership rights are held as personal rights. Thus it may be
more appropriate to call the workers in a democratic firm
"members" rather than "owners. " Nevertheless , they are the
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"ownersn in the sense they do hold the "ownershlp rights " (as
personal rights), and it is in that sense that we can call a
democratic labor-based firm a "worker-owned firm."
The change in the nature of the membership rights from
property rights to personal rights implies a corresponding
change in the nature of the corporation itself. No longer is it
"owned " by anyone . The "ownership " or membership rights are
indeed held by the current workers (so they will self-manage
their work and reap the full fruits of their labor) but they do
not own these rights as their property which they need to buy
or can sell The workers qualify for the membership rights by
working in the firm (beyond a certain probationary period) and
they forfeit those rights upon leaving.
Since those membership rights are not property which could
be bought or sold, the democratic labor-based corporation is not
a piece of property. It is a democratic social instituti on.
It is useful to contrast the democratic labor-based corporati on
with a democratic city, town, or community. It is sometimes
thought that, say, a municipal government is "social" because
it represents "everyone " while a particular set of workers in an
enterprise is " private " because that grouping is no t allindusive . But no grouping is really "all-inclusive" ; each city
excludes the neighboring cities , each province excludes the
other provinces , and each country excludes the other countries.
Only " humanity " is all-inclu sive-yet no gov ernment represents all of humanit y.
Governments are " all-inclusive" in that they represent
everyone who legally resides in a certain geographica l area ,
the jurisdiction of the local, state , or national government. But
the management of a democratic firm is also "all-inclusive " in
that it represents everyone who works in the enterprise. It is a
community of those who work together, just as a city or town is a
community of those who /foe together in a certain area. Why
shouldn't a grouping of people together by common labor be just
as "social" as the grouping of people together by a common area
of residence?
The genuinely "social" aspect of a democratically governed
community is that the community itself is not a piece of
property. The right to elect those who govern the community is
a personal right attached to the functional role of being
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governed, that is, to legally residing within the jurisdiction of
that government. Citizens cannot buy those rights and may not
sell those rights-they
are personal rights rather than
property rights.
In contrast , consider a town, village, or protective association
(see Nozick. 1974) that was "owned " by a prince or warlord as
his property, a property that could be bought and sold. That
would be a "government " of a sort, but it would not be a res
publica; that "government " would not be a social or public
institution.
The democratic corp o ration is a social community, a
community of work rather than a community of residence . It is a
The ultimate
republic or res publica of the workplace.
governance rights are assigned as personal rights to those who
are governed by the management, that is, to the people who
work in the firm. And in accordance with the property right s
version of the " labor theory of value, " the right s to the
residual claimant 's role are assigned as personal rights to the
people who produce the outputs by using up the inputs of the
firm, that is, to the workers of the firm. This analysis shows
how a firm can be socialized and yet remain "private " in the
sense of not being government-owned.
Capital Rights in Democratic Firms

What About the Net Asset Value of a Corporation?
We have so far focused most of our attention on the membership
rights (the first two rights in the ownership bundle) in our
treatment of the democratic firm . Now we turn to the third
right, the right to the net asset value. That is the hard one.
The major difference between cooperatives (e.g . traditional
stock cooperatives , common-ownership co-ops , or Mondragontype cooperatives) is in how they treat that third right. One
of the most important and most difficult aspects of enterprise
reform in the socialist countries is again in the treatment of
those property rights.
The value of that third right is the net asset value, the
value of the assets (depreciated by use but perhaps with
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adjustments for inflation) minus the value of the enterprise ' s
liabilities. The net asset value may or may not be approximated by the net book value depending on the bookkeeping
procedures in use (see Ellerman, 1982 for a treatment of such
accounting questions ). Of more importance, the net asset value
is not the same as the so-called Nvalue of a (capitalist}
corporation" even if all the assets have their true market
value s The ,..value of a corporation " is the net asset value plus
the net value of the fruits of all the future workers in the
enterprise. In a democratic firm, the net value of the fruits of
the future workers' labor should accrue to those future w ~rkers,
not the present workers. Hence our discussion of the capital
rights of the current workers quite purposely focuses on the net
asset value, not the "value of the corporation. "
The net asset value arises from the original endowment or
paid-in capital of the enterprise plus (minus) the retained
profits (losses) from each year's operations. Thus it is not
necessarily even the fruits of the labor of the current workers ;
the endowment may have come from other partie s and the past
workers who made the past profits and losses. Hence the third
right, the right to the net asset value, should not be treated as
a personal right attached to the functional role of working in
the firm.
There is considerable controversy about how the net asset
value should be treated . One widespread socialist belief is
that the net asset value must be collectively owned as in the
English common-ownership firms or the Yugoslav self-managed
firms; otherwise there would be "private ownership of the
means of production. " To analyze this view, it must first be
recalled that the control (voting) and profit rights have been
partitioned away from the rights to the net asset value. The
phrase "private ownership of the means of production " usuall y
does include specifically the rights to control and reap the
profits from the means of pr oduction. But those rights have
been restructured as personal rights assigned to labor in the
democratic firm. Hence the remaining right to the net asset
value does not include the control and profit rights traditionally associated with "equity capital" or with the "ownership
of the means of production. "
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Let us suppose that it is still argued that any private claim
, by past workers) on the net asset value of a
(for E:;Xample
democratic firm would be "appropriating social capital to
private uses." This argument has much merit for that portion of
the net asset value that comes from some original social
endowment. But what about that portion of the net asset value
that comes from retained earnings in the past?
In a democratic firm, the past workers could, in theory , have
used their control and profit rights to pay out all the net
earnings instead of retaining any in the firm. Suppose they
retained some earnings to finance a machine. Why should
those workers lose their claim on that value-except as they
use up the machine? Why should the fruits of their labor
suddenly become "so cial property " simply because they choose
to reinvest it in their company?
Consider the following thought-experiment.
Instead of
retaining the earnings to finance a machine, suppose the
workers paid out the earnings as bonuse s, deposited them all in
one savings bank, and then took out a loan from the bank to
finance the machine using the deposits as collateral.

Bonuses
Deposited in
Bank

FIRM
Figure 3.5

...~

ANK

Bank Loan with
Deposits as
Collateral
Indirect Self-Finan ce through a Bank

Then the workers would not lose the value of those earnings
since that value is represented in the balance in their savings
accounts in the bank. And the enterprise still gets to finance the
machine. Since the finance was raised by a loan, there was no
private claim on the social equity capital of the enterprise and
thus no violation of "socialist principles ." The Joan capital is
capital hired by labor; it gets only interest with no votes and no
share of the profits.
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Now we come to the point of the thought -experiment. How
is it different in principle if we simply leave the bank out and
move the workers' savings accounts into the firm itself? Instead
of going through the whole circuitous loop of paying out the
earnings, depositing them in the bank's savings accounts, and
then borrowing the money back-suppose
the firm directly
retains the earnings, credits the workers' savings accounts in
the firm, and buys the machine.
The capital balance
represented in the savings accounts is essentiaUy loan capital .
It is hired by labo~ it receives interest, and it has no votes or
profit shares. Such accounts have been developed in the
Mondragon worker cooperatives, and they are called internal
capital accounts.
One lesson of this thought-experiment
is that once the
control and profit rights have been separat ed off from the net
asset value, any remaining claim on that value is essentially a
debt claim receiving interest but no votes or profits. #Equity
capital" (in the traditional sense) does not exist in the
democratic firm; labor has taken on the residual claimant ' s
role.

Capital Accounts as Flexible Internal Debt Capital
Internal capital accounts for the worker-members in a democratic corporation are a form of debt capital. Labor is hiring
capital, and some of the hired capital is provided by the
workers themselves and is recorded in the internal capital
accounts . These internal capital accounts represent internal
debt capital owed to members, as opposed to external debt owed
to outsiders . Instead of debt and equity as in a conventional
corporation , a democratic firm with internal capital accounts
has external and internal debt.
How does internal debt differ from external debt, and how
does an internal capital account differ from a savings account?
Any organization, to survive , must have a way to meet its
deficits. There seem to be two widely used methods: (1) tax,
and (2) lien. Governments use the power to tax citizens, and
unions similarly use the power to assess or tax members to cover
their deficits. Other organizations place a lien on certain
assets so that deficits can be taken out of the value of those
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assets. For instance, it is a common practice to require damage
deposits from people renting apartments. Damages are assessed
against the deposit before the remainder is returned to a
departing tenant.
A free-standing democratic firm must similarly find a way to
ultimately cover its deficits. Assuming members could always
quit and could not then be assessed for possible losses
accumulating in the current year; the more likely method is to
place a lien against any money owed to the member by the firm.
Each member's share of the losses incurred while the worker
was a member of the firm would be subtracted from the firm's
internal debt or internal capital account balance for the
member. This procedure would be agreed to in the constitution
or ground rules of the democratic firm. Losses, of course, may not
be subtracted from the external debts owed to outsiders. Hence
internal debt in a democratic firm would have the unique
characteristic of being downwardl y fle xi ble or " soft"' in
comparison with external "hard" debt. It is thus also different
from a savings account in a bank which would not be debited for
a part of the bank ' s losses.
In the comparison between a democratic firm and a democratic political government , the firm' s liabilities are analogous
to the country ' s national debt The internal capital accounts, as
internal debt capital, are analogous to the domestic portion of
the national debt owed to the country ' s own citizens. The
differences arise because of the two different methods of
covering deficits. The firm uses the lien meth od while political governments rely on the power to tax .
The firm' s lien against a member's internal capital account
also motivates the common practice of requiring a fixed initial
membership fee to be paid in from payroll or out of pocket.
Then there is an initial balance in each member's account to
cover a member 's share of losses during his or her first year of
work.
Profits or year-end surpluses , like losses or year-end deficits ,
would be allocated among the members in accordance with
their labor; not their capital, since labor is hiring capital and
is thus the residual claimant. The labor of each member is
commonly measured by their wage or salary, or, in some cases,
by the hours regardless of the pay rate. In worker cooperatives,
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that measure of each member 's labor is called "patro nage" and
net earnings are allocated in accordance with labor patronage.
When the net earnings a.re negative, the losses are allocated
between the capital accounts in accordance with labor. Thus
the system of internal capital accounts provides a riskabsorbing mechanism with a labor-based allocation of losses.

The Internal Capital Accounts Rollover
"Allocation" is not the same thing as cash distribution . There
are good practical arguments for not paying out current profits
as current labor dividends. The immediate payout of current
profits promotes a "hand-to -mouth" mentality and fails to tie
the workers' interests to the long term interests of the
enterprise. By retaining the profits and crediting that value to
the capital accounts, the workers need to insure that the
enterprise prospers so their value can eventua11y be recovered .
When should the accounts be paid out? One idea is to leave
the account until the worker retires or otherwise terminates
work in the enterprise, and then to pay out the account over a
period of years. There are several reasons why that termination payout scheme is not a good idea.
By waiting until termination or retirement for the account
payout, the accounts of the older workers would be much larger
than those of the younger workers and thus the older workers
would be bearing a grossly unequal portion of the risk. Riskbearing should be more equally shared between the older and
younger workers. Moreove~ it would create an incentive for the
older and better trained workers to quit in order to cash out
their account and reduce their risks.
For yo un g workers ,
retirement is too distant a time horizon. Current profits would
be an almost meaningless incentive for them if the profits could
not be recovered until retirement.
And finally cash flow
planning would be difficult if the cash demands of account
payouts were a function of unpredictable terminations.
These problems with the termination payout scheme are
alleviated by an "account rollover scheme" wherein the account
entries are paid out after a fixed time period . The allocations
to the accounts are dated. Cash payouts should be used to
reduce the older entries in the capital accounts . If an account
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entry has survived the risk of being debited to cover losses for,
say, five years, then the entry should be paid out. That is
sometimes called a urollover" (as in rolling over or turning over
an inventory) and it tends to equalize the balances in the
capital accounts and thus equalize the risks borne by the
different members.
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Internal Capital Account Rollover

Current retained labor patronage allocation adds to all
members' accounts (equal additions assumed in the above
illustration), and then the cash payouts reduce the balance in
the larger and older accounts-thereby tending to equalize a 11
the accounts. The incentive to terminate is relieved since the
account entries are paid out after the fixed time period
whether the member terminates or not. And cash flow planning
is eased since the firm knows the payout requirements , say, five
years ahead of time.
Instead of receiving wages and current profit dividends ,
workers would receive wages and the five-year-lagged rollover
payments. New workers would not receive the rollover
payments during their first five years . They would be, as it
·were, paying off the "mortgage " held by the older workers:.'without being senior enough to start receiving the "mortgage
_:payments" themselves .
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A Collective Internal c.apital Account

In a socialist country, some of a democratic firm's net asset
value might be endowed from a governmental unit, and there is
no reason why that value should ultimately accrue to the
workers of the enterprise. Hence there shou ld be a collective
account to contain the value of the collective endowment not
attributable to the members .
Assets

Liabilities

Cash
Inventory
Equipment
Plant

External Debts
Individual Capital Accounts
(Internal Debts}
Collective Account

Figure 3.7

BalanceSheet with Internal Capital Accounts

The net asset value (defined as the value of the assets minus
the value of the external debts) equals the sum of the balances
in the individual capital accounts and the collective account.
Two other accounts, a temporary collective account called a
"suspense account" and a "loan balance account," will be introduced in the later model of a hybrid democratic firm in order to
accommodate ESOP-type transactions.
There is another reason for a collective account, namely, selfinsurance against the risks involved in paying out the members'
capital accounts. After retirement, the enterprise must pay out
to a member the remaining balance in the worker's capital
account. In an uncertain world, it would be foolish to think that
an enterprise could always eventually pay out 100 per cent of its
retained earnings. Any scheme to finance that payout would
have to pay the price of bearing the risk of default. One option
is always self-insurance. Instead of promising to ultimately
pay back 100 per cent of retained earnings to the members, the
firm should only promise, say, a 70 per cent or a 50 per cent
payback. That is, 30 per cent to 50 per cent of the retained
earnings could always be credited as a "self-insurance allocation" to the collective account, and that would serve to insure
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that the other 70 per cent to 50 per cent could ultimately be
paid back to the members.
The self-insurance allocation should also be applied to
losses. That is, when retained earnings are negative, 30 per cent
to SO per cent should be debited to the collective account with
the remaining losses distributed among the members' individual capital accounts in accordance with labor patronage . Thus
the self-insurance allocation would dampen both the up-swings
and down-swings in net income.
The current members of a democratic firm with a large
collective account should not be allowed to appropriate the
collective account by voluntary dissolution (after paying out
their individual accounts) . Any net value left after liquidating
the assets and paying out the external and internal debts
should accrue to charitable organizations or to all past
members.

Financing Internal Capital Account Payouts
In an economy where all firms were organized as democratic
labor-based firms, there would be no equity capital markets
since membership rights would not be property rights at all.
However, there could and should be a vigorous market in debt
capital instruments such as bonds , debentures, and even
variable interest or "participating " debt securities.
How can democratic firms finance the payouts of their
internal capital accounts? For a debt instrument with a finite
maturity date, a company must eventually pay out the
principal amount of the loan. However, a capitalist firm does
not have to ever pay out the issued value of an equity share. A
democratic firm could obtain the same effect by issuing
perpetual debt instruments which pay interest but have no
maturity date. Such a debt security is sometimes calJed a consol
because they were once used by the British to consolidate their
war debt (also called a perpetuity or a perpetual annuity, see
Brealey and Myers, 1984). It the firm ever wants to pay off the
principal value of a consol, it simply buys it back.
A democratic firm could use consols to pay out the rollover or
the dosing balance in an internal capital account. To increase
the consol's resale value on debt markets, many firms could pool
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the risks by issuing the consols through a government, quasipublic, or cooperative financial institution or bank.
The pooling bank would pay a lower interest rate on the face
value of the consol than the firms pay to it; the difference
between the interest rates would cover the risks of default and
the transactions costs. The allocation to the collective account
for the purpose of self-insurance would not then be necessary
since the cost of risk would be borne by the firm in the form of
the interest differential. Since the consols would be guaranteed
by the pooling institution (not the firm), workers could resell
them without significant penalty.
The balance in a worker's internal capital account is a
property right, not a personal right. For instance, if a workermember dies, his or her vote and right to a residual share are
extinguished but the right to the balance in the account passes
to the heirs . Since the balance in the account is a property
right, why can't the worker sell it? The only reason is the lien
the enterprise has against the account to cover the worker 's
share of future losses (while the worker is a member) . But if
the balance is large enough (in spite of the rollover) or the
worker is near enough to retirement , then part of the account
could be paid out in salable consols (in addition to the rollover
payouts) . Internal capital accounts could also be paid out using
variable income or u participating" securities.
Participatin g Securities

Since democratic organizations can only issue debt instruments,
greater creativity should be applied to the design of new forms
of corporate debt. Some risks could be shared with creditors by
a reverse form of profit -sharing where the interest rate was
geared to some objective measure of enterprise performance.
In a worker-owned firm, conventional preferred stock would
not work well since it is geared to common stock. Ordinarily,
common stockholders can only get value out of the corporation
by declaring dividends on the common stock. Preferred stock
has value because it is " piggy-backed " onto the common stock
dividends . Dividends up to a certain percentage of face value
must be paid on preferred stock before any common stock
dividends can be paid. Preferred stockholders do not need
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control rights since they can assume the common stockholders
will follow their own interests .
The preferred stockholders are like tax collectors that
charge their tax on any value the common stockholders take out
the front door. But that theory breaks down if the common
stockholders have a back door-a way to extract value from
the company without paying the tax to the preferred
stockholders.

Wages

Back Door
Figure 3.8

The Back Door Problem

That is the situation in a worker-owned company where the
employees own the bulk of the common stock. They can always
take their value out the "back door " of wages , bonuses, and
benefits without paying the " tax " to the preferred stockholders . Hence the valuation mechanism for preferred stock
breaks down in worker-owned companies. For similar reasons,
absentee ownership of a minority of common stock would not
make much sense in a worker-owned company; the workers
would have little incentive to pay common dividends out the
front door to absentee minority shareholders when the back
door is open. Discretionary payments won't be made out the
front door when the back door is open .
There are two ways to repair this problem in worker-owned
companies:
- charge the preferred stock "tax n at all doors (front and
back), or
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- make the payout to preferred stockholders more mandatory
and thus independent of what goes out the doors.
The first option leads to a form of non-voting preferred stock
that would be workable for worker-owned companies where the
preferred "dividend " is required and is geared to some other
measure of the total value accruing to the worker-owners .
The second option pushes in the direction of a debt
instrument-perhaps
with a variable income feature. The
interest could be variable but mandatory, geared to the
company 's "value-added " (revenue minus non-labor costs) to
establish a form of profit-sharing in reverse (labor sharing
profits with capital).
The two resulting conceptions are about the same: a nonvoting preferred stock with a required "dividend " geared to
some measure of the workers ' total payout, and a perpetual
bond with a variable return geared to value-added.
Debtequity hybrids are sometimes called "dequity. " This general
sort of non-voting, variable income, perpetual security could be
called a "participating dequity security " since outside capital
suppliers participate in the variability of the value -added .
Jaroslav Vanek (1977 , Chapter 11) describes a similar
"variable in~ome debenture " and Roger McCain (I 977, pp .
35&-9)likewise considers a "risk participation bond. "
A debt instrument where interest is only payable if the company has a certain level of net income is called an " income
bond " (see Brealey and Myers, 1984, p. 519). Dividends on
preferred and common stock is paid at the discretion of the
board of directors whereas the interest on an income bond must
be paid if the company has a pre-specified level of accounting
net income.
There is also a special type of income bond with two levels of
interes t; some interest is fixed, and then an additional interest
or "dividend " is only payable if the company has sufficient
income. These partly fixed-interest and partly variableinterest b onds are called "participating bonds " or "profitsha.ring bonds " (Donaldson and Pfa h I, 1963, p. 192). A participating consol would be a perpetual security · with the participat ion feature.
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Could large public markets be developed
for such
participating securities? Yes, such securities would closely
approximate the dispersed equity shares in the large public
stock markets in the United States and Europe. With the
separation of ownership and control in the large quoted
corporations, the vote is of little use to small shareholders.
The notion that a publicly-quoted
company can a miss a
dividend" means that the dividend is sliding along the scale
from being totally discretionary towards being more expected or
required. Thus dispersed equity shares in large quoted
corporations already" function much like non-voting, variable
income, perpetual securities , i.e. as participating
dequity
securities . Thus public markets in participating dequity securities not only can exist but in effect already do.

Mutual Funds for Participating Securities
It was previously noted that the market value of fixedincome securities would be enhanced if they were issued by a
financial intermediary
which could pool together the
securities of a number of enterprises .

Mutual Fund for
Partk ipali ng
Securili~

/

Shares
in
Mutual
nmd
Sold on
Market

.tui
ty

Securit~
~icipating
t'a\1 Sold to Mutual Fund
"'"., "

8~~
Figure 3.9

Fooling Participat ing Securities in a Mutual Fund
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That application of the "insurance principle" would reduce
the riskiness of the mixed-interest participating securities.
There could be a "mutual fund" or "unit trust" that pools
together the participating securities of enterprises it felt had
good profit potential.
Risk-taking individuals could buy
securities directly from companies, while more risk-adverse
individuals could buy shares of mutual funds that pooled
together participating securities from many companies.
Workers receiving participating
securities from their
company could sell them directly for cash, hold them and
receive interest, or swap them for shares in the mutual fund
carrying that company's participating securities which could
then be held or sold.
The participating securities also reduce risk for the company. The variable interest portion automatically reduces the
interest charges when the company takes a downturn. The
security-holder then gets less so the security-holder has shared
the risk. The interest charges go up when the firm does wellbut not beyond the maximum variable-interest cap . Thus the
participating securities work to reduce the variance or variability of the net income for the company as a whole.
Participating dequity securities allow democratic firms to
utilize the risk allocative efficiency of public capital markets
without putting the membership rights up for sale.
Aside from diversifying risk, the other major use of
participating securities is to pay out the internal capital
accounts of workers due to receive a "rollover " payment or who
have retired or otherwise terminated work in the company. A
public capital market in participating
securities allows
workers to capitalize the value of their internal capital
accounts without the company itself having to " provide the
market ."

Do DemocraticFirms Suffer a NFinancialDisadvantage"?
Are democratic firms at a disadvantage since they cannot sell
equity shares? Some perspective on this question can be gained
if we consider the political analogue. Consider the imaginary
world of Nozickia where the functions of government are taken
over by "dominant protective associations" (Nozick, 1974, 113)
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organized as corporations with marketable shares. Then
"governments " would be able to raise money by selling equity in
addition to issuing more debt There could be large developed
markets in both debt and equity instruments issued by these
governments.
International financial institutions would be
accustomed to both methods of financing governments.
Suppose that in this completely privatized world of
marketable property rights, there arose the idea of a political
democracy. Instead of being marketable property rights , the
govern ance rights in a country were to be converted into personal
rights or human rights attached to the functional role of
residing in the country and being governed by that government.
The government would then be social-ized; it would be a social
institution rather than a piece of private property. Would such
. __a _government be possible? " Experts " would applaud the
· idealism of such a government but would doubt its financial
. fea~Jbility. How could it compete for finance since it had cut
itself off from all sources of external equity ? Given the choice,
large investors would often rather buy control rights when they
invest in financial instruments . And, given the choice, political
entrepreneurs founding new governments would rather package
the governance rights as property rights that could eventually
be capitalized-instead
of as personal rights that could not be
sold .
How could the idea of a political democracy have a chance?
Yet, today political democracy is widely, if not universally ,
recognized as a political ideal. Like a democratic firm , a
political democracy has no equity capital , only debt capi tal.
All democracies , political or economic, have the financial
disadvantage that the governance right s are not "for sale. "
Political democracies even have the same distinction between
external debts owed to foreigners and internal debt capital (the
domestic portion of the "National Debt ") in the form of savings
bonds and treasury notes held by citizens . Internal debt capital
in a political democracy is, however; not flexible since deficits
are covered ultimately by taxes or other means rather than by
liens on citizens' internal debt capital.
Democratic governments "suffer " the same "financial disadvantage " as democratic firms of not being able to raise finance
by selli.ng equity shares . Yet, the fact is that governments are
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financed without selling equity . Similar transformations in
financial institutions and markets would be necessary in an
economic democracy. In an economy of democratic workermanaged firms, two markets would not exist. Like the market
for equity shares in the government , the market for equity
shares in firms (or for debt convertible into equity) would not
exist. And like the market in political votes, the labor market
would not exist (since labor would alwa ys be the re sidual
claimant) . There would be a job market in the sense of people
looking for firms they could join, but it would not be a labor
market in the sense of the selling of labor in the employment
contract.
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Introduction: Worker Ownership in America
In the second haJf of the nineteenth century, the first American
trade unions of national scope, the National Trade Union and
the Knights of Labor, saw their ultimate goal as a Cooperative
Commonwealth where the wage system would be replaced by
people working for themselves in worker cooperatives. Around
the tum of the century, these reform unions were replaced by
the business unions which accepted the wage sys tem and sought
to increase wages and benefits within that system through
collective bargaining . During the Depression , there was an
upsurge of seJf-help coope ratives , and after World War II
there was a burst of worker cooperative development in the
plywood industry of the Pacific No rthwest. The plywood
cooperatives used a traditional stock cooperative structure
which mitigated against their long term survival as
cooperatives.
In recent decades there have been two trends in American
worker ownership, one minor and one major. The minor trend
was the development of worker cooperatives that grew out of
the civil rights and antiwar movements of the 1960s. The
worker cooperative or colJective was the form of busines s that
suited the alternatives movement of the 1970s and 1980s. Many
of the worker cooperatives loo ked more to the Mondragon
cooperatives in the Basque coun try in Spain than to the
American past for their inspiration.
We will ana _lyze the
Mondragon-type worker cooperative in th is chapter, not
because it has been numerically important in the American
economy, but because it represents a relatively pur~ form of
democratic worker ownership .
The major trend in American worker ownership has been the
development of the employee stock ownership plans or ESOPs.
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The ESOP movement offers many lessons about worker ownership, both positive and negative. It is a very interesting case
study in the rise of significant worker ownership in the midst of
a capitalist economy . Of particular interest are the divergenc~ between the public ideology of the ESOP movement and
the reality of the ESOP structure. ESOPs are discussed in the
next two chapters .
Worker Cooperatives in General

Existing worker -owned companies will be analyzed by
considering the restructuring (or lack of it) for the conventional
ownership bundle of rights: (1) the voting rights , (2) the profit
or residual rights, and (3) the net asset rights.
All cooperatives have two broad characteristics :
(1) voting on a one-person / one-vote basis, and
(2) allocation of the net savings or residual to the members on

the basis of their patronage.

Patronage is defined differently in different types of cooperatives. For example, in a marketing cooperative patronage is
based on the dollar volume bought or sold by the member
through the cooperative . A worker cooperative is a cooperative where the members are the people working in the
company , and where patronage is based on their labor as
measured by hours or by pay. Thus a worker cooperatit>e is a
company where the membership rights , the voting rights and
the profit rights , are assigned to the people working in the
company-with the voling always on a one-person / one-vote
basis and the profit allocation on the basis of labor patronage.
Traditional Worker Stock Cooperatives
The most controversial feature of cooperative structure is the
treatment of the third set of rights, the net asset rights . How
do the members recoup the value of retained earnings that adds
to the net asset value? Some cooperatives treat the net asset
value as "social property " that cannot be recouped by the
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members (see the section below on common-ownership finns).
Other cooperatives used a stock mechanism for the members to
recoup their capital ln the United States, the best known
examples of these worker stock cooperatives are the plywood
cooperatives in Oregon and Washington (see Berman, 1967 and
Bellas, 1972).
The plywood cooperatives use one legal instrument , the
membership share, to carry both the membership rights (voting
and net income rights) and the member's capital rights . A
worker must buy a membership share in order to be a membei
but the worker only gets one vote even if he or she owns several
shares. Moreovei; the dividends go only to the members but are
based on their labor patronage . In a successful plywood co-op,
the value of a membership share could rise considerably. For
example, in a recent plywood co-op "offer sheet," membership
shares were offered for $95,000 with a $20,000 down payment.
New workers often do not have the resources or credit to buy a
membership share so they are hired as non-member employees,
which recreates the employer-employee relationship between
the member and non-member workers.
When the original cohort of founding workers cannot sell
their shares upon retirement, the whole cooperative might be
sold to a capitalist firm to finance the founders ' retirement.
Thus the worker stock cooperatives tend to revert to capitalist
firms either slowly (hiring more non-members) or quickly (by
sale of the company). Jaroslav Vanek has called them "mule
firms" since they tend not to reproduce themselves for another
generation .
In a democratic labor-based firm, the membership rights
(voting and profit rights) are partitioned away from the net
asset or capital righls , and the membership rights become
personal rights attached to the workers as workers. A new
social invention, the Mondragon-type internal capital accounts,
is used to carry the capital rights of the members. The mistake
in the stock cooperatives is that they use one instrument, the
membership share, to carry both the membership and capital
rights. The new workers who qualify for membership based on
their labor nevertheless cannot just be "given" a membership
share (carrying the membership rights) since that share also
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carries essentially the capital value accruing to any retiring
member.
With the system of internal capital accounts , a new worker
can be given membership (after a probationary period such as
six months) but his or her account starts off at zero until the
standard membership fee is paid in (for example, more like one
or two thousand dollars than $95,000). The firin itself pays out
the balances in the capital accounts either in cash or in
negotiable debt instruments such as consols or participating debt
securities.
Since the workt:rs do not acquire membership based on their
labor in these traditional worker stock cooperatives, they are
not labor-based democratic firms. They represent a confused
combination of capitalist features (membership based on share
ownership) and cooperative attributes (one vote per member) .

Common -Ownership Firmsin England

A labor-based democratic firm is a firm that assigns the
membership rights (the voting and residual rights) to the
functional role of working in the firm. But there are two
different ways to treat the third rights , the right to the nt:t
asset value. Some democratic firms treat the net asset value
completely as social or common property, while other democratic firms treat it as partially individualized property .
The common-ownership firms in the UK or the Yugoslavian
self-managed firms are examples of worker-managed firms
which treat the net asset value as common or social property.
These firms do assign the membership rights to the functional
role of working in the firm, but deny any individual recoupable
claim on the fruits of past labor reinvested in the firm. Most of
the worker cooperatives in the United Kingdom toda y are
organized as common-ownership cooperatives.
There are a number of problems with the social property or
common-ownership equity structure which can be resolved using
the Mondragon-type individual capital accounts . We consider
here some of the problems in Western firms with this social
property equity structure . The related difficulties in the
Yugoslav self-managed firms will be considered later.
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The Ncommon-ownership" equity structure has some rather
curious ideological support in the United Kingdom. Having a
recoupable claim on the net asset value of the company is
considered as illicit in some circles. The reason is far from
dear: Perhaps the antipathy is to a capital-ist equity structure where the membership rights are treated as "capital."
But then the antipathy should not extend (as it often does) to
the Mondragon-type cooperative structure where the membership rights are personal rights attached to the functional role
of working in the company.
Perhaps there is a lack of understanding that the only
capital-based appreciation on the capital accounts is interest
which has always been allowed in cooperatives.
The only
other allocations to the capital accounts are the labor-based
patronage allocations, but those allocations are analogous to
depositing a wage bonus in a savings account. A deposited wage
bonus increases the balance in the savings account but it is not a
return to the capital in the account. An internal capital account
is a form of internal debt capital. Apparently there is no
general antipathy in common-ownership companies to workers
having explicit debt claims on retained cash flows. The largest
common-ownership company, the John Lewis Partnership , has
upaid out " bonuses in debt notes to be redeemed in the future .
The totaJ of the outstanding debt notes for each member would
be a simple form of an internal capital account.
The social property equity structure is best suited to small,
labor-intensive , service-oriented cooperatives . None of the
complications involved in setting up, maintaining, and paying
out internal capital accounts arise since there are no such
accounts. Since there is no recoupable claim on retained
earnings , the incentive is to distribute all net earnings as pay or
bonuses, and to finance all investment with external debt. But
any lende~ no matter how sympathetic otherwise , would be
reluctant to lend to a small firm which had no incentive to
build up its own equity and whose members had no direct financial stake in the company.
Firms which have converted to a common-ownership
structure after becoming well-established (e.g. Scott Bader
Commonwealth or the John Lewis Partnership in England) can
obtain loans based on their proven earning power , but small
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startups lack that option . Thus the use of the common property
equity structure in small co-ops will unfortunately perpetuate
the image of worker cooperatives as Mdwarfish ," labor-intensive, under-financed , low-pay marginal firms .
The system of internal capital accounts in Mondragon-type
cooperatives is ~ot a panacea for the problems of the worker
cooperatives. But it does represent an important lesson in how
worker cooperatives can learn from their past experiences to
surmount their problems , self-inflicted and otherwise.

•I

Mondragon-type Worker Cooperatives

The Mondragon Group of Cooperatives
The Mondragon worker cooperatives in the Basque region of
Northern Spain provide one of the best examples of worker
cooperatives
in the world today . The first industrial
cooperative of the movement was established in 1956 in the
town of Mondragon. Today, it is a complex of around 106
industrial cooperative s with more than 20,000 members which
includes the largest producers of consumer durables (stoves ,
refrigerators, and washing machines) in Spain and a broad of
array of cooperatives producing computerized machine tools ,
electronic components, and other high technology products. The
cooperatives grew out of a technical school started by a Basque
priest , Father Jose Arizmendi. Today , the school is a
Polytechnical College which awards engineering degrees.
The financial center of the Mondragon movement is the Caja
Laboral Popular (CLP), the Bank of the People's Labor. It is a
cooperative bank with 180 branch offices in the Basque region
of Spain. The worker cooperatives , instead of the indiv idual
depositors , are the members of the Caja Laboral Popular. The
bank built up a unique Entrepreneurial Division with several
hundred professionally trained members. This division has in
effect Nsocialized " the entrepreneurial process so that it works
with workers to systematically set up new cooperatives (see
Ellerman , 1984a). The div ision is now split off as a separate
cooperative , Lan Kide Suztaketa or LKS.
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The CLP is one of a number of second-degree or superstructuraJ
cooperatives which support the activities of the Mondragon
group. There is also:

-Ar izmendi Eskola Politeknikoa, a technical engineering
college which was the outgrowth of the technical school
originally set up by Father Arizmendi;
- Ikerlan, an advanced applied research institute that
develops applications of new technologies for the cooperatives (for example CAD / CAM, robotics, computerized
manufacturing proctss control, and artificial intelligence);
- Lagun-Aro, a social service and medical support cooperative
serving all the cooperators and their families in the
Mondragon group; and
- Ikasbide , a postgraduate
and professional management
trainjng institute.
The whole Mondragon cooperative complex haf. developed in
a little over 30 years. It has pioneered many innovations,
including the system of internal capital accounts. A worker's
account starts off with the paid-in membership fee, it accrues
interest (usually paid out currently) , and it receives the laborbased allocation of retained profits and losses. Upon tennination, the balance in a worker's account is paid out over several
years. There is also a collective account which recei v es a
portion of retained profits or losses. The collective account is
not paid out; it is part of the patrimony received by each
generation of workers and passed on to the next generation (for
more analysis, see Oakeshott , 1978; Thomas and Logan, 1982;
Ellerman , 1984a; Wiener and Oakeshott, 1987; or Whyte and
Whyte , 1988).

Implementing the Mondragon-type Co-op in America
A Mondragon-type worker cooperative is a labor-based worker
cooperative with a system of internal capital accounts . There
are several ways to implement this legal structure in the
United States. A firm can incorporate under standard business
corporation law and then internally
restructure
as a
Mondragon-type worker cooperative using a special set of bylaws (e.g. ICA, 1984).
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The key to the by-law restructuring of a standard business
corporation as a Mondragon-type worker cooperative is to
partition the conventional bundle of ownership rights attached
to the shares so that the membership rights can be transformed
into personal rights assigned to the workers . Since the net asset
rights need to be partitioned off from the membership rights ,
two instruments are required (unlike the one membership share
in the traditional stock cooperatives). Thus either the net
asset rights or the membership rights must be removed from the
equity shares in the restructured business corporation. The net
asset rights are separated off from the shares, and kept track of
using another mechanism than share ownership, namely, the
internal capital accounts.
After a probationary period (typically six months) , an
employee must be accepted into membership or let go (the "up or
out rule") . If accepted, the worker is issued one and only one
share, the "membership share." Membership has obligations
as well as rights . Just as a citizen pays taxes, so a member is
required to pay in a standard membership fee usually out of
payroll deductions . This forms the initial balance in the
member 's internal capital account. When the member retires or
otherwise terminates work in the company, the membership
share is forfeited back to the firm . The person 's internal
account is dosed as of the end of that fiscal year, and the
dosing balance is paid out over a period of years.
The by-laws require that the membership share is not trans ferable to anyone else. The company issues it upon acceptance
int o membership, and the company takes it back upon
termination . Since the share is not marketab le, it has no
market value . It functions simply as a value-less membership
certificate. Having two membership shares would give one no
more rights than having two ID cards or two identical passports. One would just be a copy of the other. In this manne~ the
allocation of the shares is transformed from a property rights
allocation mechanism (whoever buys the shares ) to a personal
rights allocation mechanism (assigned to the functional role of
working in the firm beyond the probationary period ).
Since the value has been stripped away from the share-asmembership-certificate,
the internal capital accounts are
created to take over that function of recording the value to be
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ultimately paid back to the member. That value balance
remains a property right representing the value of the
members' paid-in membership fees, the reinvested value of the
fruits of their labor, and the accumulated interest. If a member
dies, the membership rights (as personal rights) revert to the
firm while the balance in the person 's capital account would be
paid out to the person 's estate and heirs.
In America, corporations are chartered by state law, not
federal law, so there are fifty state corporate statutes. The
cooperative by-laws could be used in a business corporation in
any of the states. However , some states have now passed
special statutes for Mondragon-type cooperatives using internal
capital accounts. The first worker cooperative statute in
America explicitly authorizing the Mondragon-type system of
internal capital accounts was codrafted by ICA attorney Peter
Pitegoff and the author, and was passed in Massachusetts in
1982 (see Ellerman and Pitegoff , 1983). Since then , mirror
statutes have been passed in a number of other states [Maine,
Connecticut , Vermont, New York, Oregon, and Washington as of
1989). Similar legislation is being prepared for other states. A
British version of the statute has been accepted in Parliament
as Table G of the Companies Act.
Risk Diversification and Labor Mobility

There are two conventional arguments against worker ownership that need to be considered in light of the Mondragon
experience . One argument is that worker ownership impedes
the birth and death of firms by cutting down on labor mobility.
The other argument is that worker ownership forces the
workers to bear too much risk since they cannot diversify their
capital in a large number of enterprises.
Both arguments tend to assume that the approach to these
problems in a capitalist economy is the only approach . For
instance, labor mobility-by contracting or dosing some firms
and starting or expanding others-is not the only mechanism of
industrial change. In Mondragon , management planning takes
the membership in the firm as a given short-run fixed factor not
under the discretionary contr ol of the management (see
Ellerman , 1984b). When a business is failing in its current
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product line, the response is not to contract the firm by firing
workers . The response is to convert the business in a deliberate
manner to a more profitable line . The crucial element in the
conversion is the socialization of entrepreneurship through the
CLP's Empresarial Division-LKS. Th~ Empresarial DivisionLKS uses its broad knowledge of alternative product lines to
work with the managers on the conversion . Thus the social
function of allowing old product lines to die and promoting new
products is carried out in a manner that does not presuppose
labor mobility.
The other argument is that, under worker ownership , the
workers cannot reduce their risk by diversifying their equity
capital holdings. Since a worker typically works in only one
job, attaching equity rights to labor allegedly does not allow
diversification of risk. All the worker 's eggs are in one basket.
But there are other ways to address the risk reduction problem,
namely the horizontal association or grouping of enterprises to
pool their business risks . The Mondragon cooperatives are
associated together in a number of regional groups that pool
their profits in varying degrees.
Instead of a worker
diversifying his or her capital in six companies, six companies
partially pool their profits in a group or federation and accomplish the same risk-reduction purpose without transferable
equity capital.
Suppose that with some form of transferable equity claims a
worker in co-op 1 could diversify his or her equity to get (say)
50 per cent of firm l 's average income per worker and then 10 per
cent each from firms 2 through 6 to make up his or her annual
pay . The alternative
is risk-pooling in federations of
cooperatives . The six cooperatives group together so that a
member gets 40 per cent of average income per worker from his
or her firm plus 60 per cent of the average of all the six firms. A
co-op 1 worker would receive the same diversified income
package as the previous annual pay obtained with transferable
equity claims. Thus transferable equity capital is not necessary
to obtain risk diversification in the flow of annual worker
income.
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Ownership Plans
F.sOPs:An American Phenomenon
After a century of unionism in America, only about 15 per cent of
the nonagricultural workforce is unionized and that percentage
is declining. In only a decade and a half, ESOPs have spread to
cover about IO per cent of the workforce and that percentage is
climbing. Clearly something significant is happening.
Are ESOPs a revolution in industrial relations comparable to
the union movement itself, or are thq only a temporary taxdriven management-dominated ripoff? Although this question
cannot be definitely answered at this point, there is still much
to be learned from an analysis of the ESOP phenomenon .
Employee ownership has so far not become a partisan issue
in America or the United Kingdom. Publications favorable to
ESOPs in the UK have been recently promoted by the
conservative Adam Smith Institute (Taylor , 1988) and by the
Fabian Research Unit (McDonald , 1989). In America, ESOPs
draw support from across the relatively narrow political
spectrum. While there is strong conservative support for
ESOPs, the right wing in America has not been a strong supporter of worker empowerment. That suggests most ESOPs have
not been a form of worker empowerment. Joseph Schuchert,
managing partner of Kelso & Co., the top ESOP investment
banking firm, is quite forthright
Our programs are the antithesis of workplace democracy.

...We've been criticized for not giving workers more participation, but we believe workers are natural shareholders, not natural managers. (quoted in Hiltzik, I 985, p. 54)
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What then does drive the current ESOP movement in the minds
of conservatives and moderates?
One motive cited by conservatives and moderates is the
maldistribution of wealth and income . For instance, over half
of the personally-held corporate stock is held by the top one
per cent of households (with similar statistics holding in the
UK, see McDonald, 1989, p. 10). Conventional capitalism is
characterized as a "closed-loop financing system" -in other
words, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer. New wealth
accrues primarily to equity ownership , so until workers get in on
equity ownership, they will remain permanently outside the
loop. Thus the idea is "Capitalism-Heal
Thyself ." ESOPs
are the prescription.
The developer of the leveraged ESOP idea (see below) and
the founder of Schuchert's firm, Louis 0 . Kelso, describes the
"antithesis of workplace democracy " as democratic capitalism
(see Kelso and Kelso, 1986). Apparentl y there is such pressure
to use the word "democrati c" in America that it has to be
suitably redefined so that it can be applied to its "antithesis ."
The adjective "democratic" is sometimes used to mean anything
that can be spread amongst the common people without
discrimination-like the common cold. The wealth redistributive purpose of ESOPs is to give the common people a "piece
of the action" and thus to make capitalism more " democratic"
int hat sense.
But other motives seem to have hitched a ride on the redistributive bandwagon . By investing workers with ownership,
workers may be weaned away from unions. In fact many of the
ESOPs designed as the antithesis of workplace democracy "
would leave workers without any form of collective decisionmaking and action.
Many ESOPs are set up in small to medium-sized familyowned firms which are seldom a hot-bed of unionism . The
foundei:; or his family, want to cash out at least over a period of
years . The traditional route has been to sell to a large firmwhich left the loyal employees with an uncertain fate. The
alternative of getting tax breaks by selling to the workers
through an ESOP is thus motivated by a tax-sweetened
paternalism . ESOP consultants sometimes use the pitch, "Here
is how you can sell your company and still keep control of it. "
0
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In the current takeover atmosphere, large firms are turning to
ESOPs for rather different reasons. With an ESOP, a sizable
block of shares is in friendly hands so a hostile takeover is that
much more difficult. The recent court decision supporting
Polaroid's "instant ESOP" to defend itself against a hostile
takeover bid is already leading to a host of new ESOPs that
seem aimed at thwarting takeovers .
The current takeover binge seems driven less by real
-efficiency gains than by the short-term profits obtained by
redrafting in the company ' s favor all the implicit contracts
with the employees, the (non-junk) bondholders , and the local
communities. The long-terms effects are anti -investment ; they
work against company investment in employee training or in
new product development , against the investment of non-junk
long-term capital, and against state and local government
investment in infrastructure development for (now outsidecontrolled) companies.
Some unions have embraced ESOPs, but only after a shotgun
marriage . The long-term decline of the unionized steel industry
has forced workers to take their fate more and more into their
own hands. The success of Weirton Steel, a 100 per cent ESOP
buyout from National Steel, has been one of the brightest spots
in employee ownership during recent years. Weirton has an
independent union , but the United Steel Workers of America
nevertheless got the message. Jf you have to make concessions
in a declining indu stry, you might as well take stock rather
than nothing in return for the givebacks.
Unions have found common cause with management on using
ESOPs as an anti-takeover device. If the company is going to
become heavily leveraged to prevent a takeover (e.g. to buy
back shares), then the employees might as well be earning
shares for themselves as they tighten their belts to pay off the
company debt.
Employee ownership offers American liberals an almost
unique opportunity to be pro-worker without being antibusiness. We are witnessing the drawing to a dose of the era of
America's economic prominence ba sed on the vitality of its
market econ0my and its endowment of unexploited natural
resources in the New World . In the finely-tuned competitive
environment of today 's international marketplace , American
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industry can ill-afford the inherent "X-inefficiency " of the
firm organized on the basis of the us-vs.-them mentality of the
employer-employee relationship (see Tome~ 1987). A new
cooperative and participative model of the enterprise is
needed where the workers are seen as long-term H members "'
rather than as "employees." Many forward-looking American
liberals and progressives see worker ownership as the natural
legal framework for that new model of the enterprise .
There have thus been many reasons for the ESOP
phenomenon and for the widespread political support. To
further analyze the ESOP contribution, we must turn to a closer
description of ESOPs.
Worker Capitalist Corporations
A worker-capitalist corporation is a company where the
conventional ownership bundle remains as a bundle of property
rights , that is , as capital (not partially restructured as
personal rights) and those property rights are owned by the
employees of the corporation. Instead of directly working for
themselves , the workers own the capital that employs them.
In a worker-capitalist firm, the employee might own the
shares directly or only own them indirectly through a trust such
as an Employee Stock Ownership Plan or ESOP. Before
considering these two forms, it should be noted how workercapi ta list firms violate the democratic rule of one vote per
person and do not allocate the net income in accordance with
labor.
Votes are conventionally attached to shares, and different
employees wiJI usuaHy own widely differing numbers of shares
(different longevity, pay rates , and so forth) . The votes will be
as unequal as the share distribution. The voting rights are part
of the property rights attached to the shares so it is the shares
that vote, not the people . The shareholders don't vote themselves; they vote their shares.
In any capitalist finn, worker-owned or absentee -owned, the
net income ultimately accrues to the shareholders either in the
form of share dividends or capital gains (increased share
value). Both dividends and capital gains are per share so they

t
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are proportional to the shareholding of the employees , not
their labor during the fiscal yeai:
Before the development of ESOPs, there were sporadic
examples of worker buyouts that established worker capitalist
firms where the workers directly owned all or a majority of the
shares. When the shares are directly owned by some or all of
the employees , the employee ownership tends to be a very
temporary characteristic of the company-at least in a fullblown market society: If the company succeeds , the share
value rises so the workers and their shares are soon parted.
The Vermont Asbestos Group and the Mohawk Valley
Community Corporation were examples of pre-ESOP worker
buyouts in the 1970s. Within three to five years , managers or
outsiders had purchased majority control in both companies .
Employee-owned corporations are more stable if the shares
are indirectly owned through a trust as in the employee stock
ownership plans (ESOPs). In an ESOP, each employee has an
account which keeps track of the employee ' s capital. The
shares represented in the accounts are held in the trust so the
employets cannot sell them. The employees only receive the
shares upon leaving the company or retirement, and even then
the company usually buys back the shares to maintain the
employee-owned nature of the company.
In a conventional ESOP, the voting and profit rights are
distributed to workers-not
according to their labor-but
according to their capital. The voting is on one per share basis,
and workers and managers can own widely differing numbers of
shares depending on their pay scale and longevity with the
company. The profits accrue to the employee-shareholders
either as dividends or as capital gains (realized increase in
share price) and both are proportional to the number of shares
held, not the labor performed by the workec

Origin of FSOPs
The original architect of the ESOP was a corporate and investment banking lawye~ Louis Kelso, who has co-authored books
entitled The Capitalist Manifesto, Haw to Turn Eighty Million
Workers Into Capitalists on Borrowed Money, and Two-Factor
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Theory . The conservative but populist aspects of the Kelso
plan appealed to Senator Russell Long (son of spread-thewealth Southern populist, Huey Long), who pushed the
original ESOP legislation through Congress and continued to
spearhead the ESOP legislation (e.g. the Tax Reform Act of
1984) until his recent retirement from the Senate.
An ESOP is a special type of benefit plan authorized by the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974. As
in any employee benefit plan, the employer contributions to an
ESOP trust are deductible from taxable corporate income. But,
unlike an ordinary pension trust, an ESOP invests most or all of
its assets in the employer 's stock. This makes an ESOP into a
new vehicle for worker ownership but a poor substitute for a
normal pension plan since it is not diversified .
ESOPs have received strong tax preferences so for that
reason, if for no othe~ their growth has been significant. From
the beginning in 1974, 10,000 ESOPs sprung up in the United
States ·covering about 10 per cent of the workforce (in comparison, about 15 per cent of the workforce is unionized). There are
perhaps 1000 ESOPs holding a majority of the shares in the
company. However, only 50--100 of the ESOPs have the democratic and cooperative attributes such as one-person / one-vote as
opposed to one-·share / one-vote. The overwhelming majority of
ESOPs are designed by managers to be controlled by management and the lenders (at least for the duration of the ESOP
loan) .
The main tax advantage to the company is the ability to
deduct the value of shares issued to an ESOP from the taxable
corporate income. The Tax Reform Act of 1984 has increased the
tax-favored status of ESOPs for companies , owners, and banks .
The taxable income to a bank is the interest paid on a bank
loan . On a loan to a leveraged ESOP,50 per cent of the interest
is now tax-free to the bank. Dividends paid ou t on stock held in
an ESOP are deductible from corporate income (similar to an
existing tax benefit of coope rati ves) whereas dividends in
conventional corporations come out of after-tax corporate
income. If an owner sells a busines s to an ESOP (or a worker owned cooperative) and reinvests the proceeds in the securities
of another business within a year, then the tax on the capital
gains is deferred until the new securities are sold. These tax
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breaks have made the ESOP into a highly favored financial
instrumenl
Due to the strong tax preferences to the firms as well as to
lenders, most large-sized worker-owned companies in the
United States are organized as ESOPs. However , the transaction costs involved in setting up and administering an ESOP
are large, so the cooperative form is often used for smaller
worker-owned enterprises . The ESOP structure allows for
partial employee ownership-whereas
a cooperative tends to
be an all-or-nothing affair. Indeed, most ESOPs are hybrid
companies which combine employee with absentee ownership .
The average ESOP company has less than 20 per cent employee
ownership (for a review of the ESOP literature and research ,
see Blasi, 1988).
Structure of ESOPTransactions
In the leveraged ESOP transaction , the corporate employer
adopts an employee stock ownership plan {ESOP) which
includes a trust as a separate legal entity formed to hold
employer stock. The ESOP borrows money from a bank or other
lender {step © in Figure 5.1), and uses that money to purchase
some or all of the employer stock at fair market value (steps @
and <3>)
. The loan proceeds thus pass through the trust to the
employer, and the stock is held in the trust. Ordinarily , the
company guarantees repayment of the loan by the ESOP and
the stock in the trust is pledged to guarantee the loan.
Over time, the employer makes contributions of cash to the
ESOP in amounts needed to repay the principal and interest of
the bank loan (step @} and the trust passes the payments
through to the bank (step ®). Thus, the employer pays off the
loan gradually by repayments to the lender through the
ESOP- payments that are dedu ctible from taxable income as
deferred labor compensation. This deduction of both interest
and principal payments represents a significant tax advantage
since the employer ordinarily can deduct on ly the interest
payments. The implicit cost of the tax break to the original
shareholders is the dilution of their shares represented by the
employee shares in the ESOP.
lll
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A Standard Leveraged ESOP

An ESOP can also be used to partially or wholly buy out a
company from a private or public owner. This is called the
"leveraged buyout transaction ." Taking the previous owner as
the government, the ESOP borrows money (step © in Figure 5.2)
and the loan payments are guaranteed by the firm with the
purchased shares as collateral. The shares are then purchased
from the ownet the government, with the loan proceeds (steps
<a) and @)-instead of buying newly issued shares from the
company.
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Again the firm makes ESOP contributions which are passt:J
through to pay off the loan (steps @and~. A variation on this
plan is for the seller to supply all or some of the credit. By
combining the functions of the bank and government in tht:
above diagram , we have the "pure creditn leveraged buyout
transaction .
ESOPs in the United Kingdom

Prior to the 1989 Budget, the United Kingdom had no lt:gb lation specifically for ESOPs, i.e. for tax-favored leveragablc
trusts which can hold all or some of the shares in the employt:r.
However, the virtual equivalent of the basic ESOP arrangt!ment could be constructed using two different kinds of trusts. A
firm can make tax deductible contributions to a 1978 share
scheme to purchase shares , but such a share scheme cannot take
out loans. Hence another type of trust, a closed market trust, is
used to take out the loan and originally purchase shares from
the company. In the UK, uESOP" is usually taken to stand for
Employee Share (instead of Stock) Ownership Plan.
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The Unity Trust Bank, owned by trade unions and th
Cooperative Bank, has pioneered this UK ESOP arrangemem
The Unity Trust Bank (or any other financial institution) make
a loan to the dosed market trust (step ~ which uses the loa1
proceeds to purchase stock from the firm (steps <%land~• Beginning
Later

·•R#/R//IW

FIRM
Tax@
Deductible
Contributions

~
~

lw

1978
SHARE
SCHEME
Figure S.3

UK ESOP Arrangement

Over the duration of the loan, the firm makes tax deductible
contnoutions to the 1978 share scheme (step ~ , which in turn
purchases the shares from the closed market trust (steps ® and
~which
in tum pays off the loan to the bank (step~The Unity Trust Bank has used the ESOP arrangement in
companies such as Roadchef, Peoples Provincial Buses, Coventry Pressworks , and Llanelli Radiators . There are around 15
companies in the UK using an ESOP-type arrangement. In the
1989 Budget, Government gave official approval for the tax
deductibility of the contributions used by pay off the ESOP
loan, a tax break that had been previously challenged by the
Inland Revenue .
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Two Examplesof ESOPs
The American steel industry is one of the industries ha rdest hit
by foreign competition. One of the brightest spots in lhl'
industry is a 100 per cent employee-owned (but not presently
employee -contro lled) company, Weirton Steel , in Weirton .
West Virginia. Using borrowed money and taking a wage ml ,
the employees purchased the company in 1984 from a conglomerate which wanted out of the steel industry. Since the buyout,
worker productivity has increased, worker participation an<I
involvement programs have been successfu_lly implemented, anti
profits have been quite good. It is currently producing about 2
million tons a year of continuous cast tin plate with over 7000
employee-owners .
On a smaller scale (230 workers) in Seymour Connecticut, tht'
Seymour Specialty Wire Company has been a successful worker
buyout from a conglomerate leaving the metals industry .
Seymour Specialty Wire is one of the largest democratic ESOPs
in the country. The employees elect the entire Board ol
· Directors on a one vote per worker basis. Since the bu you I four
years ago, Seymour has profited from inc reased worker
productivity and involvement-although
it has not escaped
the ups and downs of a medium-sized manufacturing company in
a declining sector.
De mocratic ESOPs

Voting in a DemocraticESOP
Can an ESOP be restructured to approximate a democratic firm,
a democratic ESOP? In a conventional ESOP, the capil,1 I
account is kept in terms of shares (share-denominate d accounts)
rather than in terms of value (value-denominated accounts as in
the Mondragon-type capital accounts). There is also a suspensl'
account which is a temporary collective account holding ESOI'
shares as yet unalloca ted to the individual share accounts .
Usually the votes on the shares in an employee's account an: not
"passed through " to the employee in a corporation without
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publicly traded shares. Even when the vote is passed through,
it is on a one-share / one-vote basis, and the employees do not
vote the ESOP shares in the suspense account.
There is, howeve~ a voting arrangement for American ESOPs
that gives democratic voting of all ESOP shares both in the
employee accounts and in the suspense account. The votes are
not passed through . Instead , a side election is held on a oneperson / one-vote basis to instruct the trustee how to vote all the
ESOP shares. This is called the "instructed trustee " model, and
it has been expressly authorized in the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

Internal Olpital Accounts in a DemocraticESOP
Having one vote per member is only "half " of what makes an
ESOP democratic; the legal structure sh ould also implement
the principle that labor has hired capital so the residual
profit (after interest) is allocated according to labor.
How are shares typically allocated to the individual
employee accounts? One common arrangement is to allocate
shares from the suspense account to the employee accounts at
the same time and in the same amounts as the principal
payments on the Joan. It is as if the principal payment s were
distributed as a labor bonus (tax deductible to the firm and
currently tax-free to the w orkers) and then immediatel y paid
back in for shares in the workers ' accounts. While that
principal payment is usually allocated between the accounts in
accordance with pay (one measure of labor ), the year-end
profits and losses are automatically aJlocated by capital gains
or dividends, i.e. in a capital-based manner.
A democratic ESOP could follow the Mondragon-type
allocation rule that allocate s profits (after interest) to the
employee accounts in accordance with labor (since it is
structured according to the principle of labor hiring capital) .
The ESOP trust would have to be restructured with valuedenominated accounts and a Mondragon-type allocation rule.
It is also possible to have a membership fee in an American
democratic ESOP. This is accomplished by making the ESOP
" contributory " in the sense that empl oye e out-of-pocke t
payments or payroll deductions purchase shares which are
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credited to their ESOP capital accounts (for more analysis of
democratic ESOPs, see Pitegoff, 1987).
It is of some importance to note that almost all ESOPs are not
contn"butory. The workers do not pay in any money out of their
pockets (although ESOPs in distressed firms usually involve
pay cuts). In fact, workers play an almost completely passive
role in the establishment of most ESOPs-and that seems to be
part of the implicit contract that results in managementdominated ESOPs. Management , in effect, offers the shares to
the workers "for free" (in the sense of no out-of-pocket money)
in return for the workers letting the managers control the ESOP.
Management senses that if workers made tangible sacrifices to
obtain the stock, then the workers are going to demand full
exercise of their rights.

ESOPs and Cooperatives
What advantages do ESOPs have over worker cooperatives?
We must first set aside legislated incentives enjoyed exclusively by ESOPs which play no role in structural comparisons of
ESOPsand worker co-ops. Under present American legislation,
some tax benefits apply to both ESOPs and worker cooperatives
while some apply only to ESOPs. For instance, for bank loans to
ESOPs,but not to worker cooperatives, 50 per cent of the interest
paid back to the bank is excluded from the bank 's taxable
income.
The major advantage of the ESOP legal structure seems to be
as a vehicle for partial worker ownership. A cooperative is
not easily hybridized ; it is usually an all or nothing affair .
The immediate implementation of a full cooperative assumes
the eventual goal-a workforce ready and able to take
democratic control of their workplace-at the very outset. A
partial transitional legal structure is needed to gradually build
up to full democratic worker ownership. An ESOP can play
that role.
While the ESOP has filled a structure -gap in the American
legal context, ESOP law has evolved in a rather haphazard
and idiosyncratic manner: Other countries considering worker
ownership legislation should rethink the desired ownership
st ructure and legi slate creati vely-ra ther than simply
117
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mimicking American ESOP law. For instance , the American
ESOP uses a separate trust and the UK ESOP uses two separate
trusts, but the basi, idea of the ESOP transaction can be
implemented as a part of the corporate law without any
separate trust. That is particularly important for countries
that have no appropriate trust law. The hybrid democratic
ft rm described in later chapters uses the internal trust model to
combine the best from the experience with ESOPs and the
Mondragon-type worker cooperatives .
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The Ideology of the ESOP Movement

ESOPs are certainly touted as "worker capitalism" -altho ugh
the reality is interestingly different from the advertisements .
But first we should consider the ideologies surrounding ESOPs.
The originator and popularizer of the leveraged ESOP is
Louis Kelso. Kelso's "two -factor theory " is particularly
bizarre. When today ' s economists talk about "productivity ,"
they are referring to labor productivity . Kelso apparently
inferred that capitalist economists think that labor is the only
productive factor (never mind over a century of criticism of the
labor theory of value by the same capitalist economists). Kelso
has discovered another productive factor, capital , so there are
really tw o productive factors , labor and capital.
Kelso
announced this discovery in a book Two-Factor Theory (Kelso
and Hetter, 1967), and, to this day, he refers to his theories as
"Binary Economics" (see Kelso, 1988a).
How does all this relate to ESOPs? Kelso claim s that
capital is much more productive than labor, and that if labor
was really paid according to its productivity, the workers
wo uld not receive a living wage . Thus the economy is askew;
labor is being paid more than it is worth so that workers can
survive , and capital is und erpaid. Kelso' s solution is to give
workers a capital income, to make them " capital workers " in
addition to labor workers. Then labor and capital can each be
paid what they are worth , workers will do well on their two
incomes, and the economy wiU finally be set aright.
To professional economists, Kelso ' s theories have all the
earmarks of a self-taught credit-crank, and they treat him
accordingly.
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The U.S. today has so-called ESOP plans that give some
tax loophole advantage to certain kinds of profit-sharing
trusts . Louis Kelso, a San Francisco lawyer, has made
extensive claims for such innovations . Often John-Law
schemes, in which somehow, out of bank loans , equity is
created from thin air, get involved in the profit-sharing
Gospel. Those few economists who have audited the
economic theories underlying the proposals and the claims
made for them have generally not rendered favorable
verdicts on them . I must concur in these negative appraisals. (Samuelson, 1977, n. 3, p. 16)
Indeed, anyone who announces in the twentieth century that
they have discovered the productivity of capital is not likely
to be met with a chorus of hosannas from the economics profession . While economists have treated the two-factor theory as
beneath comment , ESOPs have nevertheless grown to cover
about 10 per cent of the workforce in a decade and a half .
Something is happening that requires attention.
In the circles of ESOP promoters, Kelso's "two-factor theory "
and .,binary economics " is all very politely ignored , and treated
only as the idiosyncratic indulgence of the founding father of
the ESOP concept. Senator Russell Long and other ESOP advocates such as Jeffrey Gates use a populist or redistributive
approach . ESOPs cut workers in on a ,, piece of the action. "
ESOPs help correct the obscene maldistribution of income and
wealth in America . When people get rich, it is usually
through the appreciation of equity capital , not through wages
and salaries . When profits are made and reinvested in companies, that accrues to the existing equity holders, and does not
create any new equity owners. The ESOP changes that. Some of
the reinvested profits flows to the workers through their
ESOP. The workers can thu s cut into the otherwise "closedloop " financing system ; some of the flow of new value is
redirected to them . Since the dosed-loop system exemplifies
the logic of capitalism - to those who have capital , the profits
shall be given-ESOPs
must initially violate that logic in
order to cut into the loop . This non-capitalist feature of ESOPs
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will be considered in the next section on the labor-based aspects
of ESOPs.
Ownership of a corporation legally includes control of the
corporation . The redistributive theme of cutting workers in on a
piece of ownership is rather silent about cutting workers in on a
proportional part of control. The ESOP movement is sometimes
characterized as being "democratic " in a spread-the-wealth
sense. Many of the ESOP boosters are in fact anti-democratic in
the original sense of the word "democratic" pertaining to selfgovernance. Sometimes the whole question of workplace
democracy is passed off with simplistic "Not all Indians can be
chiefs" remarks as if all workers would be managers or "chiefs"
in a democratic firm. That is hardly the real reason for
managers ' antipathy since after over two centuries of political
democracy, they are well aware that democracy does not mean
that "all Indians are chiefs ." Rarely do those who have
management power desire to be accountable-particularly
to
those who are managed .
There is another reason why the ESOP movement has not
faced up to the real question of democracy. It is a total captive
of the Fundamental Myth that governance rights are part of
property ownership.
ESOP ideology is the ideology of

ownership.
One can construct an excellent politi ca l analogue by
considering a government where the franchi se was based on
land ownership. Indeed, before the political democratic revolutions in the West, political sove reignty over people's lives
was sometimes interpreted as being based on property rights in
land. The monarch was the ultimate owner and ruler of the
land. Some power was delegated to lesser nobilities who had
"tenancy " and thus governed various regions of the country. The
ownership of land was equated with political sovereign ty over
the people on the land. The landlord was the Lord of the land .
By substituting capital for land , that interpretation of predemocratic political government becomes one of the intellectual
origins of the Fundamental Myth which interprets governance
rights over workers as part of the "ownership of the means of
production ."
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Given such an ownership-based system of political government, one could imagine two strategies for the transition to
political democracy:
(I) a broadened ownership rights strategy, or
(2) a broadened human rights strategy.
In the app roach of "broadened ownershipn (to use a common
ESOP phrase), the equation between land ownersh1p and political sovereignty would not be challenged. Instead , the idea
would be to "democratize " and broaden the ownership of land,
to .,give the little guy a piece of the action." By becoming small
landholders , some people would then gain a small measure of
political control over their lives.
ln the broadened human rights approach , the idea would be
to sever the connection between land ownership and political
control so that the rights to govern the people residing in a
community could be transformed into personal rights assigned to
the functional role of residing in that community.
While there was some weakening of the grip of traditional
landed property by the development of numerous small holders,
the political democratic revolutions of the eighteen th and
nineteenth centuries ultimately took the human rights approach and did not stop short with "broadened ownership. "
There are good reasons for this. The right to democratic selfdetermination should be a human right, not a property right
which must be "purchased" from its prior "owners. " From a
practical viewpoint, it is a will-o' -the-wisp to think that
political democracy could be approximated by keeping the
rights to govern people's lives as property rights.
It is a fundamen tal fact that property rights can be concentrated into a few hands , while persona l rights are automatically decentralized on a one-per-pe rson basis . As long as
political power was based on property ownership , it would be
futile to expect the broadened ownership of small landholders
to fundamentally challenge the historical concentrations of
property and power. Political democracy was only established
by removing the question of politica l sovereignty from the
whole arena of property rights through universal suffrage
without property qualifications .
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That analogy captures the redistributive impulse in ESOP
ideology. The redistributive impulse is well-intended . But it
usually contains no clue that the road to democracy lies not in
redistributing property but in separating the governance rights
off from property ownership and in restructuring those rights as
personal rights attached to the functional role of being governed. That is the road already taken by political democracy,
and that is the road ahead for economic democracy.

Labor-basedAspects of Conventional ESOPs
Progressive ESOP commentators (including the author) have
sometimes drawn an over-simplified contrast between "workercapitalist" conventional ESOPs on the one hand, and worker
cooperatives and democratic ESOPs on the other hand . Yet one
of the great ironies in the ESOP phenomenon is that in spite of
the constant drumbeat of worker capitalist ideology amongst
conservative ESOP boosters , even the conventional ESOPs have
a number of significant labor-based characteristics.
In a pure worker capitalist firm, the workers would individually own the shares and the shares would be freely salable.
Some workers or managers might buy shares, other might not.
The correlation between work in the firm and ownership would
be "accidental." In a democratic firm, the workers hold the
membership rights as personal rights inherently correlated
together with work in the firm . The annual patronage is
allocated to the capital accounts of the workers in accordance
with their labor often as measured by wages or salary. The
capital rights embodied in their internal capital accounts are
built up while working in the firm and are paid off when the
workers leave the firm .
In an ESOP, the shares are not individually owned as
salable property ; they are held in a trust. The trust prevents a
worker from selling his or her shares while working in the
firm. It is also not an individual decision to become an owner:
As loan payments are made on an ESOP loan , the typical
arrangement is for shares to be allocated to the accounts of all
the currently employed workers in the firm. Moreover , the
shares are usuaJly allocated between the accounts in accordance
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with the workers' wages or salaries . If that initial distribution of shares was not labor-based, then capital-less workers
could never cut into the dosed -loop system of capitalism . And
when the workers leave the firm and can then sell the shares
freely, the usual arrangement is for the firm to buy back the
shares.
Thus the conventional ESOP, not to mention the democratic
ESOP, already implements significant part s of the legal
structure of the democratic firm. This is not surprising in view
of the legislative history of the ESOP. It is a variation on a
pension plan . Participation in a pension plan is correlated with
employment in. the firm. Fums do not make pension contributions for people not working in the firm, and there are nondiscrimination clauses which require that the pension contributions are not restricted to only certain workers . The shares
purchased with the pension contributions are not individually
salable by the workers; the shares are held in a trust. And the
pension contribution for each worker is proportional to the
worker ' s labor as measured by pay. All these labor-based
characteristics of pension plans carry over to ESOPs giving
them their strong labor-based flavor in spite of the "official "
worker-capitalist ideology .
The labor-based characteristics of American ESOPs have
given ESOPs some advantages over worker capitalist firms and
even over traditional stock cooperatives . When the connection
between ownership and work is accidental , then the workers
and their shares are "soon parted ." Worker capitalist firms
that are successful don ' t remain worker-owned very long .
Sooner or later there is a share-selling stampede and the
workers sell out in favor of managers or outsiders . Thus there
are few worker capitalist worker-owned companies . The ESOP
in tum is rather stable . Some management-dominated ESOPs
have sold out but that has been relatively rare.
The non-discriminative aspect of the ESOP also addresses
another of the old problems in worker-owned companies , the
degeneration into two classes of owner-workers and non -~wnerworkers. Traditional stock cooperatives , such as the plywood
cooperatives in the Pacific Northwest , have had a degeneration problem as new workers could not afford to buy the
shares of departing workers . Mondragon-type
w orker
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cooperatives in the United States are structured with membership attached to work in the firm.
After a probationary
period , the up-or-out rule requires that workers either be
accepted into membership or have their contract terminated.
But that up-or-out rule in American co-ops is typically only
embedded in the by-laws , not in a state or Federal statute.
Thus greed can set in and the current members can change the
by-laws to close off membership to new workers. For ESOPs,
the non-discrimination clause is part of Federal law.
The degeneration question is related to the old question of
why more firms aren't set up as worker-owned firms in the first
place. One important reason can be understood by reviewing the
virtues of financial leverage. If the residual claimants of an
investment project anticipate future profits resulting from more
capital , they will want to raise the funds by borrowing as
opposed to sharing the anticipated profits with new equit yholders . Financial leverage gears up the return of the current
equity-holders .
The same logic holds for renting people as for renting
capital. The employment relation is the legal instrument for
human leverage. The people involved in starting up a new
company of course anticipate that it will be profitable.
Therefore it is in their interest to hi re the additional people
needed in the company as opposed to allowing them in as
members. Thus the people who control the legal form of a new
company will tend to choose the cap italist form (with themselves as the owners) instead of the democratic form of
organization .
The same phenomenon can be observed in the political
sphere. The leaders of successful revolutions or coups are in a
position to determine the new form of government, and they
rarel y choose a democracy that could vote them out in a few
years. Marxism has been the choice of many revolutionaries in
part because it provides a covering ideology for non-democratic
government. Capitalist entrepreneurs and Marxist autocrats
have more in common than first meets the eye.
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The Basic Contn'bution of the ESOP Idea

What do ESOPs do; what is their basic contribution to worker
ownership? Why haven ' t workers previously cut into the
dosed-loop financing system? Workers can't just buy companies;
they don 't have the cash. But why can't they get th_ecredit?
Why can't they take out loans backed by the value of the assets
to be purchased with the loan money ? There are several
reasons. If a buyout was totally leveraged in that fashion, then
in the face of difficulties the workers could nwalk away " with
little or no loss leaving the bank to try to auction off the assets
to recover on its loan. Thus banks look beyond asset value to
"equity n put in by the borrowers-money that would be lost if
the borrowers defaulted on the loan. Workers usually don ' t
have that type of equity.
Moreover, the cash demands of running a busine ss extend
beyond owning the plant and equipment. They need operating
capital to pay the initial expen ses and salaries until the
revenues start to come in. Borrowing that money may be even
more difficult particularly with uncertainty about the market
for the product . There is also prejudice against worker buyouts
on the part of many traditional · lenders ("That's not labor's
role.") but it is not the deciding factoi: "Banker bashing " is the
easy excuse used by those who are unwilling to examine the
more objective reasons why workers have traditionally had
great difficulty financing buyouts .
One alternative is for the workers to only buy part of a
company-a company that is already operating and showing
profits . What is the collateral for the loan, and how will the
workers make the loan payments? If the workers put up little
or no equity, then the purchased stock might be the collateral.
But how can workers make the loan payments? The dividend
stream over the term of the loan would in general be quite
inadequate to pay off the principal and interest on the loan
(since stock may be valued at the discounted value of all future
dividends). Moreover, the company can' t declare greater dividends on the worker shares without paying the same on all
shares. In addition , dividends are twice-taxed income, once at
the corporate level and once at the individual level.
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Some other collateral and some other method of payment is
needed to pay off the loan for the worker share purchase . Here
the ESOP idea makes its true contribution .

Basic ESOP Idea:

Use the borrazoingpower of the company itself to take out
the loan to buy worker shares, and pay the loan off as a
labor expense deductible from taxable corporate income.

The ESOP does address the traditional problem of the
workers getting credit because the earning power of the company itself backs up the loan . And it addresses the problem of
paying off the loan since the company itself pays off the loanand with pretax income. That basic ESOP package has been
further usweetenedn by additional ESOP legislation (see Blasi,
1988)-which may or may not survive future congressional
efforts to reduce tax breaks.
To evaluate the uniqueness of the ESOP contribution, one
might compare an ESOP with traditional benefit plans. The
idea of a company increasing worker share ownership and
treating it as a deductible expense is not new; that was the
purpose of a stock bonus plan where deductible bonuses to the
worker were paid in stock. Deductible cash contributions to a
trust with the workers as beneficiaries are also not new; that
occurs in the usual defined contribution pension plan . An ESOP
differs from a stock bonus plan in that it can be letieraged; it can
take out a loan to buy shares. An ESOP differs from a pension
plan because it bu ys shares in the employer company (whereas
pensions must be diversified). The leveraging feature is crucial
because that makes the ESOP into a financial tool. Relaxing
the diversification requirement allows the ESOP to be a financial tool for employee ownership (of the employer company).
Who Pays for ESOP Shares?
Worker shares and employer tax breaks? Are ESOPs totally
"win-win n? Who pays for the shares in the ESOP?
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The analogy or "picture" used by ESOP boosters is that of a
loan that is invested in some productive project which in tum
yields the cash flow to pay off the loan. By this picture , it
appears that no one else pays for the shares ; they are created
out of pure credit and good investments . The new capital is
"self-liquidating"; it pays for itself out of new profits.
This new capital is self-liquidating , meaning that it is
designed to pay for itself out of the increased profits
flowing from expanded production. What keeps most
people from acquiring self-liquidating capital is lack of
access to long-term credit. (Speiser, 1985, p. 429)
Kelso paints a similar picture using "in effect " metaphors.
In effect the employees are buying the stock and personally repaying the price, because from the moment that
stock is purchased it is theirs . The corporation gives its
guarantee to the bank that it will make a certain
scheduled level of payment necessary to enable the trust
to pay off its loan. These payments are , in effect, dividends which amount to a relatively full payout of the
earnings of the assets represented by that stock. (Kelso,
1988b, p. 5)
But this lovely picture is inaccurate on two crucial points .
Firstly, the loan to buy the stock is not collateralized by just
the stock but by the earning power of the company . It is by no
means dear that earning power and loan repayment power is
based on " capital " as opposed to "labor." American union
leaders involved in ESOP deals have been quick to point out
that their members usually must take a cut in pay and benefits
(and perhaps relax the work rules). Even if employees do not
take a pay cut in the beginning, lenders realize that in the
event of difficulti~s, employees are more willing to finance debt
repayments with pay cuts if they are the beneficiaries as in the
ESOP arrangement.
Secondly the loan is not paid off by the cashflows thrown off
by the stock investment ; the dividend stream is quite inadequdte to pay off a term loan. The company is obliged to pay off
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the loan with appropriately timed contributions channeled
through the ESOP back to t-hebank. Those ESOP contributions
must be made whether or not the return from the firm 's
investment of the loan proceeds would pay off the loan. Thus
the picture of pure credit being used to finance a selfliquidating investment is only a "picture."
Another pollyanna description of the ESOP transaction is
the no-dilution argument that there is no dilution since the
shares are purchased at their full market value. This argument
would be fine if the loan used to purchase the shares at their
full value were paid off by a third party . But the company
itself is pay ing off the loan to the ESOP that was used to
purchase the shares.
ESOP descriptions often involve a type of "shell game" of
switching between two quite different interpretati ons of the
transaction. The front-i!nd is described as an equity injection-a
purchase of shares at full market value. And the back-end of
the transaction is described as paying off a loan with pretax
dollars.
But if the front-end is described as shares being
purchased with money borrowed by another party (the ESOP),
then it should be added that the corporation itself pays off the
other party's loan with the ESOP contributions . And if the
back-end of the transaction is described by paying off a loan
with pretax dollars , then it should be added that the company
has already "paid for" the cash injection (the loan) with the
transfer of shares to the ESOP. But ESOP descriptions often
focus on either the front-i!nd equity injection or the back-end
tax-favored loan payments without giving the effect of the
whole transaction .
The original question of "Who pays for ESOP shares?" can be
answered with some precision if a number of "extreme-case"
assumptions are made: the worker shares do not result in lower
wages or lower wage demands; the worker shares do not lead to
any increase in productivity or efficiency; the firm could have
gotten the same loan on the same terms without using the ESOP;
and there are no other tax or non-tax advantages associated
with putting the loan through the ESOP. Under those extremecase assumptions , the ESOP shares are paid for by the
combination of dilution of the existing shareholders and the
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tax break associated with paying the loan off with pretax
dollars {for a spreadsheet example, see Ellerman, 1989a).
Fortunately, the extreme-case assumptions usually do not
hold. There are some tax breaks that apply specifically to
ESOP loans in the United States so that the company usually
cannot get the loan on the same terms. Somet~es ESOPs are
established as part of an explicit wage concession bargain.
Even more often, there seems to be implicit bargains or expectations that future wage demands will be tempered if an ESOP is
installed. And lastly, there is good evidence that ESOPs do
improve productivity particularly when coupled with concrete
worker participation programs inside the firm {see Quarrey,
Blasi, and Rosen, 1986; Blasi, 1988). The combination of these
factors would decrease the part of the ESOP shares paid for by
dilution of the existing owners-by increasing the tax breaks
and by having the workers make a contribution through wage
concessions and productivity enhancements .
Do these other factors completely counterbalance the
dilution effect? In view of the rapid spread of ESOPs, one must
conclude that for many firms, the dilution is either counterbalanced, or there are non-economic factors that outweigh any
remaining dilutive effect such as the owners' desire to reward
the workers and / or to induce the workers to more closely identify with the firm.
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Model of a Hybrid
Democratic Firm
Introduction: A Simplified Model for Transplanting
ESOPs and worker cooperatives have evolved in idiosyncratic
ways in the United States and elsewhere. How can the "core"
of these legal structures be introduced in rather different legal
environments elsewhere in the West-not to mention in the
socialist world? For instance , worker cooperatives have
always been limited because they are all-or-n othing affairs.
There is no intermediate stage that allows a company to ramp
up to 100 per cent worker ownership over a period of years . This
chapter presents a hybrid form of the Mondragon-type worker
cooperative .
ESOPs do allow for that partial or hybrid intermediate
structure . But the American ESOPs require an external trust in
addition to the corporation , and the ESOPs developed in the
United Kingdom have two external trusts. How can the ESOP
structure be applied in non-Anglo-Sax on countries wh ich have
little or no trust law? This chapter presents the idea of an
"internal ESOP" which captures the basic idea s of the leveraged ESOP transaction with no external trus t
The resulting mode ls of a hyb ridized Mondragon-type
worker cooperative and an internalized democratic ESOP turn
out to be essentially t~•~ same-s o that is the model of the
hybrid democraticfi rm presented here.

A Hybrid Mondragon-type Worker Cooperative

The worker-owned cooperat ive has historically been an allor-nothing creature. It tends to assume a workforce that al 131
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ready understands and appreciates the rights and responsibilities of democratic worker ownership. A more practical
compromise is a hybrid structure that can initiall y accommodate less than 100 per cent or even mjnority worker ownershipbut where that portion of worker ownership is organjzed on a
democratic cooperative basis.
A hybridized Mondragon-typ~ worker cooperative is a
corporation where a certain percentage of the ownership rights
is organized as a Mondragon-type worker cooperative, that is,
with one vote per worker to determine total vote of workers '
sharei; and with workers ' residual allocated among them according to labor.

An Internalized Democratic ESOP

The democratic ESOP is already a hybrid structure for democratic worker ownership. Any percentage of the ownership
could be in the ESOP, and that portion can be organized on a
cooperative basis. However , the ESOP has evolved in an
idiosyncratic way depending on the peculiarities of American
law and the political process. In designing a new institutional
form, it is best to think through the real function served by all
the ESOP trust apparatus and then implement a streamlined
version accomplishjng the desired ends.
In particular , an external trust is a somewhat peculiar
mechanism for worker ownership . The workers are, in fact,
inside the firm. But an external ESOP trust is set up with the
workers as beneficiaries. Then the firm issues external shares
to be held by the trust.
Workers As

ESOP

(Workers)

I

Shares
Figure 7.1

Indirect Worker Own ers hip Through External Trust
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By this circuitous route, the workers have the ownership rights
in their enterprise.
The external ESOP trust evolved in American law from a
pension trust designed to hold shares in other companies. There
is little need for the trust to be external if its primary purpose is
to register ownership in the company itself . Corporate law
could be modified or new corporate law drafted to, in effect,
move the ESOP inside the corporation itself . The whole
circuitous loop of worker ownership through an external democratic ESOP could be simplified and streamlined by moving the
ESOP inside the corporation .
In America, starting and administering an ESOP requires an
army of lawyers , financial analysts, valuation experts , and
accountants all resulting in sizable transaction costs. Indeed , a
whole industry has developed for the n care and feeding " of
ESOPs. Less of this would be necessary if the E~OP structure
was internal to the structure of the corporation.
An internalized democratic ESOP is a corporation where a
certain percentage of the ownership rights is organized as a
"dem ocratic ESOP" within the company .

The Hybrid Democratic Firm

The interesting result is that a hybridized Mondragon-type
worker cooperative is essentially the same as an internalized
democratic ESOP- and that is the structure we are proposing as
a hybrid partial worker-owned democratic firm-which , for
short, will be called a hybrid democratic firm.
Many useful ideas can be suggested by using the two ways of
conceptually deriving the st ructure of a hybridized democratic
firm (as a hybridized co-op or an internalized ESOP). However, we will initially describe the structure in general terms .
The equity of the hybrid firm is divided into two parts:
(1) the workers' portion of the equity which is the "inside
ownership " and
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(2) the external portion of the equity owned by outside parties
such as organs of government, intermediate institutions, or
private parties.
In a socialist country, the external ownership might be public ,
that is, by the state , city, county, township, or village
government
There are two limiting cases : 0 per cent and 100 per cent
inside ownership. With O per cent inside ownership, the firm
would be a.conventional corporation owned by public or private
parties . With 100 per cent internal ownership , the firm would
be a (non-hybridized) Mondragon-type worker cooperative
which could also be seen as a 100 per cent democratic ESOP (i.e.
an ESOP with 100 per cent of the ownership) internalized to
the company.
In an American corporation, there is a difference between
shares that are authorized and shares that have been issued to
become outstanding. A certain number of shares (assume all
common voting shares) are authorized in the original corporate
charter. Some of these shares are then issued to shareholders
in return for their paid-in capital so those shares are then
outstanding. If a company bought back or redeemed any shares ,
those shares would not be outstanding and would be retired to
the company treasury until re-issued. Only the shares that are
issued and outstanding can vote or receive dividends . The
authorized but unissued or redeemed shares do not vote, receive
dividends, or reflect any net worth .
In what follows, we assume the hybrid firm is organized as a
corporation with common voting shares-although a simpler
structure might also be used to implement the ideas. In a
hybrid democratic corporation with shares, the inside ownership is a new categoryof issuedand outstanding shares; it is not
unissued or treasury stock. The workers ' stock is issued and
outstanding but held in the firm for the inside owners , the
workers. Each worker does not own a certain number of shares
since the workers ' portion of the company is to be organized in a
labor-based democratic fashion. The worker shares are held
collectively and are unmarketable. The workers vote on a one
vote per worker basis as to how the collectivity of the worker
shares will be voted . The workers would elect a number of
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representatives to the board of directors proportional to the
workers' portion of the equity (e.g. one third of the directors for
one third of the equity) . The worker representatives on the
board wouJd form a natural subcommittee to control the shares
in the workers ' portion of the equity in analogy with an ESOP
governing committee in the American external ESOP.
Some shares have a par or face value which is the value for
which the shares were originally issued, but that value has no
significance later on. Often shares are no-par shares with no
par or face value ; they simply have some original issued value .
After a company has been in operation , the shares will have a
book value (net book value divided by the number of common
shares). If the shares are marketable, they will also have a
market value. The book and market values are in general
different from the face or issued values of the s~ares . The
relevant valuation of the worker shares in a democratic firm is
their net asset value or .,economic book value " (see Ellerman ,
1986b on the difference between book and market value) .
Assets
Cash
Inventory
Equipment
Plant

Figure 7.2

Liabilities
External Debt
External Equity :
External
} Portion
ExL Paid-in Capital
Ext Retained Eafl\ll\~
of Equity
Internal Equity: (Workers)
Individual Capital Accts} Workers '
Suspense Account
Portion of
Collective Account
Equity =
minus Loan Balance
Internal
Account
ESOP
Hybrid Democra tic Firm's Balance Sheet

The total book value of the worker shares
between three types of internal capital accounts:

is divided

(1) each worker has a value -den ominated individual capital
account which wouJd contain a certain amount of value (not
a certain number of shares );
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(2) there is a suspenseaccount which serves as a temporary
collective account or " holding pen" for value to be eventually alJocated to individual accounts; and possibly
(3) a permanent collectit.'eaccount. During the lifetime of an
"internalized ESOP" loan, there would also be a debitbalance loan balance account which could be treated as a
contra-account to the collective account.
Company law could be drafted so that the workers' portion
of the equity was a normalpart of any corporation. A company
typically runs several accounts such as total year-to-date
wages or accrued vacation time. A worker 's internal capital
account would be another account maintained for each person in
the company.
Each worker could have a membership certificate , but it
would be quite different from a share certificate. The number of
shares in the total workers' portion might grow over time, but
each worker only needs one membership certificate to signify
membership . Each year, the workers would receive Capital
Account Statements showing the transactions in their accounts
due to the year's operations and the resulting ending balances .
Some details can be best illustrated by cons idering a concrete
example. Consider a hybrid democratic firm where one-third
of the ownership is inside or workers ' ownership. There could
be, say, 960 shares issued and outstanding with 33 per cent or
320 shares held in the firm as worker shares. In a corporate
election of (say) board members , there are 960 share-votes , 320
of which are controlled by the workers . The workers vote on a
democratic one vote per worker basis as to how their 320 share
votes should be cast
A new worker might pay in a standard membership tee
through payroll deductions. Shares with book value equal to
the membership fee would be issued by the company to the
workers' portion of the equity, and that value would be credited to the new worker ' s individual capital account.
The workers ' portion of the ownership would be exercised in
not only a democratic but a labor-based manner. Workers would
receive wages and salaries as usual , and then 33 per cent of the
profits would be allocated among the workers according to their
labor- after interest is paid on the capital accounts.
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Profits will accrue to the workers in two ways . A firm-wide
decision might be made for some 6f the profits to be paid out in
dividends on the shares. Then, in the example, 33 per cent of
the dividends would go to the workers collectively to be
divided between them according to their labor (measured by
pay or by hours) . The dividends could be paid out in cash, or
they could be added to the capital accounts and then used to
pay out the oldest account entries according to the rollover
plan. The remainder of the profits (not declared as dividends)
would be retained so they would increase the net book value per
share. The shares in the workers' portion -are valued at book
value . Hence 33 per cent of the retained profit (= increase in nd
book value) would accrue to the workers ' individual accounts.
The allocation formula between worker accounts depends on
whether the individual capital accounts bear interest or not.
Accounting is simpler if interest is ignored, but interest is the
only compensation proportional to the larger risk borne by large
account holders (older workers) . The interest comes out of the
workers ' retained profit. The intere st should be added to each
account with the remainder of the workers ' retained profit
(their one-third)-which
could now be negative-allocakd
between the accounts according to labor. If there are little or no
profits, the interest is still added to the workers ' accounts and
the correspondingly more negative retained profits (i.e. greater
losses) are allocated between the accounts according to labor.
It should be remembered that the workers do not have any
individual ownership of shares; only the book value is
represented in their individual capital accounts. In the hybrid
firm, the shares still package together the three main rights in
the ownership bundle (voting, profit, and net asset rights) . But
the workers' portion of the ownership is organized in a labor based democratic manner so the voting and profit righb.
(carried by the shares in the workers ' portion) are split off and
assigned as personal rights to the workers ' role, while the book
value of the worker shares is allocated between the ca pit a I
accounts (individual, suspense, and collective accounts).
A worker's account would be paid out in the regular rollowr
payouts (assuming the roJlover plan is used) with thl·
remainder paid out after termination or retirement. There an ·
several ways to consider the payouts on the capital accounls
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when the firm is a hybrid instead of 100 per cent worker-owned.
If a cash payout, in accordance with the rollover plan or upon
termination, is from general funds of the company (and there is
.no proportional payout to the external shareholders) , then
worker shares with book value equal to the payout should be
retired to the company treasury. Alternatively, if there was a
cash dividend on all shares, then the worker portion of the
dividend could be credited to the accounts according to current
labor and then used to rollover the oldest account entries or to
pay out terminated accounts. In that case, there would be no
need to retire an equal amount of shares since the external
shareholders received their proportional part of the dividend
payout.
The ESOP Transactions with an Internal ESOP

The "Leveraged ESOP" Transaction
Consider a hybrid firm that starts off entirely or almost
entirely government-owned , e.g. in a socialist country. Then a
loan is channeled through the workers' portion of the equity as
an "internal ESOPn in order to increase the workers' share of
the company.
Let us suppose $300,000 is borrowed by the firm from a bank.
There were previously 660 shares , 640 held by the government,
20 held by the workers, and the share book value was $1,000
each, With the loan channeled through the workers ' portion of
the equity, 300 (= 300,000/ 1,000) new shares are issued to the
workers' portion of the ownership so the workers then have
320/ 960 or 33 per cent of the ownership. However , the share
value is allocated to the suspense account.
Each loan payment is divided into a principal and interest
portion. In many countries such as the United States, the
interest portion is already an expense deductible from taxable
corporate income. The principal portion is to be treated as a
labor expense so that it would also be deductible as an expense
from taxable corporate income. This procedure would need to be
approved by the relevant tax authorities-as
it has been
approved in the United States.
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A value amount equal to the principal payment is allo,alt'1I
from the suspense account to the individual accounts to h1·
divided between them in accordance with laboc It is as if l.',h h
principal payment is paid out to the workers as a bonm, ,uul
then immediately reinvested in worker equity, and the monl'y
is then paid to the bank as the principal payment. In this
mannei; the hybrid firm internally mimics the leveraged ESOI'
transaction.
It should be remembered that changes in the worker accounti.
resulting from retained profits or losses are also taking place at
the end of the fiscal year in addition to the credits relating to
the principal payments . Those year-end profits or losses o( lht·
firm are computed with the principal payments treated as .,
labor expense .
When the loan is paid off, the principal amount of the lo,111
will have been allocated between the individual accounts . Tht·
financial reward to the whole compan y for channeling the lo.n1
through the "internal ESOP," the workers' portion of owner ship , is that the principal payments on the loan were deduc.:tctl
from taxable income. The increased worker ownership should
also reap other rewards through the greater motivati on and
productivity of the workers.

The NLeveraged ESOP " Buy out Transaction

t

1

In the previously described leveraged internal ESOP trani. •
actions , the loan money went to the company, and the workt •r
shares were newly issued and valued at book value . An
alternative leveraged transaction is to use the loan pro ceeds lo
buy externally held shares for the workers' portion o f tht'
ownership.
The bank or financial institution loans money to the company . The cash is passed through the company and used to buy
back externally held shares from the government authority or
other party holding the shares. However, instead of inter preting this as a share redemption (which would retire thl '
shares to the corporate treasury) , it is viewed as the workt'rs
collectively bu ying the shares from the external owners . Hen ce
those shares enter the worker s' portion of the ownership
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instead of the corporate treasury, and the workers would
determine how those share votes are to be cast.
Implementation Questions

How can the hybrid democratic firm be implemented? There
are questions involving both corporate structure and tax
benefits. The corporate structure of the hybrid democratic firm
should at best be implemented by additions to existing
corporate statutes authorizing the creation of the •workers '
portion " of the equity of a company. Legislation should be
preceded by experimentation. The structure could be experi mentaJJy implemented (without legislation) in an enterprise by
appropriately drafting the charter and by-laws of the enterprise and obtaining the agreement of the present owners and the
Workers' Assembly. Starting with a joint stock company (as
the "universal language " of current corporate organization), a
Model Chart er and a set of Model By-laws have been
developed for the hybrid democratic firm (Ellerman , 1989c).
These could be developed as simple amendments to existing
charters and by-laws to add the workers' portion of equity onto
an existing joint stock company. After the development of a
model seasoned by experience in a particular country , appropriate legislation can be drafted and passed.
The tax benefits of the "internal ESOP" transactions would
require authorization from the tax authorities. This requires
both allowing the principal payments on loans channeled
through the workers ' portion of equity to be deducted as labor
expenses and deferring any personal income tax incidence for
the workers until the capital accounts are paid out.
There are reasonable arguments for both tax benefits as well
as the strong American precedent.
It is as if the principal
payment was paid out as a deductible labor bonus and then
immediately rolled over into equity shares in the company (the
equity injection then being used to pay off the loan). Or one
could think of the company as making the principal payment
directly to the bank and simultaneously issuing an equal (book
value) amount of shares to the workers' portion of the equity as
a deductible stock bonus. In either case, it should be a de140
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ductible labor expense to the firm. The workers have no increase in their disposable income so it is reasonable to defer
personal taxation until the capital accounts are paid out.
ESOPs use American trust law. Trust law tends to be quite
different, idiosyncratic, or non-existent in other countries.
Rather than have the costly and bulky apparatus of the
external ESOP trust as in current American law, the internal or
workers' portion of the equity should be a normal part of every
company-with the workers' percentage of ownership varying
from the beginning of Oper cent up to 100 per cent

Management illld Governance Structures

We tum now to some structural aspects of management (topdown use of delegated authority) and governance (bottom-up
delegation of authority) in a democratic firm (hybrid or 100 per
cent).
The usual governance structure in a corporation is for the
shMeho)ders to elect the board of dfrectors , and then for the
board to appoint the general manager and possibly other
members of the top management team. Top management then
appoints the middle managers who, in tum, select the lowlevel managers or foremen at the shop floor level. In a hybrid
democratic firm, the workers should elect a portion of the board
at least equal to their portion of the ownership.
Even in a majority or 100 per cent worker-owned company, it
is not appropriate for workers to directly elect shopfloor
managers. Those managers would then be in an intolerable
position between middle management and the workers. They
would have to "serve two masters "-to carryout the orders and
management plans from above while at the same time being
answerable to the workers who elect them .
Worker-owners also should not have the right to
countermand management orders at the shopfloor level (except
in the case of direct physical endangerment). There must be
channels for workers to use to register their complaints . These
could take two forms : (1) disagreements over policy questions or
(2) grievancesagainst managers or other workers for allegedly
breaking enterprise rules.
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For the workers to intelligently use their ultimate control
rights (e.g. votes to elect representatives to the board or to vote
on other issues put to the shareholders) , they must have a flow
of information about the company operations. In particular,
worker representatives need timely information in order to
have an input in management decisions . There should be a
number of forums where information can be communicated,
questions can be asked of management, and disagreements can be
expressed .

There is the annual meeting of the Workers' Assembly but
that can only deal with the larger issues of overall policy.
There should be frequent shop meetings (weekJy, bi-weekly, or
at least monthly) . It is important that at least part of each
meeting is not chaired by the shop foreman or any other
representative of management . There should be another nonmanagerial elected shop or office representative such as a
"shop steward ." In part of the shop meetings , the shop steward
should preside, disagreements should be voiced in a respectful
manner (perhaps by the steward) without fear of recriminations, and the shop managers should have to explain actions
and decisions which are called into question.
Another forum for communication and discussions could be the
company newsletter or newspapec Ordinarjly , this would be
controlled by management. But there should be a column given
over to the shop stewards who collectively want to bring an
issue before the company as a whole . There could also be letters
to the editor, questions to managers with their answers , and
brief interviews with randomly selected workers on the topics
of current interest.
There should also be a grievance procedure for workers who
feel they have been wronged by managers in terms of the
company rules, regulations, and policies. The shop steward
would function as the spokesperson for the w orker with the
grievance (who may otherwise be intimidated by the whole
procedure ). The political doctrine of "separation of powers "
argues that abuses of power are best held in check if there is
some separation of powers and authority between the different
branches of government such as the legislative, executive, and
judicial branches. The board of director s is the legislative
branch and the management team is the executive branch in a
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company. A separate judicial branch would be an elected
grievance committee that would function as the court of last
appeal in the grievance procedure . However , since the
grievance committee would be elected by the shareholders, the
board of directors could also play that role as the court of last
appeal . That would involve some loss in the separation of
powers, but it is hard to imagine a grievance committee having
much autonomy if the board and management are already in
agreement on an issue. If the workers were convinced that major
injustices or abuses had occurred with the concurrence of their
board representatives and if the workers could not wait until
the annual meeting of the Workers ' Assembly, then they
should use a recall procedure to change their representatives on
the board of directors.
One general principle in any democratic organization is that
those who are not in direct positions of power should have the
organizational ability to voice and discuss their concerns. This
is the idea of the "loyal opposition" (see Ellerman, 1988b
discussing the inside role of a union as the loyal opposition in a
democratic firm). "Opposition" is not always the right word
since the idea is not to always oppose current management but to
have enough independenceso that opposition could be voiced
whenever deemed necessary. That, for example, is why there
should be some worker~lected representatives , herein called
n shop stewards ," who are not part of management ' s line of
command, and that is why the shop stewards should chair at
least part of the shop meetings. The need for some such loyal
oppositional structure is obvious when workers only have a
minority ownership position in a hybrid firm, but it is also
needed when workers have majority or 100 per cent of the
ownership. Periodic election of directors is often insufficient to
keep management accountable so the watchdog role of the
oppositional structure is still needed in the majority workerowned company.
The American ESOP is a separate external trust with its own
governing committee. It sometimes has its own decisions to
make-independent of company decisions. For example, the
ESOP might accumulate contn1mted funds and use them to buy
back the shares of departing workers . In the simplified hybrid
structure recommended here, the ESOP is internalized as part of
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the company so there is no separate trust with its governing
committee . Nevertheless , there will be some "ESOP decisionsn
that are decisions of the collectivity of workers , not decisions of
the board or management of th~ hybrid firm. The suggested
structure is that the worker representatives on the board form
the subcomm ittee to function as the "internal ESOP " governing
committee. They would decide , for example, whether dividends would be passed through to current workers , or whether
the accounts would be credited and the cash paid out to rollover
the oldest account entries .
An important program in a hybrid democratic firm is the
internal education program (see Adams and Hansen , 1987). The
whole idea of being part of a democratic decision-making
organization might be new to the workers. The workers might
be accustomed to taking orders from an authority figure. The
workers have stepped out of their subordinate "employee" role
to become worker-owners in a horizontally interdependent
organization. They have a whole new set of rights , responsibilities, and concerns. They need to develop skills for discussion
and participation in meetings , to learn something about the
business side of the enterprise, and to read simplified financial
statements and capital account summaries.
Responsibility should be pushed down to the lowest feasible
level through worker participation and quality-of-,vorkinglife (QWL) programs. Worker ownership creates the possibility of substantial increases in motivation and productivity ,
but it is not automatic. Ownership must be realized at the
shopfloor level through worker participation in order to
deliver the maximum effect on productivity .
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Enterprise Reform in
Yugoslavia and China
Introduction

j

These are exciting times in the socialist world. The old mold is
breaking . Change is in the air.
The Western press and man y Western scholars still look at
the world in bipolar terms : cap italism or (state) socialis m.
State owners hip and central planning have failed to deliver a
modem economy so "sociaJism" is being abandoned in favor of
capitalism. But the reality is more complica ted. There are
many "socialisms " and there are many "capitalisms. " If
"capitalism " means a decentralized economy of independent
firms with definite property rights and interrelated by input
and output markets, then that also fits certain types of
"socialism ."
There are two broad traditions of socialism: state socialism
and self -management socialism . State socialism is based on
government owners hip o f major industry , while selfmanagement socialism envisions the firms being worker selfmanaged and not owne d or managed by the governm ent (see
Horvat et al., 1975).
ln the United Kingdom , state socialism was represented by
Sidney and Beatrice Webb and the nationalizing segment of the
Labour Party , while self-management socialism was represented by the old Guild Socialists such as G.D.H . Cole (see
1920), S.G. Hobson (see 1919), and A.R. Orage, by the current
segments of the Labour Party and Liberal Social Democrats
emphasizing " social ownership " in the sense of worker
cooperatives and other democratic firms (see McDonald, 1989).
It is a thesis of this book that an economic democracy , a
market economy of democratic firms , represents a common
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ground for the East and West. There are forces of convergence
towards that common ground from both sides. An economic
democracy could be seen as the humanization and democratization of a market economy where the renting of workers is
universally replaced by democratic membership in the firm.
An economic democracy can also be represented as the result of
decentralizing and democratizing a state socialist economy in
favor of a market economy of self-managing firms.
There is, thus , another interpretation
of the socialist
enterprise reforms than just a slow reversion to capitalism.
State socialism is slowly groping towards a self-managing
socialist market economy.
[E}verywhere in the communist world it is now admitted
that nationalisation did not give working people mastery
over property . One of the purposes of economic reform is to
remedy this . The fashionable word is "socialisation ", to
be achieved by workers' self-management , or by cooperative ownership, or by the sale of a firm's shares to
its employees ... . (The Economist , March 18, 1989, p. 46)

l.
1I
i

.i'

Each country will, of course, follow its own idiosyncrati c path .
Our purpose is lo briefly describe some of those paths .
Yugoslavian Self-Management:

Pitfalls of a Pioneer

Social Property Problems
A historical discussion of the current economic reforms in the
socialist world should begin with Yugoslavia (see Sacks, 1983;
Estrin, 1983; or Prasnikar and Prasnikar, I 986) which from the
1950smoved from the state socialist model toward s a model of
self-management socialism .
The only genuinely new model-i.e. different from the
various versions of the basic Soviet-type model-already
in existence, is the Yugoslav model. (Nuti, 1988a, p. 357)
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Being a pioneer is not all glory; the pioneer may stumble many
times Uke one who walks at night holding the lantern behind
him-of no help to himself but illuminating the path for those
who follow.
In Yugoslavia, there is no centralized command planning
over production. The enterprises are embedded in factor and
output markets. The workers in each enterprise elect the
workers' council which, in tum, through a committee structure
selects the enterprise director. Legally, the director is
responsible to the workers ' council and the collectivity of
workers, but there are strong indirect influences from the League
of Communists (the party) and / or the various levels of
government The assets of the enterprise are considered to be
"social property."' Even though the assets may have been built
up by retained earnings (that could have been paid out as pay
bonuses), the enterprise only has use rights over the assets and
the workers have no individualized claim against the company
for the value of those assets.
In the Yugoslav self-managed firm, the two membership
rights, the control rights and the net income rights, are at least
partially ~ssigned as personal rights to the workers in the
firm. The assignment of the control rights to the working
collectivity of the firm is attenuated by the hegemony of the
League of Communists in the surrounding social structure, e.g. in
the local government. The assignment of the net income to the
workers is also attenuated since the income that accrues to the
workers is a function of the disposition of the income. If the
income is paid out in wages and bonuses then it accrues to the
workers . It however, the income is retained in the firm, then it
reverts to " social property " and the workers lose any re coupable claim on it
The weakness in the net income rights can be traced to the
treatment of the third right in the traditional ownership
bundle , the rights to the value of the net assets of the firm .
That right is treated as disembodied "social property. " The
problems in the Yugoslav economy, of course, cannot be traced to
any one source. But surely one of the most important sources of
malfunction has been this social property equity structure
which has broad ramifications for efficiency and motivation
throughout the economy.
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If retained earnings become social or common property, the
workers lack a Jong-term interest in the company.
Reinvestment of earnings to buy a machine might not penalize
younger or middle-aged workers who would be around to depreciate the machine. But an older worker near retirement or a
worker thinking about leaving the firm would be simply losing
what could otherwise be a pay bonus . Since the different
responses are due to different time horizons with the firm, the
original property rights deficiency is called the " horizon
problem" of the Yugoslav firms (see Furubotn and Pejovich,
1970, 1974; Ellerman, 1986b;or Bonin and Puttennan, 1987).
It might be noted parenthetically that there is a whole
academic literature on what is called the "Illyrian firm " (see
Ward, 1967; or Vanek, 1970) named after the Roman province
that is now part of Yugoslavia. The main peculiarity of this
model is that it assumes the firm would expel members when
that would increase the net income of the surviving members .
The resulting short-run perversities have endeared the model
to capitalist economists . Yet the Illyrian model has been an
academic toy in the grand tradition of much of modem economics. The predicted short-run behavior has not been observed
in Yugoslavia or elsewhere, and worker-managed firms such as
the Mondragon cooperatives take membership as a short-run
fixed factor (see Ellerman, 1984b). Moreover, in spite of
intensive academic cultivation in the Illyrian field for almost
two decades, not a single practical recommendation has
emerged for the structure of real world labor-managed firmsother than .,Don't start acting like the Illyrian model. " Hence
we will continue to treat the Illyrian model with its muchdeserved neglect.
The valuable analysis of the property rights deficiencies in
the "social property " structure of many labor-managed firms is
often packaged together with the perversities of the lllyrian
model in academic literature. Yet the two are quite independent. Property rights problems arise with labor taken as a
fixed factor and for a wide range of firm objectives. Unlike the
IUyrian model , academic analysis of the property rights
problem in labor-managed firms is an important contribution to
the theory and practice of workers' self-management.
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With social property, the incentive is to distribute all net
earnings as pay (wages and bonuses) and to finance all investment with external debt. The resulting consumer demand and
the upward push on money supply to satisfy the demand for
loans will both fuel inflation-which
has become a serious
problem in Yugoslavia.
The social property structure also creates an unnecessary bias
against bringing in new workers . Economic necessity as well as
government regulation in the cas·e of Yugoslavia will lead
social property firms to retain some earnings to finance investment in firm assets (in spite of the pressure to finance all
investment by borrowing). One way the workers can try to
recoup "their investment " is through higher wages-which , in
part, are implicit rent on the new assets . Any new workers
would receive the same "wage " for the same work but would not
have contributed to that investment. Allowing new workers in
would be forcing the old workers to share the rent on their
implicit equity. Thus the social property structure leads to a
bias against new workers-who often have to find jobs as "guest
workers " in Northern Europe. With the system of internal
capital accounts, the old workers receive the rent or interest on
their explicit account balance , that rent is not shared with new
workers, and thus that forced-rent-sharing bias against new
workers is removed.
In Alec Nove 's guidebook on the economic reforms , The
Economics of Feasible Socialism (1983), he notes these problems
created by the Yugoslav social property structure.
Reverting to labour's role in managerial decisions in
socialised enterprises, one must recall two negative
aspects of Yugoslav experience. One is the interest of the
workers in not expanding the labour force, at a time of
serious unemployment, because to do so would reduce their
incomes. The other is the lack of long-term interest of the
workers in "their * enterprise, because it is in fact not
theirs: they derive no benefit from working for it once
they leave it, having no shares to sell. (Nove , I 983,

p. 217)
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The problems with social property equity structure can be
solved using the Mondragon-type individual capital accounts.

A DecentralizingModelfor Restructuring Socialist Firms
Other socialist countries , much in the press, have
nevertheless barely begun to free their enterprises from their
supervisory ministries , a task carried out in Yugoslavia decades
ago. In the midst of its considerable nationality problems ,
Yugoslavia is now moving towards the next step of restructuring
most of its socially owned enterprises as partly or wholly
worker-owned enterprises under a new Enterprise Law was
passed in 1989 which allows private closely-held limited
liability companies and joint-stock corporations.
This reorganization provides the opportunity for a much
needed restructuring
of socialist firms . The Yugoslav
economists, Tea Petrin and Ales Vahcic, have highlighted one
of the problems of socialist economies in the maldistribution of
firm size [Vahcic and Petrin, 1989]. One can perform an "inkblot
test " to differentiate a socialist economy from a capitalist
economy by observing the number of small businesses of 15 to 200
workers-firms larger than micro-businesses but smaller than
medium -sized firms.
For illustrative purposes, Vahcic and Petrin consider the
firms sizes that demarcate the ten percentiles of the industrial
,workforce in a Western economy such as Sweden .
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Figure 8.1 Ten Percentiles of Size Distributi on of Firms
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Those demarcations define the (non-linear) scale on the
horizontal axis in Figure 8.1 developed by Petrin and Vahdc .
Then the data from a socialist economy is displayed by
graphing the percentage of workers falling in each of the same
categories .

% of workers in same categories in a
Socialist economy such as Yugoslavia

% of
workforce
in firms
of given size.
25

50 95

170 260 420 700 1300 2400
# of Workers

Figure 8.2 Petrin-Vahcic "Socialist Blackhole"' Graph

They call the characteri s tic dearth of small businesses in
socialist economies the "socialist bla ckhole " {physicists might
insist it should be "socia list vacuum" but the meaning is clear ).
At the other end of the size distribution , socialist economies
have their characteristic
gigantism.
The restructuring of
ownership should be accompanied by splitting up and decentralizing the huge socialist firms so as to reduce socialist
gigantism at one end of the scale and to fill the socialist black hole at the other end. The resulting worker-owned firms
should be medium-sized or small businesses that are humanscaled, more competitive, and perhaps even entrepreneurial.
The constraint on restructuring is that the value of the social
property in the original firm mu st be maintained .
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Assets
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Figure 8.3

Lump of Social Property in Yugoslav Firm

The form of the social assets may change but the value must be
preserved. For clarity and freedom of operation , the new democratic worker-owned firms that result from the restructuring
should have no social property in them. We will sketch a
restructuring model that fulfills these desiderata. The general
outline of the model might be used in other socialist countries as
well. The details might change with implementation since the
actual legal constraints on restructuring will only be discovered
as the restructuring takes place.
The restructuring can be divided into steps:
(I) The workers and managers in the original socialist firm are

divided into divisions perhaps with some remaining in a
central unit
(2) The people in each division, as independent citizens, set up
joint stock companies with each person making a smaJl but
mandatory contribution of cash .
(3) The same people in the Workers' Assembly of the original
socialist firm then vote to convert the firm into a joint stock
company and to issue its stock to the various companies set
up by the divisional members in return for some of their
cash. The value of the social assets is balanced by the
equity account of the social fund, so the value of the social
assets would not determine the issuing value of the stock.
The stock could be issued - as with a new company-for an
arbitrarily set cash price. Each of the smaller divisional
firms might own a part of the new apex company in proportion to the number of workers in the divisional firm. Some
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of the shares in the apex firm might be retained as worker
shares for the people who remain in the original firm .

+
Firm
Shares
Firm
1
Figure 8.4

1~
•••

Firm
2

Firm

n

Separate Worker-owned Divisional Firms

(4) The separate divisional firms and the remaining parent
firm join together in a federation with the parent firm as
the apex organization performing appropriate functions
such as strategic planning, marketing for the group, importexport for the group , and settling conflicts between the
divisional firms. The money paid back to the apex firm
would allow it to also act as a development bank for the
group.
(5) Then each of the divisional firms buys in an ESOP-type
credit transaction the assets it needs for its operations from
the apex firm. The apex firm might also obtain some of the
preferred (profit-sharing) or common shares in the divisional firms in exchange for the assets. In the divisional
firms, the assets would no longer be social assets . Instead
the money paid back to the parent firm would be social
property.
(6) The operations of the divisions is switched over to the
separate democratic worker-owned companies.
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If the parent firm is not to be broken up into smaller units
then a simpler model of restructuring might be used. Create a
new social enterprise and transfer both the social assets and the
socia l liability (or social fund) to the new enterprise . The
origina .l company converts into a worker-owned company that
buys or leases back the assets . The social property is again
separated away from the operating company (to minimize
future political interference) and there is no need to rewrite the
contracts of the existing company. The firm would always have
the option of later dividing into smaller units.

The Cltlnese Enterprise Reforms

Introduction

The massacre of students and workers in Tiananmen Sqt::>reand
elsewhere in Beijing in June of 1989 has cast a pall over Chinese
economic reforms. The speed and indeed the direction of further
reforms will not be determined until after the power struggles
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that are sure to follow Deng Xiaoping's eventual death . We
cannot pretend to know the outcome. Hence we can now only
describe the reforms that led up to June 1989.

Agricultural Reforms

l

I

•.

Deng Xiaoping is the godfather of the Chinese agricultural
reforms. Although Deng is sometimes cred.ited with initiating
the reforms, it may be more accurate to describe him as giving
official recognition and guidance to a popular trend in the
countryside that began without Beijing's blessing .
The communes or collective farms were broken up into
family~sized units who leased the land from the local government in the "family contract responsibility system ."
The success in the countryside laid the foundation for Deng 's
power and for that of his one-time protege, Zhao Ziyang. That
success has given the Chinese the political leeway to extend
the reforms to the state socialist organization of industry. In
contras t, Gorbachev started with industrial restructuring.
In
spite of Gorbachev rising to power as an agricultural expert and
in spite of the Chinese precedent , it took him four years bdore
a similar agricultural leasing program was inaugurated in the
Soviet Union early in 1989.

Lessons From Agriculture for Industry?
What are the lessons of the Chinese agricultural reform pro gram for their industrial enterprise reforms? The family farm
on long-term leased land is a compromise that happil y avoiJ!'t
the difficult questions invo lved in industrial enterprises .
To own a physical asset is to own the stream of service,;
provided by the asset plus the scrap left at the end of iiieconomic lifetime . If the asset has indefinite economic lifetinw
(like most land}, then an indefinite lease on the physical asst'!
is the economic equivalent of ownership (except for markclability). In the Chinese family contract responsibility syskm ,
the lease is physical rather than financial, but it is long-term
and stable so it is very close to the "ownership H the family
would have if it borrowed the money and bought the land .
With a long-term lease contract and a stable membership in the
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leasee group (e.g. the family), there is an economic incentive to
plow back earnings to maintain and improve the asset.
An industrial enterprise is significantly different. The
physical assets that are plant and equipment have a much
shorter economic lifetime; they can be obsolete in five to ten
years . Investment in an industrial firm is not an occasional
matter (like building an irrigation system); it is a continuous
process that is very much a part of the business . A physical
lease is rather unwieldy in that context. One can imagine the
bargaining between a lease enterprise and the ministry as to
who will pay to modernize a line of machinery, install a new
power system, build a new wing on the building, and so forth. A
financial lease would be more practical.
It should be carefully noted that this argument for a
financial lease or loan to buy depreciable industrial assets does
not apply to the land itself. One could well have a workerowned enterprise that borrowed the funds to buy ownership of
the buildings and equipment-but that operated on land leased
from the government (say, with a fifty year lease). In general,
the more maintenance and replacement reinvestment required
by an asset, the stronger is the argument for the user owning the
asset rather than leasing it.
Moreove~ beyond the level of the family shop , the members
of the industrial enterprise are typically unrelated by family
ties. It cannot be assumed that the members will automatically
want their reinvested profits to be donated as "patrimony" to
the next generation of members . When profits are reinvested to
buy new assets, an internal capital account syste m w ould keep
track of the part of the asset value that had not been
depreciated or cancelled by other losses when a worker leaves
so the worker would eventually receive back that "unused "
value. If the retiring worker had a son or daughter coming to
work in the enterprise , then the remaining account balance
could be rolled over into a son or daughter 's account as patrimony. But a retiring worker would also hav e the choice of
having the account paid out. None of these questions arose in
the case of a simple agricultural lease to a stable family unit.
The famil y farm operating on leased land is a non threatening compromise becau se it does not force a separation
between the two socialist traditions : state- socialism and self158
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managed socialism . The means of production, i.e. the land, arl'
publicly owned so it satisfies that fetish of state-socialism .
The family farm operating without hired labor is a small sl'I(
managed firm so it qualifies as an example of self-managt•il
socialism. The #contradiction" between the two sol"ialh,I
traditions will become more acute in the industrial reforms .

The Factory Manager Responsibility System

i

The first attempt to extend the agricultural reforms into indw,try was based on a poor set of analogies. The manager rathu
than the workforce in the firm was taken as the party to lhl'
contract, and the contract was not a lease of the means of
production . The purpose of the manager responsibility syslcm
was to transfer more decentralized control to the managers in
state-owned firms. Moreover, the firms are supposed to he
financially autonomous. The government has even used the
expression #separation of ownership and control " as if th.11
were a desirable feature of the American corporate world to be
imitated .
The results of the manager responsibility system have been
rather ambiguous . The system does not change residual daim ancy. The-workers in the state enterprises are stiJl governmenl
employees . The manager and the workers have no definilt'
property rights in the enterprise . The enterprise is still
uowned " by the state and would be rescued by the government i(
it ran into trouble . The man ager responsibility system i~
similar to the system used in the Hungarian New Economk
Mechanism or NEM that has borne only limited fruit.
Experiments have taken place with a number of real chan~c~
in ownership structure. One experiment is to lease the physk,11
means of production either to the workforce of the enterprise or
to a private individual who hires the workers . We will later
disc uss physical leases to the workers in the context or pere stroika in the Soviet Union where that experiment seems more
widespread than in China .
The leasing to private individuals in China is at leas t of
some importance in that it raises basic ideological questions
about socialism. The two socialisms of state-socialism and seHmanagement socialism have "two capitalisms " as their mirror
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reflections. State socialism sees "capitalism " as being based on
private
ownership of the means of production, while selfmanagement socialism sees "capitalism " as being based on wage
labor, the employer~mployee
relationship.
The "What is Capitalism? " debate-which
is the mirror
image of the "What is Socialism? " debate-is
starting to
emerge in China .
Socialism as a body of anti-capitalist critiques and of
systemic ideals has two related but distinct tenets or
themes that appeal to different
people-the
antimarket-anarchy tenet that postulates state planning and
control of the economy to the delight of political leaders
and state bureaucrats , and the anti-capita list-expl oiters
tenet that promise s industrial democracy and workers '
self-management ("masters of the means of production ").
(Hsu, 1988, p. 1226)
When a government -owned factory is leased to an individual to
operate with hired labor, that model is clearly rejected by selfmanagement socialism and it makes only a fetishistic bow
towards state socialism since the government still owns the
means of production. Some officials have nevertheless claimed
that such enterprises are stilJ "socialist " even though the state
is no longer the residual claimant and only has the role of rent
collector. Others drawing on the "anti- capitalist-exploiters
tenet " have claimed that the leasee indiv iduals are only
" capitalists without capital " (Deliusin , 1988, p. 1108), i.e.
employers of hired labor operating with leased capital.
In another experiment widely reported in the West, state
firms are restructured as corporations with salable securities
and then a small portion of "stock " is sold to the workers and in
some cases to outsiders . Although called "stock, " the securities
are more like variable income bonds . Early in 1989, experiments
of selling stock to outsiders were discouraged.
Hundreds of state enterprises have set up ad hoc minority
stock ownership programs for their workers . For instance , the
Shenyang Alloy Plant is a state enterprise with 1100 workers
that has instituted an innovative worker stock program. The
honorary chairman of the board is Jiang Yiwei, editor of the
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journal, Reform, the intellectual
leader of the economic
democracy school which promotes worker ownership and selfmanagement socialism as a mode l for reforms on the nation.ti
level (see Jiang, 1988).
The Collective Sector
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The Chinese economy can be divided into three sectors , thl·
state sector (°ownership by all the people "'), the collectiv"
sector (°ownership by the collectivity of workers in the firm"),
and the private sector (e.g. micro-enterprises
run by
individuals). The existence of the collective sector is already
a large step towards self-management socialism. Both stafr
ownership and collective ownership are accepted as "socialist
ownership forms." "Collectives" in China do not have any or
the counter-cultural connotation they have in the USA or lhi:
UK Most of the light industrial plants that have sprung up
around the cities-often
with people no longer needed in
agriculture-have
been organized as collectives . There art•
about 60 million workers in rural collectives and 40 million in
urban collectives so, in total, the workforce in collectives is
comparable to the entire American workforce.
In reality, the collectives are usually far from being worki:r
self-managed. They are usually run by some combination of the:
city, country, township, or village governments. Since they art:
already nominally owned by the collectivity of workers , tht•
collectives have been the most active and creative in sdting up
worker stock programs . Hundreds and perhaps thousands of
collectives across China have inaugurated ad hoc worker
ownership programs.
The northern city of Shenyang (which used to be Mukden)
has been a leader in the worker stock experiments in collectives
as well as in state enterprises. The worker stock is a kind of
profit-sharing certificate which can pay from 3 per cent to 20
per cent of face value per year as a dividend . The workers m.iy
also through their stockholders' assembly elect the board and
perhaps even the manager.
In the summer of 1988, the author visited a number of worker
stock experiments as the guest of Luo Xiaopeng of the Research
Center for Rural Development . The Shenyang Small
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Compressor Factory was particularly interesting . It was
previously a city-run collective that is now called a "stock
cooperative ." It makes small air compressors and has 830
workers. The workers elect both the board and the manager.
There is a nomination procedure for managers. The managers
then have campaigns and finally there is a secret ballot
election on a one-worker / one-vote basis . It is a presidential
system with a directly elected manager as opposed to the usual
parliamentary system used in Western companies where the
board of directors (as the workplace parliament) selects the
manager. When asked what happened if the separately
elected board disagreed with the manager on an important
issue, the Chairman of the Board, who is the local Communist
Party head, exclaimed "checks and balances " ! They have also
instituted a range of worker education and participation
programs in the small compressor plant. According to the city
officials, there are now about 300 enterprises in the Shenyang
area using what they called "the small compressor model "
named after that factory.
Interest in worker ownership has developed in China on a
number of fronts. During the war against the Japanese and the
Chinese Civil War, thousands of Gung Ho (" Working
Together") worker cooperatives sprung up . After the
Revolution, the Gung Ho cooperatives dwindled as an independent movement. With the recent reforms, that Gung Ho
Cooperative Movement has started to revive itself. But the
future of democratic worker ownership in China will be decided
not by cooperative startups, but by the coming struggles for
power in the political arena.
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Reforms in the USSR,
Hungary, and Poland
Soviet Union:Gorbachev's Perestroika

The Revival of Worker Cooperatives
Perestroika is a multi-faceted process , but our focus is only on
the role of worker ownership in the Soviet enterprise reforms.
Worker ownership has so far appeared in three forms, worker
cooperative startups, lease firms, and new £SOP-type worker
buyouts.
There have always been " cooperatives' ' in Soviet-type
economies but they were run by some level of government and
were "cooperative " in name only. Thus the recent revival refers
to worker cooperatives that are more genuine in the sense of not
being part of the government apparatus (although they may
also be just family-owned companies).
The ideological support for the revival goes back to Lenin. In
1923 and shortly before his death , Lenin dictated the work, On
Cooperatives, which is now described as Lenin's last will and
testament to socialism that was betrayed by Stalin. In a speech
on March 23, 1988, Gorbachev noted that "as a result of departing from the Leninist principles of the cooperative movement ,
the country and its economy have suffered substantial setbacks
in political, moral and social terms. "
He urged that the
"cooperative moveme nt ... be revived in all its diversity ."
Worker cooperatives have in recent years been encouraged
particularly in consumer services (e.g . restaurants, medical
services, barbers , hairdressers , and so forth}, consumer goods,
and light industry . Over 100,000 cooperatives have sprung up
in recent years-although
many may be family operations
called "cooperatives " for ideological protection .
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The ministri~ charge cooperatives up to six times as much as
other state firms for some inputs in the state sector (Nuti , 1988b,
p. 13). The co-ops have nevertheless been so successful that a
backlash has already developed. The higher quality of goods
and services available from the cooperatives and the higher
costs result in long lines (one rationing mechanism) and then in
higher prices (another rationing mechanism ). The real or
imagined higher incomes of the co-op members triggered the
ressentiment that lurks beneath the surface of "socialist equality." In the recent Siberian miners' strikes, one of the demands,
little reported in the Western press , was to shut down a number
of cooperatives. Instead of encouraging more cooperatives so
that competition would drive down prices, bureaucrats , who
had their own reasons for resenting independent economic activity, responded with a number of regulations on the prices and
activities of cooperatives.
There are stories across the Soviet Union of worker cooperatives battling entrenched bureaucracies. Near Minsk, about 800
workers were employed in an electrical insulation factory. The
factory didn't want to produce some needed consumer goods that
were not in the plan so four workers asked to start up a
cooperative to produce the goods . Within one year; 700 workers
had left the factory to work in the cooperative where they
could get 800 roubles a month in comparison with the previous
average of 200 roubles a month. The manager protested "I
created you-don 't take my workers ," turned off the electricity ,
and took away the crane the workers had been using. After
some negotiation , the cooperative finally started producing
again . Then the manager announced that he wanted to join the
cooperative-but the Ministry said that was enough. They
formed an "'association " with the cooperative that raked off
most of the income of the cooperative as a "rent " for the use of
state assets .
As cooperatives further develop , they will probably have
their greatest effect in consumer goods and services. They will
take some pressure off the state sector; but it is questionable
how far they will penetrate into the state sector . The
cooperative form has been used more to start new businesses
than to convert state-owned firms into worker-owned firms.
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Leasingin Industry and Agriculture
A number of state-run firms have been converted to worker-run
"lease firms ." The leasing idea seems to have a genesis
independent of the historical cooperative movement , and it is
the industrial analogue of the leasing of agricultural land to
families.
In a worker-owned firm, the traditional hiring relationship
between capital and labor is reversed; labor hires capital. To
transform a state-run enterprise into a worker-run enterprise ,
the hiring contract between the state and the workers would be
reversed. Instead of the state hiring the workers, the workers
of the enterprise would, in effect, hire or lease the capital from
the state . That is the transformation in the state / workers '
relationship described in abstract and simple terms.
There are many different ways to conceptually approach the
idea and the reality of the worker-owned firm. Tae "leasing of
capital" idea seems to be an approach gaining strength with
perestroika. The idea of the worker-owned firm is approached
as a group of workers collectively contracting to lease the
necessary fixed assets, buy the inputs, and sell their output.
Prominent supporters of leasing include Academician Abel
Aganbegyan , one of Gorbachev ' s economic advisors on perestroika, Academician Leonid Abalkin , a new deputy prime
ministe~ Oleg Bogomolov, Director of the Institute of Economics
of World Socialist Systt>ms , and Academician Tatiana
Zaslavskaya, a sociologist and chief pollster in Gorbachev ' s
kitchen cabinet (see Schroeder, 1988). Dr Valer y Rutgaizer ,
deputy director of Zaslavska ya' s All-Union Center for Public
Opinion Research, is one of the leading practitioners and promoters of the leasing firms.
The political justification for leasing goes back to Lenin's
New Economic Policy or NEP started in 1921. Instead of
arbitrary requisitions of grain from the peasants, the peasants
paid a fixed rent or tax, and then kept the remainder to use or
sell. Some factories were even leased back to their previous
owners in order to restart industry after the ravages of the 1917
Revolution and the Civil War. Lenin died in 1924 and by the
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end of the decade , Stalin had turned the country towards
collectivisation in agriculture and state-socialism in industry.
In the 1960s, contract collectives were used in agricultural
production by I. Khudenko in Kazakhstan. In a specialized
plant-growing collective, productivity was seven to nine times
the regional average "exceeding even American levels." These
results pointed to the misuse of resources elsewhere. Public
officials persecuted Khudenko using trumped-up charges .
Aganbegyan and Zaslavskaya, then in Novosibirsk, wrote
letters to support Khudenko but to no avail (see Aganbegyan ,
1988]. He died in jail.
A form of team incentive contract was used successfully
during the 1970s by the lawyei; agronomjst , and First Secretary
of the Stavropol region, Mikhail Gorbachev.
In effect, the reform Gorbachev adopted allowed a handful of farm workers to sign a contract with their collective
under which they would take on responsibility for a patch
of land. They would plough , sow, weed, fertilise it, and
supervise the harvesl They would be paid by results-a
strong incentive-and they would be responsible for the
same patch of land each year, which gave them a further
incentive to treat and prepare the land well, rather than
exhaust it, and to supervise drainage throughout the
winter. (Walker, 1988, p. 16)
The results , a 20-30 per cent increase in productivity , helped
propel Gorbachev to national attenti on.
In 1978, Gorbachev became the Central Committee ' s Secretary of Agriculture in Moscow. When Brezhnev died, his
successor, Andropov, promised " a wider independence and
autonomy for indu strial association s and farms ." Gorbachev
announced the
"collective contract in farm production ": giv ing autonomous teams of farm workers the right to draw up longterm contracts with manag ement that w ould let them
organize their own work , and decide their own pay
packets, which would be linked to the amount of food
they produced . Moreover, Gorbachev added, these teams
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should be allowed to elect their own leaders . (Walker ,
1988, pp. 19-20)
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The results were rather mixed since the idea met resistance at
many levels, particularly from the management of the collective farm.
It should be carefully noted that these autonomous work
teams are not leasing arrangements-although
they are a step
in that direction . The team contracts are essentially a form of
collective piece-rate work. A piece-rate worker differs from a
true independent producer of a product. The independent
producer pays for his inputs and owns the outputs ; the piecerate worker does neither. Similarly, a true leasing collective
would pay for its inputs and sell its outputs ; the autonom ous
teams neither paid for their inputs nor owned their outputs.
They were simply paid a collective piece -rate according to
their results .
After Gorbachev rose to power in 1984, he moved in a few
years from the collective piece-rate teams to support of leasing
collectives. Even in the collective piece-rate arrangement , the
worker is still an employee or hired laborer for the collective
farm orstate farm-and that is the toot of the problem .
What is the problem here ? Comrades , the main thin g
now is the fact that the economic relations that have
developed in the countryside today clearly do not provide
people with an incentive to creative , active, enterpri sing
labor: What has happened is that on collective farms
and state farms man has been tom away from the land,
from the means of pr oduct ion .... A person comes to a farm
as a hired laborer, in order to put in a certain number of
hours doing something or other ; after all, he has to earn a
living . (Gorbachev , Pravda , Oct. 14, 1988, translated in
Gorbachev, 1988b, p. 2)
Citing Lenin's NEP as a precedent , Gorbachev calls for leasing
as a way to "return people to the land as full-fledged mash:rs .H
Moreover, Gorbachev notes how the lease contract differs from
the previous collective piece-rate contract.
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The [collective) contract is a major step, and a lease is also
a type of contract, but its highest form-the
lease
contract, in which a person leases both land and means of
production for a certain period of time and is linked only
by economic relations to the farm from which he received
the land-this is something totally different.
...Through lease contracts and lease relations , a colossal
democratization is taking place not only of the economy
but also of society as a whole .... This is an extremely
thoroughgoing, revolutionary restructuring . (Gorbachev,
1988b, pp. 4-6)
In mid-March 1989, Gorbachev announced a sweeping new law
finally giving a statutory basis for agricultural leasing .
Families can lease land for a lifetime and then the lease can be
inherited. With that policy, Gorbachev is at last following
Deng Xiaoping's successful agricultural reform based on longterm leasing of the land from the commune to farm families in
the contract responsibility system .

Lease Firm.$
According to Dr Valery Rutgaizer, there are over 1000 industrial enterprises in the Moscow area using the leasing system.
The gross in these enterprises is up an average of 25 per cent.
Service companies have improved efficiency with 15 per cent
less workers. When polled, 60 per cent of managers found they
had real economic independence .
The lease is a contract between the new enterprise as a legal
entity and the owner of the assets . The lease enterprises are
structured as ad hoc collectives-<reatures of the lease contract .
Some of the workers fear the leasing system. It may expose
redundancy and it gives them no wage guarantee . Moreover,
they think that the lease firms require more intense labm: Dr
Rutgaizer emphasized that the very success of the leasing coops would endanger them unless there was also changes in the
government bureaucracy. He cited examples such as the lease of
some taxicabs to drivers . Their income shot up to 700 roubles a
month (average factory wage is around 200 roubles), and the
experiment was discontinued.
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The leasing system is not (yet) the centerpiece or the industrial
restructuring program . The current program is outlined in the
State Enterprise Law of 1987 and is to be fully implemented by
1990. These proposed enterprise reforms are Nweak beer " compared to the autonomy and self-responsibility of the lease
firms and cooperatives. The "weak beer " reforms are similar to
the Hungarian New Economic Mechanism (NEM) of 1968 that
met with rather limited success and that now needs to be
extended to "ownership " questions (see below] . The enterprises
remain state firms and the workers remain state employee s.
But the enterprises will have more financial autonomy and
more freedom from Gosplan directives . After certain charges
(taxes or rents) are remitted to the government , the enterprise
can keep the remainder. Most of the retained income must be
reinvested but a certain portion can be distributed as a profit sharing bonus to the workers. There may even be some election
of managers by the workers .
The results so far have not been encouraging.
One giant stride was meant to be the move of the entire
economy at the beginning of this year to "self-financing".
This is turning out to be an embarrassed shuffle. Some
two-thirds of factories had already moved last year to
supposedly greater independence under the Law on the
State Enterprise, which was heralded as the cornerstone
of the economic reforms . The disastrous result was to
discredit the reforms before they had got fully under way.
(The Economist,January 14, 1989, pp. 44-5)
In spite of the profit-sharing and increased autonomy, this
Russian version of NEM reforms will not give the workers a
sense of "ownership "; it is only a half-way house.

The Importanceof Leasing
In the same issue of The Economist containing Dr Rutgaiur ' s
report on leasing, there is an article on perestr oika ("Every skp
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hurts") which cites a vision of the future Soviet economy due to
the radical reformer economist, Nikolai Shmelev.
Peer into the future, and the Soviet economy may look
something like this. About 30% of it will be privatesecto~ but called co-operative-sector out of ideological
propriety . The state will have loose_!ledits grip on the
remaining 70%, through some sort of share-issuing and
through collective leasing .... (The Economist, January 14,
1989, p. 44)
The key role of leasing in this scenario indicates its importance
as a means to move away from the state operation of large
enterprises.
The leasing system is important because it provides a means
to move from the NEM-type reforms of the 1987 Enterprise Law
(increased autonomy and financial accountability of state
firms) to a change in "ownership " (labor hiring or leasing
capital and taking on the residual claimant role).
Gorbachev 's remarks about the agricultural leasing system
making the farmer into the master of the land and means of
production has a natural extension to the industrial leasing
system and the industrial workers . Gorbachev 's support for the ·
leasing system should strengthen
and accelerate
the
development of lease firms reported by Dr Rutgaizer.
There are questions of socialist ideology involved with
cooperatives or lease firms. A genuine cooperative or lease firm
is not owned or operated by the government. The workers in the
cooperative are the residual claimants and control the
production process. State socia]jsm focuses on state ownership
so a worker co-op would not be "socialist. " However , selfmanagement socialism emphasizes replacing wage-labor (with
a private or public employer) with "free associations of
producers. " Clearly worker co-ops and lease firms represent a
move away from hired labor in the direction of that nongovernmental form of socialism based on free associations of
producers (see Kushnirsky, 1987 on a worker ownership model
for the perestroika) .
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Physical and Financial Leasing
"Ownership of the firm" is a phrase that often refers to two
conceptually distinct roles : (a) ownership of the means of
production in the sense of plant, equipment, and other material
inputs, and (b) being the residual claimant, namely the legal
party who bears the costs of production (incl uding lease
payments and costs of ot her inputs) and owns the product.
Physical leasing changes the residual claimant without
changing the ownership of the physical assets used in
production, i.e. without changing the "ownership of the means
of production ." The residual claimant has the use rights over
the assets without the ownership rights.
For workers to be the residual claimants , they must rent or
lease the capital they use, i.e. labor must hire the capital. But
there are two different ways to hire capital :
(1) to physically lease capital goods {machines, buildings, and
land), or
(2) to borrow financial capital which can then be used to buy
the physical capital goods.
With either the physical lease or the financial lease (loan),
labor hires capital and the workers as a legal body are the
residual claimant.
The two lease methods however have different dynamic and
psychological aspects. The physical lease system is quite
clumsy in many ways. Consider maintenance. An ou tside owner
of the physical assets would hardly have the appropriate
information for efficient maintenance. Yet if the workers were
responsible for maintenance, then they would be maintaining
physical assets they do not own so one would not expect the
maintenance work to be of high caliber (compare how a person
maintains a rental car versus his own car purchased with
borrowed money).
Consider capital improvements and new replacement or net
investment. It would be incredibly unwieldy if the workers had
to get the government to make all the investments they need in
physical assets so the workers could then again lease what
they need. And if the workers ' enterprise reinvested its own
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earnings on new physical assets, who would own the new
assets? If the new assets were owned by the enterprise, then
the system would slowly change over to using enterprise-owned
physical assets (as the government assets are depreciated and
replaced) . If the new assets were government-owned, that
would sharply reduce the incentive for reinvestment by the
enterprise . Why not avoid the inefficiencies and complications
of the physical leases of depreciable assets by using financial
leases in the first place?
These arguments do not apply to non-depreciable assets such
as land. The workers ' enterprise could borrow the financial
capital (take out a financial lease) to purchase the depreciable
assets of the old enterprise while taking out a long-term physical lease on the land.
It would be unfortunate if the government resisted a financial
lease arrangement (which would allow the workers ' enterprise
to purchase the depreciable assets) because of the old slogans
about ustate ownership of the means of production. " The
important part of "ownership of the firm " is the residual
claimancy , and that has already switched to the workers'
hands with the physical lease . "Refinancing" the ph ysica I
lease of the depreciable assets with a financial lease would
only make the whole arrangement more rational and efficient
from the viewpoint of capital maintenance and reinvestment.

Using ESOP-type Financial Lease Transactions
In the West, almost all worker-owned companies are, for the
above reasons, based on financial leases rather than physical
leases. Labor hires financial capital, not physical capital.
In a state-socialist country, the transition to worker-owned
firms would amount to a reversal of the hiring contract between
the state and the workers. Instead of state-owned capital
hiring the workers, the workers through their legal embodiment in the enterprise would hire the capital (financial or
physical) from the state. In a given enterprise, this contract
reversal could occur all at once..:...goingfrom 100 per cent stateresidual-daimancy to 100 per cent worker-residual -claimancy,
or it could be developed slowly over a period of years with the
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intermediate enterprise being partly state and partly workt'r
residual claimancy.
In either case, the enterprise needs to be legally organized ,1i.
a legal company separate from the government. That company
structure should embody share capital accounts for each worhr
(even if the accounts start off with little or no capital) . If there
was to be a gradual transition to worker ownership, then the
comp any would start off being wholly-owned by the government. There are several ways to structure the transition . One
way to start the transition is to simply endow the workers with
a certain percentage of the ownership in recognition of their
past labor. That initial endowment could be split among the
capital accounts in proportion to their seniority and pay levd
within the enterprise.
The American ESOP is a special loan or financial lease
arrangement used to increase the proportion of worker equity in
the company.

20% of Equity to Workers
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Note for 20% of Equit,
Debt Payments in Future ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Figure 9.1

Example of ESOP-type Financial Lease Transaction

Suppose the workers already have 40 per cent of the equity
and are going to add on anothe r 20 per cent so they become 60 per
cent equityholders in the company. The equity of the company
is currently divided 40 per cent workers and 60 per cent state .
Then the worker portion of the equity (functioning as an
"internal ESOP") takes out a loan from the government equal to
20 per cent of the equity and uses the proceeds to buy that 20 per
cent of the equity from the self-same government. In sum, this
paper transaction gives the government a debt note in exchan~c
for transferring 20 per cent of the equity over to the workers '
accounts . The note is then paid off over a period of years . Tht'
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transaction might also be lubricated with special tax breaks
(but that is less relevant in the socialist context when the state
is the bankei; the retiring ownei and the tax collector).

The New ESOP-type Worker Buyouts in the USSR
This book must now become self-referential. The first draft of
this book was given in January 1989 to Dr Rutgaizer at the
Oxford Conference on Industrial Partnerships and Workerowned Businesses sponsored by Robert Oakeshott of Job
Ownership Ltd of London and co-sponsored by the Industrial
Cooperative Association. The manuscript contained the model
for the hybrid democratic firm and the argument given above
for moving beyond the physical lease to a financial lease-for
moving from a worker leaseout to a worker buyout of state sector
firms. Robert Oakeshott and the author then visited Dr
Rutgaizer in Moscow in June 1989 after a tour of worker-owned
and self-managed firms in Poland and Hun gary. The surprise
was that Dr Rutgaizer had developed the model outlined in
the manuscript for the particular Russian circumstances , and
had thus created the first ESOP-type worker buyouts from the
state sector in the Soviet Union (see The Economist, "No thing to
Lease but your chains ," September 16, 1989, p. 51).
The first worker buyouts of state-owned firms were arranged
in a Moscow firm manufacturing food processing equipment and
in a building materials firm outside Moscow. Both of the firms
have operated for over a year as lease firms . The lease firm
changes the profit claimant from the state to the workers'
collective of the firm , but the state continues to have the
ideologically
important
role of "owning the means of
production. " The worker buyouts go the next step of transferring
the ownership of the means of production (the capita] goods
used by the firm) to the workers ' firm in a credit transaction
with the selling ministry supplying the credit.
Since a worker buyout of a state-owned firm is unprecedented
in the modem Soviet Union, it must be appro ve d by the Council
of Deputies' Standing Commission on Economic Reform headed
by the leading perestroika .economist, Academician Leonid
Abalkin-who
is solidly behind the worker buy outs .
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The Soviet Union has nothing resembling Anglo-Amerk,111
trust law so the ESOP has to be "internal" to the company
instead of as a separate trust. This, however, only mak..-s .1
necessity out of a virtue since the whole ESOP structure c,rn lw
much simplified and streamlined by making it part of t lu·
company itself. These first two Soviet "ESOPs" will have .,
local institution as the minority partner that may be l.1ta
bought out
The Soviet Union also does not have any useable priv,11t·
joint stock company law. This means that the lease firmi- arl'
creatures of the lease contracts , and the worker-buyout ESOP,are, at least for now, creatures of their by-laws. The h.·aM·
firms and the new ESOP-type firms are evolving as legal forms
for companies separate from the cooperative form. Or
Rutgaizer is writing a first draft of proposed legislation for tht·
lease firms and the ESOP-type firms.
The two ESOPs are democratic in the sense that the workers
vote on a one-person / one-vote basis to elect the workers ' council
(or Board of Directors) and on all other votes put to lht:
membership. Dr Rutgaizer calls this ESOP-like trust form of
ownership "ko/Jektivnaya sobstvennost " which he translJlcs
as "collective job ownership. " "Collective " refers to the foci
that-as
in the American ESOP-the
workers do not
individually own shares that they can sell; the ownership is
held in trust. However, there are individual capital accounl11
which record each worker-member 's share of the net asst•I
value.
The company manufacturing food processing equipment is
called "Moscow Experimental Plant (Catering)" (a name II
acquired in 1%5 as a part of other experiments). It has about
700 workers. The company was originally set up in 1929 so "
good part of the plant is 60 years old. The company was in a
crisis several years ago when Gorbachev ' s anti-alcohol
campaign sent the orders for bottling equipment plummeting .
They were merged into a larger firm under a new supervisory
ministry. A year ago, they became a separate 6rm again under
another ministry . Tired of being merged and divided , they
opted to become a lease firm.
When Dr Rutgaizer returned from Oxford in January , h,·
published an article in Jsvestia describing worker ownen;hip in
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America and the UK. The director of the food equipment
company, Valery Gorokhov, (who in his thirties is one of the
youngest plant directors in the Soviet Union) read the article
and contacted Dr Rutgaizer to volunteer for the conversion from
a lease firm to a worker-owned firm. They worked out the
detailed by-laws, prepared the financial projections, and got
the necessary approval from the Workers' Assembly by the
middle of June. The minority partner will be a regional council,
a unit of local government.
The construction materials plant is called the "Khljupin
Building Materials Plant " (near Pushkin 's home outside
Moscow). It has about 650 workers. The company began in 1960
using outdated equipment from other pJants . First, it make
bricks, and then in 1970 it switched over to linoleum, vinyl
waU-covering, and "poly-fillers" used in construction. The
director; Boris Makharnov, has made the busine ss profitable
and is involved entrepreneuriaUy in some joint ventures. He led
the fight to become one of the first leasing firms-a
particularly difficult fight since the ministry didn't want to
give up a profitable firm. When describing the final leasing
approval from the ministry, Dr Rutgaizer said '"Free at la~t' as
on Martin Luther King's grave. " The next step of the ESOPstyle worker buyout is now being prepared (Fall 1989). The
likely minority partner in the buyout is one of their banks , the
regional department of the Bank for Housing and Social
Development.
These interesting and hopeful developments need to be
placed in perspective. They are dwarfed by the enonnous
obstacles facing perestroika in the Soviet Union. How can the
Communist Party fundamentaJly change the Party-controlled
economy and still retain its "expected" role in society? In
Eastern Europe (and the Baltic nations), a non -communist
society is within living memory, and economic liberalization is
fueled by the desire for national autonomy . But in Russia, state
socialism has soaked into their bones on a surprisingly large
scale, and the system was not imposed from the outside . It is an
unoriginal but accurate observation that the best hope for the
perestroika is that there is no other choice.
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Introduction:The NEM Refonns
With the exception of Yugoslavia , the Hungarian NEM (New
Economic Mechanism) reforms, initiated in 1968, are the oldest
in the socialist countries. Many of the recent reforms in other
socialist countries (e.g. the 1987 Enterprise Law in the Soviet
Union and manager responsibility system in China) which
emphasize financial autonomy within a framework of state
ownership are similar to the Hungarian NEM and wiJl likely
face the same difficulties in due time.
The basic idea of the NEM reforms was decentralized
financially autonomous state firms operating in a partial mar ket environment within a framework of state regulation . Thl"
Golden Age of the reforms was the period from 1968 to I 971
which was followed by a period of backsliding and soml"
recentralization from 1972 to 1978. From 1979 to the presl"nl,
the NEM has muddled along and been deepened in variom,
ways. Debate rages in Hungary about the next steps-with
some focus on the development of "full " capital market s.
To over-simplify, reformers may be divided into two camps :
(1) the middle-of-the-road reformers who are basically content
with muddling through within the current institutional
framework of the NEM , and (2) the radical reformers who
argue that the reforms can only be successful if totalized anti
completed by moving further in the direction of a markt'I
economy-particularly
with the introduction of active credit
and capital markets.
One group of radical reformers is associated with Marton
Tardos , previously of the Institute for Financial Research . In
the ups and downs of government policy, the Institute was
abolished and some of the staff started a joint stock consul•
tancy, Financial Research Ltd. The Tardos group has been
particularly concerned with integrating public capital markets
in some suitable form into the economic reform program (set'
Tardos, 1988). On the political side, the radical reformers are
associated with the democratic reform leader and Politburo
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membe~ Im.re Pozsgay (see The Eamomist, March 18, 1989, pp.
44--6).
There is also a school of radical philosophy, the Budapest
School, that strongly supports workers' self-management (see
Brown, 1988) .

1

I

Analysis and Criticism of the NEM
The Hungarian reforms starting in 1968 have been successful in
several areas. The agricultural cooperative sector is probably
the most genuine ('Le.not state-run) in Eastern Europe and it has
been quite productive . Small family-run private businesses
have been allowed to flourish (a very recent development in
the Soviet Union) in the second economy." There are not only
marketsin consumer goods but also in capital goods and productive inputs. Enterprises are allowed to issue bonds which can be
purchased by other enterprises or individuals - so a bond
market has developed.
The heart of the reforms in the state enterprise sector has
been less successful. There is no firm li.ne between state and
enterprise ; the state regulators can still intervene in hundreds
of ways to compromise enterprise autonomy. True autonomy
implies full up-side potential " and down-side risk, " while
the Hungarian state firms have both their incentives and risks
softened by state regulat ion. If the enterprise does very well
then, as with the piece-worker, the "norm " will be ratcheted
up. In thi~ case, the taxes and other charges levied on the
enterprises will rise to weaken their profit incentive. On the
downside , the government provides a "soft budget constraint. "
Distressed firms are subsidized and reorganized so that
bankruptcy is not a credible threat.
In the 1980s, the reforms have progressed by increasing
worker influence through the election of managers . But if the
workers have no capital accounts in the enterprise , then this
will lead to the distortions of the Yugoslav self-management
system. The workers will only receive value from the enterprise in one pocket, namely wages and bonuses . They will tend
to elect managers to maximize the short -term payout and that
will, in tum , lead to more ad hoc bureaucratic interference in
II
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the Yugoslav manner to preserve and increase the long-term
capital value of the enterprise.
Worker self-management should be completed with share
capital accounts giving workers the "other pocket" representing
the net asset value of the enterprise. Then the decision to pay
out profits from the enterprise is the decision to take value out
of one pocket (the workers ' capital interest in the enterprise)
and put it in their other pocket (wages and bonuses)-which
may"or may not be a good idea depending on the relative opportunities of the two uses of the profits.
In brief, the NEM reforms were not very successful because
they gave the enterprises only (weak) financial autonomy
rather than true ownership autonomy . As they now stand, the
state firms have ownership -by-everybody which functions as
ownership-by-nobody.
Only firms with clear ownership
autonomy can reap the efficiency of a decentralized market
economy. And if the autonomous ownership is worker ownership, then the firms can also r eap the X-efficiency of
heightened worker motivation and effort.

Paths to Worker Ownership
The path of /£fo rm s in the socialist countries ·is an evernarrowing spiral revolving around the central issue of
ownership of the firm (particularly "ownership " in the sense of
residual claimancy). Sooner or later,. socialist reforms will be
drawn into the heart of the "ownership question." As long as
government ownership remains the sanctum sanctorum of
socialist ideology, there will be no solution.
Professor Janos Kornai, who is sympathetic to but not now an
active member of the radical reformers, has noted that the
"'problem of ownership and property rights is not clearly
elaborated~in the writings of the radical reformers ." (Kornai ,
1986, p. 1733) Workerownership is unfortunately best known in
Eastern Europe by the Yugoslav example with its flawed
capital rights structure. Labor-based worker-owned firms with
share capital accounts as represented by the Mondragon worker
cooperatives in Spain and the democratic ESOPs in America are
less well-known in Eastern Europe.
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One path to work ownership in Hungary is the worker
cooperatives. There is a sizable sector of rather authentic
worker cooperatives in Hungary , and they provide an example
of non-government ownership that has always been recognized
in socialist theory. There is also a relatively new legal form of
the • small cooperative " that is used in the small business
sectoi: But Hungarian cooperatives , like all socialist cooperatives in varying degrees, suffer from "social property "' capital
structures and excessive state interference . With proper
organization and improved capital structures , the cooperative
sector in Hungary should grow.
The leasing idea is another path that has been developed in
Hungary . One of the pioneers of the radical refonn movement ,
Tibor Liska, outlined schemes to lease out state capital in the
1960s (see Barony, 1982; or The Economist, March 19, 1983). In
the NEM reforms, a number of small shops and enterprises were
leased out to their workers or even to private individuals
hiring a few workers.
This form [leasing} is widely applied in trade and in the
restaurant sector. Fixed capital remains in state
ownership, but the business is run by a private individu al
who pays a rent fixed by a contract and also taxes. He
keeps the profit or covers the deficit at his own risk. ... In
1984 about 11% of the shops and 37% of the restaurants
were leased this way. (Komai, 1986, p. 1709)
Hungary is moving away from the " monobank system " so
that firms can eventually obtain credit from a variety of
competing financial institutions . A bond market has also been
developed , and a "stock market " and a mutual fund are
scheduled to open. The ESOP loan transact ion was previously
descnoed with the state acting as the source of credit.. In
Hungary , the other sources of capital and credit would
facilitate the use of the ESOP-type transaction if the corporate
form was available.
Individual worker-owned firms or consortia of such firms
could also market risk-capital instruments such as participating debt securities, profit-sharing
stock (non-voting
preferred stock adapted to worker ownership) or variable
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income bonds. Thus the X-efficiency of worker-owned firms can
be developed along with the risk allocative efficiency of public
capital markets carrying financial instruments or securities
with varying degrees of risk and reward (these questions will
be addressed more in the next chapter].
Poland: Self-Management and Solidarity

Introduction
Poland's situation is somewhat unique due to Solidarity which has functioned less as a trade union than as a national
oppositional party. In its early days prior to the imposition of
martial law, Solidarity intellectuals issued a manifesto
calling for workers ' self-management. The model was only outlined and was roughly along Yugoslav lines in that it did not
address the capital rights issue. In any case, that initiative
was pushed into the background with the imposition of martial
law in December 1981 and the outlawing of Solidarity.
The recent (prior to the Solidarity-led government) economic
reform plan was similar to the Hungarian NEM in that ii
promoted financial autonomy in the state sector and promoted
private / cooperative forms of enterprise for small businest;es .
Given the deteriorated state of the Polish economy, there was
little hope that the program would have even the modest
success of the 1968 Hungarian NEM reforms.
Today it is unclear to what extent workers' self-management
is at the top of Solidarity ' s economic agenda . A worker ownership agenda would imply a willingness to take responsibility
at the enterprise level, and that means moving well beyond the
"traditional " union role.

The Self-ManagementCouncils
The idea of workers' self-management based on enterprise
workers' councils dates back to the postwar period in Poland ;
programs involving workers ' councils were advanced in 1945,
1956, and 1981 (see Holland, 1988). During the 1980-1981
heyday of Solidarity , workers ' councils were spontaneously
elected in a number of enterprises . The Party even supported
the effort in hope of outflanking Solidarity, but Solidarity
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responded by making self-management part of its program in
the summer of 1981. Compromise legislation for workers '
councils was passed in September 1981, but the active development was halted by martial law in December of 1981.
Polish workers wanted greater participation in workplace
decision-making, but like the Hungarians in 1956, they
were beginning to struggle with the tough questions of
property ownership . They rejected the principle of state
ownership and control of the means of production, but
simultaneously they did not want to tum their factories
over to private individuals . It is possible that had the
social movements consolidated by Solidarity not been
crushed, they would have gravitated towards forms of
ownership compatible with self-management. (Brown ,
1988, p. 202)
In the post-martial-law
period of the early 1980s , the
government promoted workers' councils or self-management
councils in the state firms to function as government and
management-controlled
transmission belts . But with the
passage of time, some of the worker councils started to become
more autonomous.
Just as the various reforms try to promote some enterprise
autonomy from the state through the horizontal interaction of
firms on the market , so the worker co.uncils decided that
horizontal association was their path to independence from the
state . In the fall of 1985, 25 of the most independent worker
councils convened in Torun but the government would not allow a
meeting fearing another oppositional party. In reply, a group
of "radical " activists called for the creation of a national
workers' council aUiance. But calmer heads prevailed on them
to withdraw their proposal. Too many of the counci ls were
then dominated by the government so any alliance open to all
worker councils would not be independent of government
influence.
Finally a compromise was reached to start an Association of
Self-Management Activi sts (ASMA). In November 1987, 45
representatives of the biggest industrial enterprises endorsed
the idea. The government considered it a threat to the status
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quo but, after negotiation, the group received permission to hold
a founding meeting early in 1988.
At the same time, the group started to form alliances of the
stronger worker councils on a regional basis. AJliances have
now been formed in Warsaw, Gdansk, Torun, Opole, Poznan, and
Wroclaw, with others being prepared . The ASMA group held
at the end of ]1988a self-management forum for several regional
alliances, and it has plans for a Self-Management Institute in
1989.
The ASMA group and the regional alliances of the worker
councils are so new that one cannot judge the eventual import of
this development. But they are surely "part of the solution ,"
and will promote the future development of democratic workerownership in Poland. Through the work of Solidarity and the
workers ' councils, Nthe idea of self-management has become
well established in the Polish working class" (Holland , 1988,
p. 140).
The large Polish state-owned enterprises with strong worker
councils seem ripe for the decentralizing model of privatization
with worker ownership . The workers in a division can form a
separate joint stock company which can then buy the requisite
assets from the parent company . The assets would be purchased
partly on a credit basis to be repaid in .the future and partly in
return for shares going to the parent company. In this manner,
the parent company could repeatedly spin off majority workerowned companies which would be joined together in a
federation with the parent company as the apex company {see
the previous discussion in the context of the Yugoslavian
reforms].
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Analysis of the Socialist
Enterprise Reforms
Socialist EnterpriseReform Programs:WhereAre They Going?

In most socialist countries today, there is a movement away
from the state-socialist model of government ownership and
centralized pJanning towards some more decentralized economy
with markets playing a larger role. Perestroika in the Soviet
Union and gai-ge in China have been much in the headlines.
More attention is now being lavished on the reforms in Hungary
and Poland as they are rapidly moving towards a decentralized system .
The Western press tends to interpret any movement away
from state-socialism as a movement towards capitalism. There
is, however, another interpretation . The socialist enterprise
reforms could be interpreted as movements away from the
socialism of the state towards the other socialist tradition of
self-management socialism, the socialism of the workers which
emphasized the '"'freeassociation of producers " instead of state
ownership of the means of production .

-c:

State Socialism

Two Socialisms:

Self-management Socialism

Figun 10.1 The Two Socialisms
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That self-management socialism is theoretically compatible
with all markets except the market in labor and the market in
equity shares in productive enterprises .
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Anmysis of the Socialist Enterprise Reforms
The •Two Soc:ialiams• and the "Two C.pitalisms•

"Ownership• is the issue-but
what is "'ownership of the
firm"? In the West, the phrase "ownership of the firm" combines two rather different things:
(l) the ownership of the capital goods and other means of
production, and
(2) the contractual role of being the residual claimant (the
legal party who buys or already owns the inputs used up in
production and who appropriates and sells the outputs).
What is the sine qua non of capitalist production:
- private ownership of capital goods, or
- non-labor residual daimancy (i.e. the residual claimant is
the capitalist or someone other than the collectivity of
workers in an enterprise)?
The two answers give "two capitalisms " which correlate with
the two socialist traditions : state socialism and self-management socialism.
Capitalism baM!d on the
Private Ownership of the
Means of Production
so the apposite is
State Socialism .
Capitalism based on the
Employment Relation
(MWage Labor ~) with a
Public or Private Employer
so the opposite is
Self-management Socialism .

Figure 10.2 The Two Capitalisms

State socialism identified capitalism with the "private
ownership of the means of production" so "socialism" would
have to be based on government ownership . A worker-owned
firm would be seen as "worker capitalism " simply because it
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was not government owned-regardless of whether or not it had
a democratic labor-based membership structure.
Self-management socialism would , in contrast, take capitalism as being based on the employment relation which allowed
some legal party other than the collectivity of workers in the
enterprise to be the residual claimant. Hence the state -owned
firm wouJd be criticized as a form of "state capitalism ."
The enterprise reform programs in the socialist countries are
now coming to the crucial junction , reforming "ownership." That
brings to the foreground the rather deep-lying confusion in
socialist countries over the sine qua non of capitalist production.
As noted previously in China, there have been examples where
local governments have leased the "means of production" to
individuals who hire workers as employees, and then the
officials claim that it is still "socialist" since the government
retains ownership of the capital goods. These examples
highlight
the almost fetishistic
importance
of the
"government ownership of the means of production " in the countries with a tradition of state socialism.
The transition from state-socialism to some form of selfmanagement socialism is not new . For several decades, the
Yugoslavian economy has had a mixed version of worker selfmanagemen t. For both political and practical reasons, the
state enterprise reform programs in the other socialist countries
will not explicitly follow the Yugoslav model. Politically, the
other socialist countries will always want to present their
efforts as breaking new ground . And given the different
national institutions, the other socialist countries will have to
find their own way. But the Yugoslav experiment also has not
been a great success so there will be resistance to emulating the
Yugoslav experiment for pragmatic reasons .
There is no single reason for the difficulties in the
Yugoslavian economy. But one cluster of reasons is the weakness
of property rights in the self-managed firms ("social property") and the continuing pervasive role of the state and party
in the affairs of the enterprise.
In the last two chapters , we have considered some of the
ideas and forces in the socialist enterprise programs that are
driving towards a worker self-managed socialist model. But
given the unclarity over "What is Socialism?" it is also likely
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that the socialist enterprise reforms will evolve towards a
social property model-whose
deficiencies have long been
evident in Yugoslavia. In this chaplet; we chart the evolution
of the reforms toward that social property compromise , and
then show how the property rights can be resolved without
"social property " but within the tradition of self-managed
socialism-broadly interpreted as a democratic form of private
(i.e. non-governmental) enterprise.

Evolution of the Socialist EnterpriseReform Programs

Collective Contracts
In spite of national differences, there seem to be some common
evolutionary forms emerging in the various socialist enterprise
reform programs.
One rudimentary form is the collective contract similar to
the autonomous work teams in the West. A group of workers
makes a collective contract with their enterprise and they are
paid according to their result. In countries with little social
memory of entrepreneurial activity, the collective contract
begins the process of workers assuming more legal selfresponsibility. But the workers have not assumed true residual
daimancy. They do not buy their inputs or sell their outputs.
The coUective contract is still employment for pay with the
pay determined by a collective piece-rate scale.

EnterpriseResponsibility Systems
Another initial form might be called the enterprise responsibility system. The state enterprises are given a form of market
autonomy under management control. They are supposed to be
"self-accounting" covering their own losses from their revenue s.
The roots of the idea go back to the Lerner-Lange model of
state-socialist firms simulating decentralizing profit-maximizing firms. The earliest reform using a version of the enterprise
responsibility system was the 1968 Hungarian New Economic
Mechanism. A similar reform is the centerpiece of the current
perestroika program embodied in the 1987 State Enterprise
Law. The enterprise responsibility system or factory manager
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contract responsibility system has also been used in the Chinese
state sector where the Berle-Means phrase "'separation of
ownership and control" has even been appropriated to describe
the combination of state ownership and decentralized management control
Reforms such as the collective contract and enterprise responsibility system do promote decentralization and the taste for
more autonomy from the center. But they do not change the
residual claimant. That is the big step.

Agricultural Family Responsibility Systems
The family farm is one of the oldest forms of the self-managed
firm. Leasing the agricultural means of production to family
farmers thus creates an institutional arrangement that is a
small self-managed firm and also satisfies the ideological need
for the government to retain ownership of the means of
production. That family resp onsibility system is the core of
Deng Xiaoping's somewhat successful agricultural reforms .
Gorbachev is trying a similar reform in the Soviet Union but
over a half century of collectivized farming has left little
social memory of family farming.

Industrial Enterprise Letising
How can Deng's success be translated to industry in China or in
the other socialist countries? The manager contract responsibility system was the first attempt in China to develop an
industrial analogue of the agricultural household contract
responsibility system. But it was a poor analogy. In the
agricultural case, the workers in the form of the household was
the contracting party, and the contract was a lease that shifted
residual claimancy to the leasee . That manager contract
responsibility system did neither . The manager , not the
collectivity of workers, is the contracting party , and the
contract is not a lease, so the state remains the res idual
claimant for the decentralized enterprise as in the Hungarian
NEM and the Soviet 1987 Enterprise Law.
The "next" idea is to lease the equipment , industrial factory,
and land to the collectivity of workers and managers in the
enterprise . That does change residual claimancy to the
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workers-without changing "government ownership of the
means of production.• This enterprise lease arrangement is now
being experimented with in over a thousand firms in the Soviet
Union.
The enterprise lease does represent a significant step.
Unlike the collective contract or enterprise responsibility
arrangements, it changes the residual claimant . In keeping
with the tradition of socialism based on "free associations of
producers," the new residual claimant is the collectivity of the
workers. This reform also raises two important questions.
The first question is about the new corporate form-the legal
party leasing the assets from the government. In the Russian
lease firms, the legal form of the firm is quite sketchy. It seems
to be only a creature of the lease contract which evaporates
when the lease expires.
The second question concerns the property rights in the
enterprise. Do the members of the collectivity-the workers in
the enterprise-have any recoupable capital claim on the net
worth of the enterprise? The answer to that question will
depend in large part on the strength of the attitudes held over
from the other conception of socialism as based on the government ownership of the means of production.
A second question is about the best form of the lease,
physical or financial? The initial and most unworkable form of
enterprise leasing is a lease of specific physical assets from the
government for a limited time period. Quite aside from the
first question about legal form and capital claims, this physical lease arrangement is rather problematic. Firstly, workers
have little intrinsic motivation for the care and maintenance of
leased property-particularly "Government Property." People
usually do not lavish great care on a rented car or apartment.
Secondly, replacement or new investment expenditures must be
made by the government if the point is to retain the
"government ownership of the means of production." Such a
retention would only have fetishistic value since the
government is no longer the residual claimant. Moreover, the
transaction costs would be overwhelming in trying to get
absentee government bureaucrats in the owner-ministry to
implement the capital investment program of a moderately
complex industrial enterprise . It is hardly an arrangement that
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could accommodate the pace of technological change in the late
twentieth century.

Financial Leasing?
A more workable a.ltemative would be to transform the physical lease into a financial lease. The enterprise would buy the
property rights to the physical means of production from the
government with credit supplied by the government.
The
financial lease or loan could then be serviced and / or amortized
over a period of years.
The problem is that the government would "only" be a
creditor of the enterprise instead of the owner of the physical
fixed assets used by the enterprise . That would be a clear-cut
break with the statist conception of socialism in favor of a selfmanagement model. It is precisely that step that is so difficult
in today's socialist countries where the Communist Party ' s
monopoly of political power has been based on the state
socialist vision . That accounts for the ideological significance
of the recent examples in the Soviet Union of moving beyond a
worker lease-out to a worker buyout.
Consider an analogy. Under state socialism, the state owns a
truck (i.e. the physical enterprise) and the worker (i.e . the
collectivity of workers) drives the truck as a state employee.
The state is both the owner of the physical asset of the truck
and is the residual claimant in the economic operation of the
truck. There might be all sorts of arrangements to give the
state-employed truck driver more autonomy on the job and to be
paid a wage geared to results (e.g. proportional to tonnage
hauled). But the real perestr oika is when the truck driver
becomes an independent operator leasing or buying the truck
from the state. That changes residual daimancy. The truck
operator pays the operating costs (e.g. gas , oil, and maintenance) and is paid by the customers for the tonnage hauled.
Given that important change in re sidual daimancy, it is
another question whether the truck is physically leased to the
operator from the state, or the operator purchases the truck on
credit supplied by the state (i.e. by a financial lease) . The
truck operator has better micro-motivati on to take care of the
truck if he owns the truck (i.e. bought it with a loan) instead of
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just leases it. Ownership of the truck also facilitates the replacement of the truck and expansion of the operation.

The Social Property Compromise
The Rnext step" in the evolution of many of the reform programs
may be a Yugoslav-type "social property" compromise. Instead
of government-ownership
of specific assets leased to the
enterprise , there is a disembodied "social ownership " of the
assets used by the enterprise . The enterprise uses the property
as trustee for a disembodied "'Society." As the property is used
up, it must be replaced with new investment of at least equal
value. Instead to trying to get government bureaucrats to
implement an appropriate capital investment program , the
enterprise will conduct its own capital spending program
financed by borrowing or by its own retained earnings. This
social-property compromise is more workable than a physical
lease and it has been implemented in Yugoslavia where the
League of Communists still has a political monopoly. Thus all
the socialist enterprise reforms may, sooner or later, have to
understand the problems in and the solutions to the social
property <:ompromise exhibited in the Yugoslav self-managed
firms.
Without special government regulations , there is little
incentive to finance investment by retained earnings . Earnings
paid out as bonuses are definite property rights in the hands of
the workers. Earnings retained to finance investment become
social property . Insofar as the workers ' self-management is
genuine , the workers will have every incentive to force the
paying out of profits and the financing of all investment by
borrowings . Moreover, workers have an incentive to even pay
out depredation allowances and to also finance new investment
by debt. Then the government is moved to intervene and further
complicate the irrational investment structure by imposing
u capital maintenance requirements " to safeguard "social property " (see Ellerman, 1986b).
Yugoslavs take great pride in their claim to have replaced
state socialism with a new model of self-management socialism. But the transition is only partial. "Social property" is the
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ghost of state ownership that still haunts the Yugoslav selfmanagement model.
There is a technical solution withi., the framework of laborbased self-management , namely, the system of internal capital
accounts pioneered by the Mondragon worker cooperatives . But
the problem is not simply a technical problem . It is also an
ideological problem, the problem of exorcising the ghost of
state socialism. But since we have already analyzed the first
principles behind the labor-based democratic firm, we turn to
the property rights questions that have plagued the socialist
enterprise reforms . By co.mbining internal capital accounts with
a labor-based democratic structure , the democratic firm has
rational investment incent ives and definite property rights
(often thought to be unique to the capitalist firm) at the same
time that it is a democratic social institution .
Property Rights Analysis of the Socialist Reforms

The Liabilities Cancellation Metaphor
We must first consider some common metaphors that often cloud
the understanding of property rights . For example , suppose
that a person takes out a $40,000 loan from a bank to buy a
$60,000 house with a $20,000 down payment , and that the
house serves as collateral for the loan. As the person pays off
the loan, it is often said that "the person is buying the house
from the bank. "

Assets
$60,000 House

Liabilities
$40,000 Bank Debt
$20,000 "Equity " in House

House 100%
owned by
person .

Figutt 10.3

l\>rson's Balance Sheet
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Does the bank own the house to the extent that the loan is
not paid off? Does the bank start off owning two-thirds of the
house? No, the person owns 100 per cent of the house from the
moment of purchase, and the person also holds a liability to
the bank for the remaining balance on the loan .
If the $40,000 value of the bank debt is subtracted from the
$60,000 value of the house, the resulting $20,000 is sometimes
said to be the person's "equity " in the house. But that is only a
cancellation of value, not a cancellation of property rights. The
person does not just own $20,000worth or one-third of the house,
and the bank does not own the other two-thirds. The person
owns 100 per cent of the house and owes a debt to the bank that
is initially equal in value to two-thirds of the house.
The manner of speaking and / or thinking of the bank as
owning two-thirds the house is the metaphor of liabil iti es
cancellation. Value is confused with ownership. The value
cancellation $60,000 - $40,000 = $20,000 is misinterpreted as an
ownership cancellation leaving the person with only one-third
ownership of the house. The bank's claim against the person is
misinterpreted as a (equal-valued) direct ownership claim on
the house-in effect, cancelling the (non-bankrupt) person out of
that relationship.
The metaphorical nature of the liabilities cancellation
becomes clear upon considering the other attributes of ownership. Only the person has the use rights of the house-to live
in it, modify it, or to rent it out to another party. Similarly as
the value of the house appreciates, the person gets 100 per cent
of the capital gains. The person's use and disposal rights over
the house are limited only by the house serving as collateral
for the loan. For instance, if the person wanted to sell the
house, then the loan would have to be paid off or an acceptable
substitute collateral would have to be provided .
The liabilities cancellation metaphor is often used by
Western economists in describing the property rights of the
residual claimant. The residual claimant owns 100 per cent of
the outputs (e.g. the produced assets Q in the example in
Chapter 1) and owes 100 per cent of the liabilities for the usedup inputs (e.g. the liabilities for the used-up K and L). Yet the
input suppliers' claims against the residual claimant are often
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"pictured" as being a direct ownership claim on "shares of the
product" while the so-called "residual claimant" is pictured as
having the claim only on the remaining residual. That is the
distributive shares metaphor. It applies liabilities cancellation to the income statement while the previous house mortgage
example applied it to the balance sheet.
The liabilities cancellation is also used in the socialist
argument that "Society" (an abstraction with varying definitions) owns most of the product on the assumption that Society
supplies most of the capital and other inputs to production . The
workers get a certain share of the product and that is paid out
as wages and bonuses . The rest of the product belongs to Society
since Society supplied the other inputs.
This argument mistakes the structure of property rights as
well as the structure of the labor theory of property argument
for the worker-managed firm. Even granting, for the sake of
argument, that "Society"' supplies most or all the other inputs ,
it does not follow that Society should own part of the outputs.
It follows that the residual claimant is liabl e to Society for
those inputs. In other words, instead of having a direct claim
on the product, Society as an input supplier has a claim against
the residual claimant.
The labor theory of property argues furthermore that Labor,
the workers in the enterprise , should be that residual claimant.
Thus the labor theory does not "ignore the claims of Society "; it
simply does not misinterpret those claims as direct ownership
claims on the product. Labor must satisfy its liabilities for
using up the inputs supplied by "Society."
In addition, state socialists tend to misunder stand the
structure of property rights by accepting the Fundamental Myth
(see Chapter 1) that residual claimancy is part of the
"ownership of the means of product ion." Thus given that
Society starts off owning the mean s of production, state
socialists conclude that Society should be the residual
claimant. But residual claimancy is not inherently tied to
capital as shown by the leasing arrangement which separates
residual claimancy from capital ownership . The labor theory
implies that Labor should be liable to the owner of the means
of production for using the services of that capital.
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Another question clouded by the liabilities cancellation
metaphor is the question of who owns the assets of a
corporation. In the example of the homeownei;. take the person
to be the legal person of a corporation. A party to whom the
corporation owes a liability (such as the bank) does not own any
portion of the corporate assets. Like the person in the example ,
the corporation owns 100 per cent of its assets.
In a democratic corporation with internal capital accounts,
the workers do not own the corporate assets . The democratic
firm is a social institution with the workers as its u citizens" or
members. The internal capital accounts are "internal" debt
capital analogous to the national debt owed by a country to its
citizens. Those liabilities should not be " cancelled" and
misinterpreted as direct ownership claims on the assets. The
workers do not own the corporate physical assets any more than
citizens holding treasury bonds or government savings bonds own
government property.

The "Two Pockets* Principle
It is no surprise that Western commentators tend to consider the
capitalist corporation as the only alternative to the propertyrights deficient state-owned or socially-owned firm. Even some
of the more "libera l" socialist commentators take the capitalist property structure as the only alternative . Hence we will
organize our analysis by considering some of the cap italist
recommendations made for the socialist reforms and then by
showing how the democratic firm addresses those concerns.
As state enterprises become more autonomous (e.g . with the
enterprise responsibility reforms) and workers gain more formal
or real power (e.g. enterprise councils or worker councils), then
pressure will increase on managers to pay out more of revenues
and even reserves to workers as pay, bonuses , and benefits. As
Gorbachev has noted " ...socialist property ...became nobody ' s
property, having no real owner " (quoted in Schroedei;. 1988, p .
181)-while property paid out (or stolen) became somebody's
property. That has always been true in state enterprises in the
East and West, but with the decentralizing reforms managers
become much more vulnerable to worker pressure to decapital ize the enterprise.
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Western commentators advise the solution of having private
or perhaps non-governmental institutional owners of the
enterprises. The new owners need a strong enough interest in the
capita] assets of the enterprise to resist the worker demands for
higher payouts and decapitalization of the enterprise . Thus
some form of the capitalist corporation is presented as the only
solution to the property rights deficiencies ("nobody's
property") of the state firm.
The owners of a capitalist corporation can also pay out cash
to themselves-namely
as dividends . Why don ' t they just
decapitalize the company? The owners also gain or lose value
from the company through the capital gains or losses in their
share value . They have "two pocketsH instead of one . Money
they pay out as dividends goes into one pocket but they suffer a
corresponding loss in the capital value of the company-so the
money comes out of their other pocket. That is as it should be.
Since it is their wealth either way, whether the wealth is in
one pocket or the other, the owners can then make the pay -outor-retain decision according to the financial opportunities
outside or inside the company.
That same two pockets principle applies to the democratic
firm with internal capital accounts. The members ' capital
accounts are their second pockets . Retained profits add to the
balances in the accounts, and paid out profits subtract from (or
refrain from adding to) those accounts.

Worker 's Pocket:
Value of

~ Member 's Pocket :

~

Value of

Wages
Figure 10.4

Capital Account
Worker-Membe r's "Two Pockets"'

Thus the worker-members get the wealth either way; it is a
question of the relative opportunities available inside and
outside the firm.
For the workers , it is not simply a question of financial rate
of return since the company is their job. With the "hard budget
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constraint " of potential bankruptcy , the workers would harm
themselves in two way by decapitalizing the company-by
reducing the value of their capital accounts and by jeopardizing
their own livelihoods .
The structure of this argument is instructive. The propertydeficient socialist firm violates the two-pockets principle . The
capitalist firm satisfies the principle . Hence capitalist
economists and many reformers in socialist countries conclude
that the only solution is the capitalist firm. A similar
thought-pattern
is repeated over and over again in the
socialist reform debates. Capitalist economics has little
interest in analyzing the underlying principle (such as the
utwo-pockets principle ") and showing how it could also be
satisfied in non-capitalist firms. We will see how the same
thought-pattern
is repeated in the debate over capital
markets.
While both the capitalist and the democratic structures
solve the property rights problem using the two pockets
principle, the capitalist firm as well as the state firm involves
the motivational inefficiency (or "X-inefficiency ") of the
employer~mployee relation. The managers and workers have
no intrinsic motivation when employed by absentee shareholders or a state ministry. This is referred to in the Western
literature as u agency costs"-the costs incurred by the principal
or employer to motivate and monitor the agents or employees as
well as the costs of the suboptimal performance on the part of
the agents and employees .
It is interesting to notice some variation in the labelling of
problems depending on the ideological undertones. When
Soviet managers and workers do not husband and conserve the
property of a state firm , that is called a " property rights
deficiency" in the Western literature . When American managers and workers in a large corporation with publicly traded
shares treat the corporate property in the same manner, that is
called an "agency problem." Yet by any objective measure, the
"property rights" enjoyed by a Soviet ministry over an
enterprise are a good deal stronger than the rights held by the
dispersed absentee shareholders of a large American corporation. But if the Soviet difficulties were also called "agency
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problems " that would set up an uncomfortable analogy between
the absentee-owned companies of the East and West.
Self-manag ,ement drastically reduces, if not eliminates,
certain agency costs. For instance , one economic actor who is
self-managing in Western economies is the consumet: There is
no "incentives problem " to motivate the consumer to maximize
his or her utility. There is no "agency problem " to supervise
and monitor the consumer to insure the maximization of utility .
In the democratic firm, the collectivity of the worker-members
is self-managing, and thus there is no collective incentive or
agency problem .
There is still the classic divergence of interests between the
individual and the collective. Consider the problem of worker
pilfering or theft of company property . If everyone stole $100 a
year then in addition to the damage to company esprit de corps
and self-discipline, there would be no economic gain since the
workers would get a corresponding $100 loss to their capital
accounts. But if one person steals $100 and everyone else
refrains, then the thief gets the exclusive benefit while the
loss is spread over all the group.
Thus the self-management structure with capital accounts
gives proper collective motivation but does not automatically
solve the old divergence between individual and collective
interests in a democratic organization . There is some evidence,
and certainly some hope, that the correct collective incentives
will become individualized through horizontal monitoring
between worker-members ("Hey, you're taking money out of my
pocket! "), but that mechanism is far from automatic. In a
private or public enterprise capitalist firm, the employees do
not even have a collective incentive (not to mention individual
incentives) to preserve and maintain "company property" -and
old habits die hard .
Is an Equity Market Necessaryfor Efficient Capital

Allocation?
There are two allocation problems that need to be considered
separately: the allocation of capital (physical and financial),
and the allocation of risk. Capital allocation is discussed in
this section and risk allocation in the next.
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Both types of allocation are involved in the stock marketthat universal symbol of capitalism in both the capitalist and
socialist worlds. In spite of the stock market's large symbolic
value, it is notorious that it has relatively little to do with the
production of goods and services in the economy (the gambling
industry aside). The overwhelming bulk of stock transactions
are in second-hand shares so the capital paid for shares
usually goes to other stock traders , not to productive enterprises
issuing new shares .
The .,stock market " has nevertheless been prominent in the
socialist reform debates-apparently
due to its pull on the
popular imagination. Socialist reformers in countries without
even a decentralized banking system for small or medium-sized
firms think that having a "stock market " will somehow solve
their problems of business development.
Our concern is with the more sophisticated arguments by
economists that a stock market is necessary for the efficient
allocation of capital. Socialist firms are routinely attacked as
being inherently inefficient because they have no equity share s
exposed to market valuation. If this argument had any merit,
it would imply that the whole sector of unquoted closely-held
small and medium-sized firms in the West was "inherently
inefficient" -a conclusion that must be viewed with some
skepticism. Indeed, in the comparison to large corporations
with publicly-traded
shares , the closely-held firms are
probably more efficient users of capital. At the level of pure
theory, the fundamental theorem in neo-dassical economics,
i.e. the theorem that a competitive equilibrium is allocatively
efficient, is formulated in a model without a stock market (see
Quirk and Saposnik, 1%8).
Where has the argument gone wrong? Doesn't the absence of
a market spell inefficiency? It always seems useful to consider
the analogy w ith slavery and its abolition . Is a markd
economy inherently inefficient after the abolition of slav.:ry
since that eliminates slave markets? Given that workers are
legally treated as property , a market in such property woulJ
promote efficiency of allocation (as opposed to a bureaucralk
allocation mechanism). But efficiency does not imply th,11
there must be slavery in the first place. When slavery is
abolished, then efficiency requires some other means for ttll'
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allocation of work that pays due regard for the valuation of
alternative applications of work. A slave market is not a
necessary condition for the efficient allocation of work.
In a similar mannet given that productive enterprises are
treated as property expressed in equity shares, a market in such
property would promote efficiency of allocation . But efficiency
does not require that enterprises be treated as property in the
first place.
For a closer examination of the argument, we must distinguish between two quite different types of capital markets" neither of which exists in socialist countries . One is the group
of markets in physical and financial capital-the market in
the #means of productions" as well as the financial loan
market The other is the market in equity shares-the stock
market.
H

Capital Market
for

· Capital Goods &
Loan Ca ital.

1--.-~

FIRM

Capital Market
for

Equity Shares .

Figure 10.S Two Different Kinds of Capital Markets

The efficient allocation of capital in production does not require
a stock market (witness the small business sector). But it does
require a market in capital goods and loan capital or some
equivalent mechanism so that the scarcity value of physical
and financial capital will be reflected in decisions about its
allocation .
How does the efficient allocation of capital take place at
the level of the firm? A proposed capital project is analyzed.
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Given the scarcity-reflecting cost of the capital goods and other
inputs involved, the rate of return over cost is computed to see if
it compares favorably with the interest costs of borrowing funds
to finance the project. Even if the project could be self-financed,
the interest cost of borrowing or lending money gives the benchmark opportunity cost of tying down the funds in the project.
This project analysis requires a s"Carcity value for the capital
goods and for the loan capital, and thus it requires a capital
market (or some equivalent mechanism) for those items.
A market in the second-hand equity shares of the company
is, by itself, quite irrelevant to the analysis of the capital
project. For a firm to investigate the profitability of using a
new widget-maker machine , it must know the value of the
machine, not the value of its own second-hand shares or the
value of the shares in the company making widget-maker
machines . Potential capital projects can be analyzed quite well
in closely-held corporations with no market in their equity
shares. A stock market would only be relevant if floating new
shares offered an alternative source of funding. That source
would hardly be cheaper since shareholders must be additionally compensated for bearing more risk. A stock market does
allow for some external risk-sharing and thus a better allocation of risk than with straight fixed-interest loan capital. But
as we will see in the next section, such an allocation of risk can
be obtained without the specifically capitalist tool of marketable equity shares.
Some socialist reformers have suggested a socialist stock
market" with pension funds, institutions , and other enterprises
as the principal stock traders. In that manne~ the problem of
Nvaluing capita! " would supposedly be solved . But a stock
market would not be a substitute for the market to value capital
goods and loan capital, and we have seen that it is the markets
for physical and financial capital that provide the information necessary to evaluate capital projects and to efficiently
allocate capital. It might be answered that markets in
physical and financial capital do not provide a market value
for equity shares; only a stock market can do that. And only a
slave market can provide a market value for slaves .
N
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Another argument is that a stock market is necessary so that
economic performance will be reflected in the value of property.
But the internal capital accounts in democratic firms perform
that function without having marketable equity shares.
In a market economy of democratic firms (without hired
labor), there can be full markets in capital goods and loan
capital. Thus the labor income, determined as the revenues
minus the non-labor costs, is available as an indicator of the
efficient use of material resources . If an accounting wage is
assigned to labor, then the labor income can be divided into the
wage and the remaining Hpure profit."
In a market economy of capitalist corporations , retained
profits add to stock value. In democratic firms, retained profits
add to the value in the capital accounts just as deposited wages
add to a worker 's savings account in a bank. In both cases,
retained profits add to the capital value in someone ' s pocket.
The differences lie elsewhere.
The capitalist company is itself a piece of property represented by the equity shares, and the market value of those
shares reflects th~ economic fundamentals of profit and lossesas well as psychological and speculative elements on the stock
market.
The democratic firm is· a social institution , not a piece of
property. Thus it has no free-floating "market value " any more
than does a town or city-even though the particular assets
owned by a town or city might have a market value . The
internal capital accounts are a flexible form of debt capital.
Retained profits or losses are credited or debited to those
accounts so the capital value of the accounts is a property right
that directly reflects the economic fundamentals of profit and
loss. Thus property rights can reflect economic performance
without having the firm itself being a piece of property with a
free-floating market value .

ls an Equity Market Necessaryfor Efficient Risk Allocation?
The internal capital accounts in democratic firms establish the
two pockets principle so there are rational investment incentives and efficient performance will be reflected in capital
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values. But capital accounts , by themselves, do not promoh'
efficient risk allocation.
A public capital market in salable or negotiable securilie:-. 1~
one of the remarkablesocial inventions of capitalism . How r,111
it be adapted to an economic democracy? " Securities" refers to
both debt and equity instruments . Worker-owned companks or
consortia of such firms may issue negotiable debt instrumenli;
such as bonds and debentures.
The correlation between membership and work in a firm will
not be maintained if the workers can freely sell their e4uily
rights while still working in the firm. There is one reason why
traditional equity instruments do not mix well with worker
ownership . Let us review the capital structure of a conven tional corporation. Control (e.g. to elect the board of directon.)
is attached to the common voting shares with a non-manJ,11ory
payout (i.e. dividends). Control is not attached to the <lt>hl
instruments with mandatory interest payments . That make:.
sense. If the holders of corporate debt have no control rii,,:hts,
then the payout to them must be obligatory.
Non-voting preferred stock is udequity, " an intermediah'
security between debt and equity. Like debt it has no vole, hut
like equity it has no mandatory payout. However; preferred
stock still has a value because it is "piggy-backed " onto the
commonstock dividends. Dividends up to a certain percenla~l'
of face value must be paid on preferred stock before any commun
stock dividends can be paid. Preferred stockholders do not nct·tl
control rights since they can assume the common stockholders
will attend to their own interests .
The preferred stockholders are like tax collectors lh.al
charge their tax on any value the common stockholders take out
the front dooc But that valuation theory breaks down if the
common stockholders have a back door- a way to extract value
from the company without paying the tax to the preferred
stockholders. That is the situation in a worker-owned company
where the worker-members can always take their value oul I he
uback door " of wages, bonuses , and benefits. A similar pmblcm
exists in the large management-dominated corporati ons where
the back door is managerial salaries, bonuses, stock options, and
other perquisites.
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As noted in Chapter 3, the bade door problem can be resolved
using a " dequity "' security , a non-voting, variable income
security called a profit-sharing security or a participating secu•
rity since the capital supplier "shares the profits " or
"participates in the variable income"' of the enterprise.
For instance, a participating bond or debenture would have
two or more levels of interest. There is a minimum level of
interest which then "kicks up" to a higher level if the firm has
certain pre-specified levels of value-added or total labor
income. The payout is mandatory so it avoids the back door
problem. The payout is variable so it involves risk-sharing
with outside capital suppliers. When value-added falls, the
capital cost to the firm and the return to the participating
bond-holders falls so risk has been shared . Thus participating
securities provide a mechanism for the efficient allocation of
risks without a market in equity shares .
Is it practical? For small shareholders , the equity shares in
the public stock markets in the United States are already a
form of profit-sharing securities.
With the separation of
ownership and control in the large quoted corporations, the vote
is of little use to small shareholders. Dividends are discretionary in theory but are quasi-mandatory in practice . The
"missed dividend"' is the exception that proves the rule, and
the root cause is the similar back door problem of managerial
salaries and perquisites . Hence for small shareholders ,
" equity shares " already function like non-voting, variable
income, perpetual securities with quasi-mandatory payouts ,
i.e. as participating
dequity securities . Hence a priori
arguments that public capital market s in participating dequity
securities are not workable must be viewed with some
skepticism .
With a market in non-voting participating securities replacing equity shares , the small capital-suppliers would hardly
notice the difference and the large capital-suppliers would not
be able to mount takeover bids. Democratic firms would be able
to focus their attention on producing better goods and services
instead of improving their takeover defense s . External
takeovers are as inappropriate for democratic firms as they are
for other democratic polities. It is symptomatic of the moral
condition of corporate capitalism that external takeover raids
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are seriously proposed as an accountability mechanism for
management-the Attila-the-Hun theory of accountability.
Democratic firms use another accountability mechanism .
Stock markets in equity shares are a sufficient but not a
necessary condition for a more efficient allocation of risk. It
seems quite possible to have a vibrant public c.apitaJ marketwith the resulting more efficient allocation of risk-in an
economy dominated by democratic worker-owned companies
with no marketable equity shares. The securities would be the
usual negotiable bonds , debentures , and commercial paper-as
well as the special profit-sharing or participating dequity
securities .

Conclusion
Economic Democracy as a Third Way
An economicdemocracycan be roughly defined as a mixed
marlcet economy where the predominance of economic enterprises are democratic worker-owned firms (see Dahl, 1985). It
differs from capitalism primarily in the abolition of the
employment relation. The relationship between the worker
and the firm is membership,
an economic version of
"citizenship ," not employment. It differs from (state) socialism
in that the firms are democratic worker -owned firms , not
government-owned firms, and the firms are interrelated by a
market economy with various degrees of macro-economic
guidance furnished by the government.
Economic democracy is a genuine third way that is structurally different from classical capitalism and socialism . It
can be viewed as an outcome of evoluti on starting either from
capitalism or from socialism.
A capitalist economy within a political democracy can
evolve to an economy of economic democracy by extending the
principle of democratic self-determination to the workplace. It
would be viewed by many as the perfection of capitalism since
it replaces the demeaning employer - employee relationship
with ownership and co-entrepreneurship for all the workers.
A state socialis t economy can evolve into an economic
democracy by restructuring itself along the lines of the selfmanagement socialist tradition . It would be viewed by many as
the perfection of socialism since the workers would finally
become masters of their own destiny in firms organized as free
associations of producers.
There is more to an economy and certainly more to a sociopolitical system than the form of economic enterprise . Yet we
have intentionally focused only on the firm-not on broader
economic or social que stions. This has been quite feasible due to
the traditional neglect of the firm in both capitalist and
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socialist economic theory. In neo-dassical economics, the firm
is seen as a technologically specified black-box or, from the
institutional viewpoint, as a piece of property, a capital
asset-not a community of work qualifying for democracy.
Socialist theory, from Marx onwards, has been notoriously
silent about the "socialist firm.n

First Principles
The Labor Theory of ProperhJ

The democratic firm is grounded on first principles, the twin
pillars of the labor theory of property and democratic theory .
The analysis began by setting aside what we called the
"Fundamental Myth " that residual claimancy is part of the
ownership of the means of production. The whole question of
the ownership of the new assets and liabilities created in
production (which ace.rue to the residual claimant) has been
suppressed in capitalist economics because those assets and
liabilities were taken as part of the already-existing ownership of the means of production. By simply considering the case
where the physical means of production are rented or leased,
we can see that the residual claimant appropriating those new
produced assets and liabilities could be different from the
owner of the means of production . The ownership of the capital
used in production only determines to whom the residual
claimant is liable for the used-up services of capital.
Having conceptually separated the residual claimant' s role
from the capital supplier's role , we then turned to the
normative question of who ought to appropriate those new
assets and liabilities created in production . We applied the
standard juridical principle that legal responsibility should be
assigned to the de facto responsible party. Regardless of the
causal efficacy of the services of capital and land , only the
intentional actions of persons can be de facto responsible for
anything. Thus the people involved in a productive enterprise ,
the managers and workers, are de facto responsible for producing the outputs and for using up the inputs . By the standard
juridical principle, they should therefore have the legal
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liability for the used-up inputs and the legal ownership of the
produced outputs, i.e. they ought to be the residual claimant.
This argument is none other than the old "labor theory of
property " usually associated with John Locke restated in
modem terms using the language of jurisprudence . The argument
also makes sense out the peculiar dual life that Locke's theory
has always had; it is taken as the basis of private property as
well as the basis for a radical critique of capitalist production.
We found that there was no contradiction in that outcome .
Labor is the natural foundation for private property appropriation, and capitalis t production-far from being "founded on
private property #--denies that labor basis for appropriation.
In that sense , it is private property itself that calls for the
abolition of capitalist production (i.e . the employment
relation) so that people will always appropriate the positive
and negative fruits of their labor.
This same idea occurs in a rather oblique form in the socialist
tradition as the "labor theory of value. " The labor theory of
value has always had two rather different interpretations:
labor as a measure of value, and labor as a "source " of value o~
rathe~ of what has value. The measure version of the labor
theory of value has been a complete failure-and, in any case,
it had no interesting normative implications. Thus capitalist
economists want to stick to the measure version of the theory
(since it is a failure) and state socialist s also want to stick to it
(since it has no implications against state socialism) . The
alternative source version of the "labor theor y of value " is the
labor theory of property disguised in "vaiue talk ." It has
direct implications against capitalist production in favor of the
democratic firm , and it has direct implications against state
socialism in favor of the alternative tradition of democratic
self-management socialism.
The end result of this reformulation of the basic issues is that
a new "villain " emerges, the employment relation. The villain
of capitalist production is not private property or free markets
(far from it) , but the whole legal relationship of renting,
hiring, or employing human beings . It was the employment
relation that allowed some other party to hire the workers so
that together with the owner ship of the other input s, that
party would be the residual claimant.
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An old inalienable rights argument, originally developed
against the self-sale contract, was applied against the selfrental contract, the employment contract. As illustrated by the
example of an employee obeying an order to commit a crime, de
facto responsible human actions , i.e. labor services , are not
factually transferable-so the legal contract to transfer labor is
natural-law invalid.
Instead of abolishing the employment relation , state
socialism nationalized it. Substituting state ownership of
slaves for private ownership would not aboli sh slavery, and
substituting employment of the workers in the name of the
'"public good ...for employment _in the interest of "private greed "
does not abolish the employment , hiring, or renting of workers .
Only the democratic firm-where the workers are jointly
self-employed-is a genuine alternative to private or public
employment .

Democratic Theory
The residual claimant has the direct control rights over the
production process. The application of democratic principles to
work has thus been clouded by the Fundamental Myth that
residual daimancy is part of the ownership of the means of
production. As the leas ing movement in the Soviet Union has
discovered , the renting or leasing of capital separates the
direct control rights over production from capital ownership .
The ownership of capital only gives the owner an indirect
control right, a right to say uNo, you may not use the capital,"
the right to make the worker into a trespasser. To acquire the
direct contr ol and authority over workers , the capital owner
must also be an employer. Indeed, a "capitali st" is a capital
owner who is also an employer. Without the employment
relation , a capital owner is not a "capitali st" but is only a
capital supplier to worker-managed firm s.
The same logic holds when the capital owner is a corpora tion . Of course, the shareholders have the control rights over
the affairs of the corporation. But it is the employment contract or its opposite , a capital leasing contract, that determine s
whether the "affairs of the corp oration " include authority
over the workers in the producti on process (when labor is hired
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in) or simply the leasing out of capital to the workers or some
other party undertaking the production process.
Traditional liberalism's inability to significantly raise the
question of applying democratic principles to the workplace
(see any standard economics text) has been fostered by the
public / private distinction . Democracy governs in the "public"
sphere while property supposedly governs in the private
sphere. But that misinterprets the rights of property. Property
only includes the indirect control right, say, to make a worker a
trespasser: Authority or direct control over the worker only
comes from the employment relation. Property is only relevant
as giving the bargaining power to make the employment
contract rather than the capital leasing contract .
Capitalist liberalism has also misrepresented the whole
question of democratic or non-democratic government in the
public sphere as a question of consent or coercion. That is superficial intellectual history (see Ellerman, 1986a) which allows
capitalist production to be presented as analogous to public
democracy since both are based on consent. Marxists typically
miss the point by questioning whether or not capitalist
production is "really " voluntary. The real point is that there is
a whole liberal tradition of apologizing for non-democratic
government based on consent--0n a voluntary social contract
alienating governance rights to a sovereign , e.g. the Hobbesian
pactum subjectionis . The employment contract is the modem
limited workplace version of that Hobbesian contract
The critique of capitalist production is a critique of the voluntary employment contract, the individual contract for the
renting of people and the collective Hobbesian padum subjectionis for the workplace. fhe critique is not new ; it was
developed in the Enlightenment doctrine of inalienable rights .
It was applied by abolitionists against the voluntary selfenslavement contract and by political democrats against the
voluntary contractarian defense of non-democratic government.
Today's economic democrats are the new abolitionists trying
to abolish the whole institution of renting people in favor of
democratic self-management in the workplace .
It might be noted that we have purposely refrained from
emphasizing the efficiency arguments customarily used in favor
of the democratic firm . Both capitalism and state socialism
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suffer from the motivational inefficiency of the employment
relation . Thus efficiency provides the principal " practical "
reason for the two-sided evolution in the direction of greater
participation and democracy in the workplace.
But efficiency considerations always leave the structure of
rights under-determined . If it is only efficiency that counts,
then non-democratic structures can always be designed to try to
simulate participative democratic structures (e .g . profit sharing and participation programs in capitalist firms) . If ,1
simulation fails, then there will always be other variations
that might provide a better simulation.
Real social change , when it comes, is driven by ideas and
principles, not simply by "efficiency considerations." Absolull'
government
as well as slavery sagge d after centuries of
inefficiency, but it was their illegitimacy in the light of first
principles that drove the democratic revolutions a nd the
abolition of slavery in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries .
Thus we have focused on the basic principle s that dr ivl '
towards economic democracy .

The DemocraticFirm
The democratic firm was defined by showing how the convim tional bundle of ownership rights is restructured and reassiKned
so as to satisfy democratic theor y and the labor theory of
property.
Democratic theory is implemented in an organization hy
treating the ultimate direct control rights , i.e. the voting rights
to elect the board , as personal rights assigned to the function,11
role of being governed.
The labor theory of property is implemented b y assigning
the rights to the produced outputs and the liabilities for the
used-up inputs whose net value is the residual or net income to
the functional role of working in the enterprise .
Thus the twin pillars of democratic theory and the labor
theory of property impl y that the two membership rights , the
voting and profit rights , should be assigned as personal rights
to the functional role of working in the firm. Since the member ship rights become personal rights , the democrati c firm
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becomes a democratic social institution
rather than the
traditional piece of property.
The remainingrights to the net value of the corporate assets
and liabilities remain property rights represented in the
internal capital accounts. The individual accounts represent
property originally put in by the workers (e.g. membership
fees) and the net value of the fruits of their labor reinvested in
the firm.
voting rights .
gJThe
The rights to the net income.

}

_,

@
The rights to the net value of the -~..,~
current

corporate assets and

liabilities .

Memhffship
Rights
Asignedas
Personal Righls
lo Worbr "s Role.
PropertyRights
Recordedin
Internal C1pilal
Accounts ,

Figure 11.1 Restructured Ownership Bundle in a Democratic Firm

The system of internal capital accounts is not an
afterthought. It is an integral part of the structure that corrects
the property rights deficiencies of " social property" involved
in the self-managed socialist firm.
W:>rker-ownedCompaniesin the USA and Europe

The best examples of democratic firms in the world today are
the worker cooperatives in the Mondragon group of the Basque
country in Spain. One of their important social inventions is
the system of internal capital accounts which they pioneered
over the last quarter century. There are new worker cooperative statutes in the United States and United Kingdom that
reflect the Mondragon-type structure.
Another major example of worker ownership in the West is
the employee stock ownership plan or ESOP developed in the
United States over the last 15 years and just starting in the
United Kingdom. The ESOPs have been heavily promoted in
America with tax advantages so that there are now about
10,000 ESOPs covering about 10 per cent of the workforce.
ESOPs have also been controversial because they are usually
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management-dominated . Workers get the financial aspects of
"ownership'" without the control aspects, so ESOPs tend to
create a new "second class" category of ownership for workers .
The ideology of ESOP promoters has been heavily worker
capitalist. But the origin of ESOPs in pension law gives them
many labor-based aspects-so there is some irony in the worker
capitalist ideology. The real innovation of the ESOP is
allowing the workers to use the leverage of the company to
take out a loan to buy stock, and then to have the company pay
back the loan as a tax deductible expense. The ESOP also allows the slow conversion of a company to worker ownership
whereas traditional cooperative forms were not easily hybridizable .
The lessons of the Mondragon-type worker cooperative and
of the democratic ESOP were combined in a new model, the
hybrid democratic firm, which could be implemented in other
countries of the East and West
The Socialist EnterpriseReform Programs

These are interesting and exciting times in the socialist world;
the economic and political forms of state socialism are breaking
down. Although interpreted in the West as a reversion to
capitalism, it is more plausibly seen as an evolution away from
state socialism to a market system of self-management
socialism.
The current perestroika in the Soviet Union, the system
reforms in China, the renaissance of markets in Hungary, and
the development of Solidarity and the self-management idea
in Poland are evolving-with zigs and zags-in the direction of
democratic worker ownership. Yugoslavia, since the 1950s, has
developed a form of worker self-management that has been
haunted by the ghost of state socialism in the form of "social
property.'" Yugoslavia is now evolving towards a new model of
mixed economy where worker self-management is coupled with
worker ownership.
The democratic firm with internal capital accounts is a
model for the self-managed socialist firm that corrects the
property rights deficiencies of the social property firm.
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The Democratic Firm and East/West Convergence

In the West, democracy will not forever remain alien to "what
people do all day long." Even without explicit worker ownership, many firms in the capitalist world (including Japan) are
evolving in the direction of recognizing the workforce as the
primary stakeholders or "owners" of the firm. The ESOPs and
other worker-owned companies are only the tip of the iceberg in
this long-term trend in the direction of the democratic firm.
In the socialist world , the very concept of "socialism " is
evolving away from the socialism of the state towards a
market model of decentraliz ·ed socialism with selfmanagement in the workplace . The democratic firm is the new
developing model of the "private" socialist firm.
The East and West are thus converging towards the common
ground of the democratic worker-owned firm.
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